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ABSTRACT

The use of glued laminated timber (glulam) in building and construction

provides a designer with an attractive, environmentally friendly alternative to

steel and concrete. However, along with other engineering materials, glulam is

subject to creep and in order to use it efficiently without the risk of

unacceptable long-term deflections occurring, a reliable method of estimating

creep in glulam is desirable.

With this mind, the Structural Timber Research Unit (STRU) at the University

of Brighton embarked, in 1988, on an extensive glulam research programme.

Since then, the deflection of prepared glulam specimens has been measured in

the laboratory under controlled conditions and in 1992, the programme was

broadened to include measurements to determine the behaviour of glulam in

full-scale structures.

A number of test sites have been established in a variety of buildings and the

method chosen to monitor glulam beams in these is theodolite intersection

using a Leica Electronic Coordinate Determination System (ECDS3).

Borrowed from industrial and engineering surveying, the use of the theodolite

intersection technique to monitor glulam is unique and it has, despite the

practical difficulties and size of structure involved, enabled the movement of

beams to be monitored with an accuracy of 0.1 mm.

By processing three-dimensional intersection coordinates, vertical deflections



and creep have been determined and results show that the creep response of the

glulam beams monitored in full-scale structures can be represented by a

seasonally modulated exponential function. This correlates well to results from

the laboratory tests and demonstrates that measurements taken in the laboratory

can predict the behaviour of glulam in-situ. The creep factors obtained also

agree well with the values given for these in Eurocode 5: Design of Timber

Structures.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The origin of this thesis lies in a personal interest the author has had in three-

dimensional coordinate measuring and monitoring since the late 1980s. This

resulted in the development, in 1989, of a portable non-contact coordinate

measuring system called ARCS (Analytical Remote Coordination System)

which was completed whilst the author was a member of the academic staff at

Portsmouth Polytechnic (now Portsmouth University). ARCS was a theodolite

intersection system and comprised two Kern E2 electronic theodolites, a Husky

Hunter field computer and software developed in-house (Ashworth, 1989).

One of the applications of ARCS included monitoring surveys carried out in

the Mary Rose Dock in Portsmouth Harbour (price and Ashworth, 1990a and

1990b). At the same time ARCS was developed, a general overview of

theodolite based coordinate measuring systems was published (price, 1989)

with a later update (Price, 1995).

Following a move to Brighton Polytechnic (now the University of Brighton) in

1990, the author subsequently joined the Structural Timber Research Unit

(STRU) in the Civil Engineering Department. STRU has an international

reputation for timber research and had embarked, in 1988, on a research project

to assess the long-term behaviour of a timber construction product known as

glulam (glued laminated timber). This work included some theoretical analyses
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and glulam sections of varying size were being tested in different environments

but under laboratory conditions. It was hoped that this work would have some

input to Eurocode 5: Design of Timber Structures (British Standards

Institution, 1994).

In wood mechanics, there has always been a debate as to how measurements

taken in the laboratory in order to assess the behaviour of wood and glulam

relate to the behaviour of these when they are part of a structure. Consequently,

during early 1992, STRU decided that the glulam project needed spatial data

relating to the behaviour of glulam in-situ in full-scale structures as well as the

data from laboratory tests. When combined with the laboratory data it was

hoped that the question of there being any correlation between laboratory and

full-scale measurements could be answered and a better understanding of

gIuIamwould result.

The data required by STRU to define the long-term behaviour of giulam both

in-situ and in the laboratory is a measurement of the deflection of gIuIamunder

sustained load. Based on the experience gained from testing gIulam in the

laboratory, it was estimated by STRU that deflections had to be determined

with an accuracy approaching 0.1 mm to model the long-term response of

glulam adequately. For any full-sized structure, one of the most important

decisions to be made was which measurement method to use to measure beam

deflections to the accuracy required. At this point the author was consulted,

various alternatives were suggested and STRU decided to proceed with a

programme to monitor gluIam in some full-scale structures.
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1.1 Aims and objectives

Based on the requirements of STRU, the aims and objectives of this thesis are

as follows:

Aim 1: To implement a measurement system for recording the deflections of

in-situ glulam beams infull-size structures to a specified accuracy.

Objectives

• to establish a specification for the measurements

• to investigate the choice, availability and suitability of instrumentation for

measurement of deflection in large-scale structures

• to establish a measurement procedure and to comment on its performance

• to assess the accuracy obtained from the chosen measurement system

Aim 2: To demonstrate that the measurements of the deflection of glulam

beams taken at each site by surveying methods can produce results that are of

value in timber research.

Objectives

• to devise a method of converting survey data into beam deflections

• to model the beam deflections obtained and to compare these model(s) with

those proposed by others engaged in timber research

• to discuss the correlation between laboratory and full-scale measurements

• to determine the relationship of the results obtained with Eurocode 5
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1.2 Methodology

In order to fulfil the aims, the proposed method of working is as follows:

• establish with STRU the measurement requirements

• undertake an analysis of potential measurement techniques

• identify a number of suitable sites where long-term (several years)

monitoring can be undertaken - these are to be chosen to give a variety of

conditions (structural and environmental)

• design and implement measurement strategies at the various test sites

• undertake an analysis of the measurements to assess the accuracy and

suitability of the results for future use in wood mechanics

1.3 Thesis overview

The research undertaken by STRU to investigate the behaviour of glulam is

outlined in Chapter 2 which also describes the manufacture of glulam. A

discussion of the significance of Eurocode 5 in the design of structures using

giulam is also included together with reasons for the work undertaken in this

thesis.

Chapter 3 discusses research methods used for the measurement of deflection

of glulam under laboratory conditions. It soon became evident that these

methods were unsuitable for the measurement of full-scale structures and that

one based on survey techniques would be better. Consequently, a discussion of
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the survey methods available for high precision close range monitoring in 1992

is in chapter 3 together with an assessment of their suitability for the glulam

project. Based on this, it was decided that a Leica ECDS3 (Electronic

Coordinate Determination System version 3) theodolite intersection system

was the best option for the in-situ measurements. This was purchased and

monitoring of some glulam structures started in November 1992.

Having decided that theodolite intersection was the most appropriate method,

chapter 4 presents a view of the mathematics of this. It is not claimed that all of

the material presented in this chapter is new but it does present the complete

theoretical basis, especially for intersection calculations, in the order in which

they developed and were implemented in the first intersection systems through

to the latest.

A brief history of commercially available theodolite intersection systems is

given at the start of chapter 5 which leads into the development of ECDS to the

version used here, ECDS3. The main part of this chapter is a detailed

description of the use of ECDS3 at the glulam sites monitored which reveals a

number of practical issues relating to the use of the system software. Further

details of the practical nature of the on-site measurements taken with ECDS3

are given in an initial report by Price (1994) followed by updates (Price, 1995a

and 1995b). Chapter 6 describes each of the monitored sites at length and gives

full details of the way in which the system was set up at each of these. This

gives an insight into some of the difficulties experienced when attempting to

monitor large-scale structures with precise surveying equipment.
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Without any doubt, assessing the accuracy of coordinates obtained from any

monitoring system is very difficult because of the large number of variables

usually involved. Rather than attempt an assessment of the theoretical

accuracy, a different approach has been tried in Chapter 7 and the question of

the accuracy of the measurement system has been investigated from a practical

point of view. It is the experience of others, together with some laboratory-

based tests carried out at Brighton, that has been used to appraise the accuracy

that has been obtained at the glulam sites. Although an unorthodox means of

confirming the accuracy obtained, it is considered to be the most appropriate in

this case.

Since this project began in November 1992, monitoring has continued to date

(March 2002), a continuous period of almost ten years at one site and a unique

set of data relating to glulam in-situ has been accumulated. During the period

of this thesis, this data has been analysed by Taylor, Price and Pope (1996) and

by Abdul-Wahab, et al., 1998. The extensive data processing carried out by the

author is described in chapter 8 and shows that the behaviour of glulam in-situ

can be expressed as an exponential function: this is one of the two most widely

used mathematical models for describing the long-term deflections of glulam.

To complete the thesis, a question was asked - if the project were to start

today, what method would be chosen to monitor the deflection of glulam

beams? Chapter 9 is, in a sense, a continuation of chapter 3, in which the

various options available for high precision close range measurement in 2002

are discussed.
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2

THE STRUCTURAL TIMBER RESEARCH UNIT AND GLULAM

Much of the work completed in this thesis was undertaken on behalf of the

Structural Timber Research Unit (STRU) of the University of Brighton.

STRU was formed by Brighton Polytechnic in 1964 and to date has completed

many research and development projects. Funding for these has come from a

variety of sources including the former Science and Engineering Research

Council (SERC) and its successor, the Engineering and Physical Science

Research Council (EPSRC).

2.1 Scope of work completed by STRU

The objectives of STRU throughout its existence have been

• to promote the use of timber as an engineering material through

ftlndamentalresearch

• to provide a consultative service for industry in the development of new

timber engineering products

• to promote timber engineering education in undergraduate and continual

professional development courses

The work of the Unit covers the routine testing of components, product
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development for industry and investigations into existing structures but the

major contribution has always been in fundamental research. The principal

programmes that STRU has covered include

• the structural applications of fibre boards

• mechanical jointing systems for timber

• the development of new beam systems

• numerical modelling of timber structures

and

• the behaviour of glued laminated timber

part of which is the subject of this thesis.

The glued laminated timber (glulam) research started in 1985 when a post-

doctoral research fellowship was awarded to SrRU by the SERC and this was

completed by Dr P.J. Pellicane of Colorado State University. The results from

. the fellowship included a comparison of the UK giulam industry with those of

other countries and the development of a linear elastic fmite interval numerical

model to enable the deflection profile of a glulam beam with non-uniform

laminate properties to be calculated (see Pellicane & Hilson, 1985 and

Pellicane, Hilson & Smith, 1986).

In 1986, the head of STRU at the time, Professor Barry Hilson, accompanied

five industrialists on a tour of glulam manufacturing plants in West Germany,
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Switzerland and Holland which was sponsored by the Department of Trade &

Industry. Following publication of the report of the fmdings of the tour, the

Glued Laminated Timber Association (GLTA) was formed with STRU playing

an active part in its work.

Some of the main projects included in the glulam programme have been

Project 1:The effect of non-uniform laminate properties on the optimisation of

glulam (1986-1989), SERe and Timber Research and Development

Association (TRADA) funding. This project involved the development of a

linear elastic fmite element model for glulam, which modelled the glue lines as

well as the timber, and this was used to examine the effect of glue and timber

properties on the stress distribution within glulam beams. Additional studies

included an examination of the economic advantages of laminate upgrading by

defect removal and fmger jointing and a correlation of non-destructive

parameters with ultimate tensile strength for fmger joints (see Whale, Hilson &

Rodd, 1989 and Hilson, Whale & Rodd, 1990).

Project 2: Moment resistant connections in glulam (1987-1992), National

Advisory Body for Higher Education (NAB)funding. The main section of work

in this project was to use the fundamental knowledge acquired in the first

project to make a study of full-sized moment resisting connections in corner

joints for glulam frameworks where theoretical moment rotation characteristics

were compared with those obtained from full-scale tests. Other practical

aspects were covered, such as on-site injection procedures, as well as load

duration and moisture cycling effects (see Rodd, 1994 and Rodd & Pope,
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1994).

Project 3: The effect of fluctuating moisture conditions upon the creep

behaviour of glulam beams (1988-1995 with NAB, Polytechnic Central

Funding Council (PCFC), the Building Research Establishment (BRE) and

Leica funding but has continued to 2002 with STRU funds). The first part of

this project ran from 1988 to 1992 with NAB funding and was concerned with

measurements taken of the long-term deflections of prepared glulam specimens

under laboratory and external conditions. The second phase of the project from

1992 also aimed to measure the long-term displacement of glulam beams but as

well as continuing the laboratory programme, the original project was

broadened to include measurements taken to determine the behaviour of glulam

in-situ. This work was funded for the period 1992 to 1995 by the PCFC, the

BRE and Leica but has continued with STRU funds to date. It is the second

phase of this project from 1992 onwards that this thesis is concerned with.

2.2 Glulam

Glulam is an engineered laminated structural component which is fabricated by

bonding together accurately planed laminations, normally of whitewood or

redwood timber, with their grain in the longitudinal direction of the member.

This produces an attractive constructional material that is made from timber

produced in properly managed softwood forests which represents a renewable

resource. The benefits of using glulam as an alternative to steel and concrete in

construction are its appearance as a natural wood product and it can be made in

almost any size to suit the load requirements and design of any structure.
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According the Glued Laminated Timber Association (GLTA, 2002), glulam

has a good strength to weight ratio, an unlimited service life provided the

moisture content is not excessive for prolonged periods and a high fire and

chemical resistance.

The manufacturing process for glulam starts with the timber being prepared in

laminations which are normally 45 mm thick for straight beams but can be as

small as 16 mm for curved beams. Although a wide range of sizes are

available, standard straight glulam sections vary typically from 65 mm wide x

315 mm deep with seven 45 mm laminations to 115 mm x 495 mm with 11

laminations. Since the moisture content of the laminations must be controlled

during manufacture, they are kiln-dried to a moisture content specified in BS

EN 386: 1995 Glued laminated timber - Performance requirements and

minimum production requirements.

In production, the length of glulam members normally exceeds the length of

commercially available solid timber and it has to be fmger jointed (see figure

2.1) to make laminations of the required length. In a normal section, these

Figure 2.1 Finger joint in timber (GLTA, 2002)

fmger joints will occur randomly and they are guaranteed to be as strong as the
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timber itself in accordance with BS EN 385: 1995 Finger jointed structural

timber - Performance requirements and minimum production requirements.

Once prepared, the requisite number of laminations are assembled for a section,

an adhesive mix is applied to the faces of the laminations under carefully

controlled conditions and these are then placed in mechanical or hydraulic jigs

and pressure is applied. Adhesives used in glulam bonding are selected in

accordance with BS EN 301: 1992 Adhesives, phenolic and aminoplastic, for

load-bearing timber structures: classification and performance characteristics.

The most widely used adhesive is phenol-resorcinol-formaldehyde (PRF)

which is recommended as an assembly adhesive for severe environments

(Desch and Dinwoodie, 1996).

Once glued, glulam members are trimmed to size and planed to a clean fmish to

remove any glue squeezed out in the jigs and to remove any appearance

defects. Glulam is normally supplied to site with one coat of treatment, such as

a water repellent, to protect against any moisture pick-up during construction.

When a preservative is to be applied to a section, this is normally done before

the water repellent which itself will have fungicidal additives. As well as

preservatives and water repellent, other fmishing treatments (for example,

varnishing) can be applied at the manufacturing stage but these are very often

applied on site by a contractor. Glulam is also made more fire resistant by the

application of a proprietary treatment on site after the building is dry and

watertight.
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The normal timber used to manufacture glulam is European whitewood because

of its clear, bright appearance, the small knot sizes and its glueing properties.

Glulam can be made to almost any size and the members can be straight with

spans of more than 50 m or they can be curved to suit any structural

requirement. However, the cost and difficulty of producing curved sections

increases with tighter curves and the minimum radius that can be made with 45

mm laminations is 6 m and with 16 mm laminations, a 2 m radius is possible

(GLTA, 2002). The size, length and shape of glulam sections are only limited

by the capacity of manufacturing plants and by restrictions governing the

transportation of the beams to site.

Recent advances in wood products include Fibre Reinforced Plastic (FiRP)

glulam (pooley, 1996). This looks very similar to conventional glulam but a

thin layer of reinforcement plastic is added to the laminates to increase the

load-bearing capacity of a section. Different types of FiRP reinforcement are

available including carbon and fibre-glass fibre, which are embedded in a

plastic film. These are supplied in rolls of various widths, they are cut to the

length of a section, cleaned and then glued in between the laminations.

2.3 Creep in timber and glulam

Along with many other engineering materials, glulam is subject to a

phenomenon known as creep and a classic example often given of this is the

behaviour of a wooden shelf when loaded with books. There will be an initial

deflection of the shelf as the books are placed on it, but this will increase
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gradually with time. This is creep behaviour and is defmed as the additional

deflection that has occurred with time after the initial elastic deflection took

place when the books were first placed on the shelf. Another everyday example

of creep behaviour can be seen on the roofs of very old buildings where the

ridge has a pronounced sag.

Although in the example given, the wood shelf can be considered to be an

elastic material when the initial load is applied, this is only going to be the case

for short periods and does not apply to real-life structures where time becomes

an important variable. According to Dinwoodie (1989), in real-life

circumstances timber should be treated as a viscoelastic material since its

behaviour is neither elastic nor truly plastic, but rather a combination of these.

Viscoelasticity infers that the behaviour of a material is time dependent as at

any instant in time under load its performance will be a function of its past. The

application of stress to a viscoelastic material such as timber usually results, as

already described, in an instantaneous elastic deformation, followed by a period

of increasing deformation with sustained load, in other words creep.

The magnitude of creep deformation in wood is not only influenced by the time

under load and the level of the applied stress but also on the moisture content of

the wood (or the relative humidity of the environment the wood is placed in).

Creep will be greater at higher levels of stress and it will increase faster if the

moisture content changes during the time under load (Desch & Dinwoodie,

1996 and Dinwoodie, 2000). The type of creep behaviour under changing

moisture content has been given the title 'mechano-sorptive' behaviour
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(attributed to Grossman, 1976) and this is an extremely complex phenomenon

that has been the subject of much research (Morlier, 1994).

The use of solid timber for the construction of large and multi-storey buildings

has always been limited because of the inherent variability of wood, the limited

sizes available, the risk of decay and the problem of creep which can produce

relatively high deflection levels over long periods of several years.

The introduction of glulam, with its environmental attractions and architectural

possibilities, enhanced the use of timber in construction by reducing the effects

of the variability of wood and by greatly increasing the size and length of

section that can be utilised. It is also possible to minimise the risk of decay in

glulam by coating with preservatives but the possibility of progressively

increased deflections due to creep under long-term loading and changing

moisture content still remains.

2.4 Code provisions for creep in timber

The British Standards Institution have published a set of structural Eurocodes

that serve as reference documents for the design of building and civil

engineering works. These include separate codes for concrete, steel and

aluminium structures, for geotechnics and also include Eurocode 5 (British

Standards Institution, 1994), which deals exclusively with the design of timber

structures. In this, detailed rules are given to ensure that timber structures are

designed and constructed such that they will remain fit for the use for which

they are required for the intended life of the structure. These objectives are met
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by the choice of suitable construction materials, by appropriate design and

detailing and by specifying procedures for the construction and eventual use of

the structure.

In Eurocode 5, it is stated that the deformation of a structure which results from

the effects of loading and moisture should remain within appropriate limits.

These are known Serviceability Limit States and the fmal deformation of a

structural element should be calculated using equation 4.1b from the code

2.1

where

Jlfin = fmallong-term deformation (or deflection)

Jlinst = instantaneous or initial elastic deflection

k ~ creep deflection over stated period
deC= creep factor = --!...-------...!---

initial elastic deflection

This can be written

Jlfin = Jlinst + creep deflection over stated period 2.2

Values of the modulus of elasticity for different materials are given in

Eurocode 5 and initial elastic deflections can be calculated using these. Creep

levels (or kdeC values) in all forms of timber are known to depend on the load

duration and moisture environment of the timber or glulam that vary with time.
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Using the defmition given for kdef, a value of 1.0 indicates a creep deflection

equal to the initial elastic deflection and this value is sometimes used as a 'rule

of thumb' in estimating long-term creep. However, in order to utilise glulam

efficiently without the risk of unacceptable long-term deflections occurring, a

more reliable method of estimating creep at the design stage of a structure is

desirable.

There has been much debate as to what appropriate creep allowances should be

and values of ks« for glulam and solid timber that take into account the increase

in deflection with time due to creep, as recommended by Eurocode 5, are

shown in table 2.1 for different load durations and Service Class of building.

Load duration Service class
category

1 2 3

Permanent 0.60 0.80 2.00

Long-term 0.50 0.50 1.50

Medium-term 0.25 0.25 0.75

Short-term 0.00 0.00 0.30

Table 2.1 Values ofkdeffor solid timber and glulam (table 4.1 in Eurocode 5)

In table 2.1, load durations are classified as (see Eurocode 5, table 3.1.6)

Permanent more than 10 years (> 3600 days)

Long-term 6 months to 10 years (180-3600 days)

Medium-term 1 week to 6 months (7-180 days)

Short-term less than 1 week (0-7 days)

Service Classes are defmed as follows (see Eurocode 5, section 3.1.5)
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Class J is characterised by a moisture content in the materials corresponding to

a temperature of 20°C and relative humidity of the surrounding air exceeding

65% for a few weeks only per year (average moisture content in softwoods not

exceeding 12%).

Class 2 is similarly defmed except that a maximum relative humidity of 85%

applies (average moisture content in softwoods not exceeding 20%).

Class 3 refers to conditions leading to higher moisture contents than Service

Class 2.

Service Classes 1 and 2 are broadly classified as buildings that are internal

heated and internal unheated though it is likely that the moisture content in

buildings which are intermittently heated in winter could rise above 12%.

Eurocode 5 indicates that many external covered structures would fall into

Service Class 2 with some structures exceptionally falling into the Service

Class 3 category.

A design procedure for any given structure would involve calculating an initial

elastic deflection and then a long-term deflection based on one of the kdef

values given in table 2.1. Having done this, the long-term value obtained is

checked where Eurocode 5 further recommends that the fmal deflection for a

simply supported beam of length L resulting from the effect of all load

conditions should be limited to L/500. As well as this, designers can also use

BS 5268 (British Standards Institution, 1996) which recommends that the

deflection in timber members should not exceed 0.003 of the span. Other

conditions apply to this somewhat simplified description of a design procedure
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but it is evident that creep and ks« values play an important part in this and that

an improved knowledge of these can only improve the reliability of structural

design with timber and glulam components.

It is worth noting that the ks« values in Eurocode 5 are only guidelines and that

other values can be used if more reliable data is available for a specific material

and design. Thelandersson (1994a) states that the accurate prediction of long-

term deflections of glulam is very important from a practical point of view and

should have the same level of priority as prediction of failure in timber.

Accordingly, a better knowledge of creep in timber is required.

2.5 Measuring the long-term deflection of glulam beams

Up to the 1980s, there was little known about the creep behaviour of glulam

and its effect on the performance and serviceability of timber and little

experimental data was available on the magnitude of creep in structural glulam.

In order to provide this information, STRU embarked on glulam Project 3: The

effect of fluctuating moisture conditions upon the creep behaviour of glulam

beams. It was hoped that the results obtained from this project would advance

knowledge of the behaviour of glulam in the medium and long-term and the

data gathered could also be used to verify the creep factors recommended by

Eurocode 5.

As previously stated, Project 3 started in 1988 and the first phase involved the

long-term measurement of the moisture content and creep displacement of solid
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and glulam sections under laboratory conditions paying particular attention to

• section size

• surface coatings

• stress level

• relative humidity (moisture content) changes

in the glulam.

This work has been described in detail by Taylor, West and Hilson (1991), by

Taylor and Pope (1994) and by Abdul-Wahab, et al., 1998 and a summary is

given here.

A total of 60 beams, 2 m in length are being subjected to four point bending at

1.72 m span using special double vertical rigs on permanent loan from the

Building Research Establishment. These have a pulley system with a 5:1

mechanical advantage to apply the required loads and are used to save

laboratory space as shown in figure 2.2. These sections are divided into three

groups that are exposed to three different environments: constant humidity and

variable humidity both at a constant temperature of 20°C and an external

environment, as shown in figure 2.3. The specimens tested in the rigs vary in

section size from 100 x 30 mm up to 190 x 70 mm and have different bending

stresses applied. Some of the samples have been given two coats of a

proprietary yacht varnish.
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Figure 2.2 Vertical test rigs at Brighton

Figure 2.3 External but covered test environment at Brighton
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In addition to the 60 vertical rigs, five unvarnished beams of section 265 x 90

mm are also being monitored as simply supported beams over a span of 7.7 m

in the external environment (some of these are shown in figure 2.3).

Moisture contents are measured at selected locations in the sections using an

electrical resistance method (Taylor and West, 1990). In order to ensure a

proper contact with the laminations in each section, measurements are taken by

connecting the resistance meter leads to pairs of permanently installed sheathed

stainless steel pins (see figure 2.4), driven to various depths. In the external

environment, readings of the moisture content, temperature and relative

humidity of the glulam sections are taken at regular intervals by hand.

In the controlled humidity environments, a computer-based data-logging

system is now used in which each pair of pins is scanned for measurement and

recording of moisture content at selected times (Pope and Taylor, 1994).

Temperature and relative humidity transmitters are also incorporated to record

these environmental conditions.

Figure 2.4 Moisture reading pins
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Creep deflections are obtained by hand using a simple digital caliper system

shown in figure 2.5, which minimises the effects of distortion of the sections.

Figure 2.5 Measurement of deflection

The second phase of Project 3 commenced in 1992 and is still in operation. The

aim of this research is to continue the laboratory measurements started in 1988

that have the specific objective of determining the effect of size, surface

treatment and environment on the creep behaviour of glulam beams in the

laboratory. To this end, all the creep rigs, environmentally controlled rooms,

data acquisition systems and computer hardware in place in 1992 have

continued operating for a continuous period of 10 years to date from then.

However, because there is little experimental information available on the

magnitude of creep in glularn structures, designers and researchers are

uncertain as to whether the results from creep measurements taken on glulam

specimens in the laboratory would be the same as for glulam in 'real'

structures. Consequently, the second aim of Project 3 is to measure the

deflections and environmental conditions of glulam structures from the time of
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their construction for as long as possible.

In 1992, funding for this work was obtained from the BRE (£33 000), the

PCFC (£33 000) and Leica (£6000). The sum allocated for the purchase of

equipment for the measurement of the behaviour of glulam in-situ was of the

order of £45 000.

2.6 Specifications for the measurement of creep

Having gained experience from theoretical studies and from the laboratory

trials, some specifications and conditions for the monitoring of any full-scale

glulam structures were established by STRU. Although no formal contract was

agreed to defme these with the author in early 1992, the monitoring was to

adhere to the following guidelines:

• Only vertical movement was to be monitored in medium to large glulam

sections. In this context, medium was expected to be about 50 mm

width x IS0mm depth and large anything up to 150 mm width x SOO

mm depth. The length of any section was not specified but it was

expected that the longer the section, the more it would deflect under

long-term load. If it was possible to take three-dimensional

measurements of the glulam sections, this might be advantageous, but

was not essential.

• It was desirable to monitor the behaviour of glulam in a variety of

environments. The critical factors affecting the behaviour of glulam are

the temperature and humidity of the rooms and buildings in which it is
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placed and the age of the structure. In addition, different types of

structure (simply supported, symmetrical or complex) give rise to

different glulam responses and the monitoring programme should try to

account for all of these.

• The rooms to be monitored should also vary in size and use. This

condition really combines the first two conditions in that the buildings

selected for monitoring should have a variety of different glulam

sections and lengths, together with different working environments.

• The accuracy required for the measurement of vertical deflections was

to be 0.25 mm at the 95% confidence level, which would mean a

standard error of about 0.1 mm depending on whether one, two or three

dimensional monitoring is analysed. In simple terms and for close range

measurements up to say, 25 m , an accuracy of 0.25 mm represents a

proportional error of 1 in 100 000.

• Monitoring over a long period was required. This would be at least five

years in the first instance and depending on site conditions, could well

extend beyond this.

• In any building, measurements were required frequently (say once a

week) at the start of monitoring and it was expected that they might

only be needed monthly on a long-term basis.

• The funding available to purchase equipment for this part of the project

was of the order of £45 000 (see section 2.5).
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2.7 First sites to be monitored

At the start of this work, structures comprising simply supported beams with

large spans would have been ideal for measurement but in the summer of 1992,

only two sites were identified as being suitable for monitoring. A brief

description of these is included here as they form the basis of the discussion

concerning the choice of the measurement method used to measure creep

(given in chapter 3).

The first 'site' chosen was the top floor of an extension to be built at

Wokingham Baptist Church in Berkshire. A feature of this room was to be an

exposed glulam roof which would measure approximately 16 m x 8 m in plan

when fmished and would comprise a number of rafters of varying section,

length and pitch. Figure 2.6 shows the interior of the completed second floor of

the extension during monitoring (a detailed description of Wokingham is given

in section 6.1).

Figure 2.6 Glulam roof being monitored at Wokingham Baptist Church
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The Church Authorities and the architect for the project were contacted to seek

permission to carry out the monitoring work and both agreed to this. After a

visit to Wokingham and studying the plans of the proposed extension, it was

decided that it was only necessary to monitor a selection of rafters of different

size to obtain enough data to represent how the full roof might behave. With

building work due to commence in September 1992, monitoring was planned to

start soon after this in order to try and measure the behaviour of the roof frame

both before and after it was initially loaded.

The advantage of using this site was that it offered the chance to monitor a

selection of large section glulam beams of varying length in a room that would

not be used at all times and would therefore only be heated intermittently. This

would expose the glulam beams to a higher than normal variation in

temperature and humidity. When complete, all of the roof would also be

accessible but using a ladder for the highest beams. The main drawbacks of the

site were its location some 70 miles from Brighton (a journey of up to about

two hours depending on traffic) and the complicated nature of the roof (which

would make it difficult to analyse).

At Shoreham in West Sussex, a second site was to become available later in the

year in December. Again, an exposed glulam roof frame could be monitored,

but compared to Wokingham, this was a simpler but larger structure that covers

a 2S m x 10m swimming pool. Figure 2.7 is a photograph of the pool whilst

under construction and this shows the symmetrical layout forming a double

pitched roof with large rafters each spanning approximately 6 m in plan and
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rising to about 6 m above the pool side. A full description of the site is given in

section 6.2.

Figure 2.7 Roof over swimming pool to be monitored at Shoreham

At the time monitoring was being proposed for Wokingham, the site at

Shoreham was only at the planning stage and a detailed measurement scheme

could not be devised but one similar to that to be used at Wokingham was

envisaged. However, this site was of great interest to the glulam project as it

offered the chance to study glulam in a controlled environment and it would

have other advantages if it was added to the monitoring programme of its

proximity to Brighton (only eight miles from the University) and a simpler

structure for future analysis.

Permission to carry out monitoring at this site was sought from Adur District

Council who were both client and architect for the pool and they agreed to this.

Based on the specifications and the conditions at each site, a choice had to be

made regarding which measurement system to adopt for monitoring the long-
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term deflections of these structures. The various methods available at the time

(1992) are reviewed in the following chapter.
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3

CHOICE OF MEASUREMENT SYSTEM

At the time of the start of work on this thesis, COST 508 (1992) lists 54

university laboratories and technical centres in the European Union engaged in

wood mechanics research during 1992. Of these, nearly all were investigating

creep in wood and wood products. If North American and Pacific institutions

were added, it is evident that a considerable amount of research in wood

mechanics was being carried out at the time and this still continues today.

However, only a small number of institutions, including the University of

Brighton, are investigating creep in glulam.

3.1 Methods used to measure creep

According to Le Govic (l994a), any creep test carried out on wooden structural

components (such as glulam) should concern itself with the following.

• The specimen and material it is madefrom. For the sites at Wokingham,

Shoreham and elsewhere the test specimens are the glulam beams in-

situ and details of these are given in section 2.7 and chapter 6.

• The mechanical test and load history. When monitoring full-scale

structures, it is not possible to subject glulam beams and structural

elements to some sort of mechanical test, as is possible with laboratory

tests. However, the maximum bending displacement due to loading of
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in-situ glulam beams has been obtained by measuring the mid-span

deflection of each beam (see Taylor, Price and Pope, 1996). As regards

the actual load applied, Le Govic states that these should be as similar

as possible to those expected in practice, they should be constant and

they should be applied for as long as possible to obtain the best results.

All of these conditions are met for the beams at the various sites but the

loading varies throughout the construction period for each new building

monitored. This has been recorded and referenced to the creep

measurements discussed in chapter 8.

• Climatic conditions. For most experiments to determine creep, the test

specimens are placed in climatic or conditioning chambers to control

humidity and temperature. The climatic conditions are either kept

constant or are cycled. For monitoring in real buildings, no control of

environmental conditions is possible but it is essential to record the

temperature and relative humidity at each site and to do this, data

loggers have been permanently installed. When each site is visited,

further readings of temperature and relative humidity are taken with a

reference meter so that the data logger output can be calibrated. It is

also necessary to measure the moisture content in the beams and this is

done using stainless steel pins and a resistance meter (see Taylor and

West, 1990 and Pope and Taylor, 1994).

• Deflection measurements. Le Govic stipulates that the equipment used

for this should be able to record the early part of creep, it should be

stable for a long period of time and it should be capable of measuring a
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relative deformation,

It is the latter of these (deflection measurements) and their analysis that is the

main subject of this thesis.

Many examples can be given of the different methods adopted for taking

deflection measurements and those given below are restricted to glulam

sections only. In chronological order and by decade, the first example is Sasaki

and Maku (1963) who give details of a laboratory test rig with deflections

measured by observing a piano wire against a scale. Madsen and Barrett (1976)

measured creep using vertical test rigs similar to those used by STRU (see

figure 2.2) where deflection is obtained with dial gauges. Vertical rigs have

also been used for creep tests by the Building Research Establishment (BRE)

since 1974. Srpcic (1988) also uses dial gauges and a fixed laboratory test rig

to measure creep. Into the 1990s, Rouger, et al., (1990) use a combination of

optical sights and displacement transducers to measure deflections to test

glulam sections but again under laboratory conditions. Martensson (1991)

describes a number of laboratory-based test methods where deflections are

measured using transducers, extensometers and strain gauges. A number of

other methods is also given by Morlier (1994).

The common thread through all of these is that the creep behaviour of timber

and glulam is assessed by using specially prepared sections mounted in a fixed

laboratory test rig of some sort. The rigs themselves are often placed in a

climatic chamber where the specimens can be exposed to a controlled

environment. Measurement of deflection for these is carried out on relatively
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small sections which can usually be recorded directly.

In the late 1980s, some researchers started investigating creep in covered

outdoor facilities so exposing the test samples to an uncontrolled temperature

and relative humidity regime but protecting them from rain and direct sunlight.

For glulam, the work of Badstube, et al., (1989) and Andriamitantsoa (1991)

are good examples of this together with the later work of Toratti & Morlier

(1995), Dill-Langer, et al., (1996) and Ranta-Maunus, et al., (1996). However,

as with indoor testing, these experiments have been done under 'laboratory'

conditions using prepared test specimens and deflections are measured by a

combination of optical sights/transducer (Toratti & Morlier), dial gauge

(Badstube), transducer (Andriamitantsoa, Dill-Langer) and manually (Ranta-

Maunus).

As described in section 2.5, similar tests to those given above have also been

carried out from 1988 by the University of Brighton both in the laboratory and

outdoors under cover. No individual or organisation known to the author had,

up to 1992, reported a project for recording deflections and creep in timber or

glulam sections located in full-scale buildings instead of in the laboratory.

Consequently, the decision was made by STRU at this time to implement a

programme to determine creep in a number of buildings both during and after

construction.

The means by which measurements could be taken for STRU with a sub-

millimetre accuracy in full-scale structures had to be chosen and the first two

sites at Wokingham and Shoreham would involve measuring deflections on a
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large scale compared to the laboratory and often at inaccessible points (see

section 2.7). How to monitor these structures using such equipment as dial

gauges could not be envisaged and, for aesthetic reasons, attaching transducers

or other devices permanently to glulam beams was not possible.

In this case, an alternative to all the laboratory based methods in current use for

measuring deflections of glulam beams was required and it was decided that an

indirect method of measurement should be used, such as one of those

developed for high precision monitoring in surveying.

As an addendum to this section it noted here, that in 1996, two researchers at

the University of Florence published the results of tests carried out to determine

the creep occurring in composite concrete and glulam beams (Capretti and

Ceccotti, 1996). These tests included some short and long-term experiments

carried out on prepared beams in an outdoor environment but also included

measurements taken in a 'real' full-size building following construction. Inside

this building, three 10m composite beams were monitored during the period

1991-1996 but the authors give no details as to how the beam deflections were

measured.

3.2 Choosing the equipment best suited to the glulam project

A number of different methods for monitoring the glulam roof frames were

considered at the start of this project and a description and assessment of the

suitability of these is given in the following sections. An overview of some of

the methods available at the time is also given by Aeschlimann (1988), Teskey
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(1988), Fondelli (1990), Katowski (1990), Shortis & Fraser (1991), Anon

(1992), Milne, et al., (1992) and Moore (1992).

When selecting the most suitable method for a monitoring scheme, there can be

a tendency to choose a measurement system based solely on the quality of the

instruments to be used. Whilst this is important, the emphasis for the glulam

project focussed not only on the suitability of various instruments and systems

as regards their cost and accuracy, but also on the complete measuring process.

This approach to establishing a measurement system is advocated by Stanek

(1993). In this, the instruments and associated computer hardware/software are

as important as how well they would be expected to cope with site conditions,

with long-term use and with the personnel expected to use them. In addition,

the sub-millimetre accuracy required for the measurement of creep and

deflection in glulam is paramount, and this is dependent on many factors of

which instruments are only a part.

Traditionally, the measuring techniques and instrumentation used for

monitoring and close range measurement have been classified into two groups

according to the professionals who use the equipment. These are (Chrzanowski,

et al., 1993)

• geodetic surveys which include conventional land surveying, close

range photogrammetry and some special techniques such as

interferometry, hydrostatic levelling and others

• geotechnical/structural measurements using electrolevels,
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inclinometers, strain gauges, extensometers and so on

Geodetic surveys give global information on the behaviour of the object

monitored, they are labour intensive and require skilled operators but can take

absolute measurements with reference to stable points. On the other hand,

geotechnical measurements have been used to obtain very localised relative

information regarding deformation and deflections within the object monitored

but they are easier to adapt for automatic and continuous monitoring and once

installed, require infrequent checks.

However, due to advances made in measurement technology over the last

twenty years or so, the differences between the two measurement categories

and their main applications are not so obvious as before. For example, modern

digital levels with an accuracy of 0.1 mm over distances greater than 20 m may

provide a better accuracy for tilt determination than electro levels and precision

electromagnetic distance measurement also over short ranges may serve as

extensometers in relative deformation surveys. New developments in three-

dimensional coordinate measuring systems with electronic theodolites and by

using photogrammetry may provide relative positioning in real-time with a high

accuracy (better than 0.1 mm) over several metres.

With the recent advances in both geodetic and geotechnical instrumentation, it

is now possible to achieve almost any resolution and precision, full automation

and real-time data processing. The list of different types of instruments

available is considerable and this creates a number of problems when designing

a monitoring scheme: what instruments to choose, where to locate them and

how to combine them into one integrated monitoring scheme. Some of these
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issues are examined in the following sections.

Levelling

Taking note of the specifications given for the glulam monitoring given in

section 2.6, the first method investigated for taking measurements of the

vertical deflections expected in glulam rafters at the Wokingham and Shoreham

sites was levelling. With an accuracy requirement for detecting vertical

movement of 0.1 mm, optical (or spirit) levelling could have been carried out

using either a precise optical level fitted with a parallel plate micrometer or a

digital level such as the Wild NA3000.

The method that was proposed for assessing movement in the glulam roof

frames was to target selected rafters at a regular spacing and to measure vertical

deflections at these discrete points (see chapter 6). If levelling were to be

carried out, all of the targeted points would have to be fitted with some form of

mechanical device to ensure that a levelling staff could be held on them in

exactly the same place each time a reading is taken. A solution to this would be

to install something similar to the levelling station developed by the Building

Research Establishment (BRE) and originally described by Cheney (1973).

This consists of a stainless steel socket (see figure 3.1) and a number of these

would have to be permanently fixed into the glulam rafters. During a

measurement, a stainless steel plug would be inserted into the socket and this

would ensure that the other end of the plug. which is spherical, accepted a

levelling staff in the same position each time the levelling station was used. The

spherical plug in the levelling station can be positioned radially with a repeated
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accuracy of 0.03 mm (Cheney, 1980). Further examples of levelling stations

currently available are given by Cook (2001).

o 10 20
I I I

millimetres

Figure 3.1 Cross section of a BRE levelling station (Cheney, 1973)

The advantages of levelling were considered to be

• the method is well known and does not require any specialist

knowledge other than conventional levelling

• an accuracy of 0.1 mm was possible for measuring vertical

displacements

• it was inexpensive compared to other methods (for example a theodolite

intersection system or photogramrnetry)

• measurements could be taken fairly quickly with minimum contact on

the glulam rafters

• data processing and recording would be straightforward and would be

in electronic form with a digital level

• the equipment would not be bulky or heavy and could be transported to
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site quite easily

Despite these advantages, some serious disadvantages for levelling were

envisaged. These were

• installation of BRE levelling stations or similar mechanical devices

along several glulam rafters was not permitted by the architect and

client at both the Wokingham and Shoreham sites

• even if the installation of levelling stations or something similar was

possible, the problem of taking reliable and accurate readings to

elevated points (probably with an inverted staff) remained

• monitoring at Shoreham would be impossible as most of the targets to

be accessed would eventually be above water

• levelling can only provide positional information in the vertical

direction and three-dimensional data may have been required for

analysis

Despite the simplicity of levelling and the low costs involved, it was rejected as

a measurement method for the glulam monitoring project because of

uncertainties about the accuracies that could achieved with some staff readings,

the limited data output (only vertical movements can be recorded) and its

inability to be used at Shoreham.
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Trigonometrical heighting

This technique for determining heights (or Z-coordinates) would involve the

measurement of vertical (or zenith) angles between points and has some

advantages over levelling. The most significant of these is that it could be used

to determine the heights of inaccessible points on the glulam roof frames such

as those at higher elevations and especially those points that would eventually

be over the pool at Shoreham.

A method proposed by Teskey (1989) states that accuracies of 1 in 100000 can

be achieved for trigonometrical heighting at close ranges. However, this

involves taking measurements of zenith angles to the points to be heighted

from a network of reference points with precisely known three-dimensional

coordinates. At Wokingham and Shoreham, it was decided at an early stage that

it was not possible to install fixed reference points and observe from these to

the glulam roof frames. Consequently, it was not possible to use this method

for determining Z-coordinates. Teskey (1992) again proposes trigonometrical

heighting as a precise method for determining Z-coordinates but in this case, a

'free station' approach is adopted which is essentially a theodolite intersection

system.

Theodolite intersection systems

A typical theodolite intersection system comprises two or more electronic

theodolites linked directly to a computer which has appropriate software to

computeXYZ coordinates of points intersected on the object being measured.
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For the glulam project and because of anticipated fmancial constraints, a two-

theodolite system was under consideration in which, after an initial set up

procedure to orientate the theodolites is completed, the two observers were

required to identify passive target points on glulam beams and to sight these

manually. The horizontal and vertical angles to each point observed would then

be digitally recorded and transmitted to the system computer for the on-line

computation of the coordinates of the target sighted. Following this, the

coordinates would be processed off site to give the required vertical

deflections.

The development of theodolite intersection systems to the point they were

being considered for use in the glulam project is discussed by Allan (1988),

Price (1989), Kennie (1990) and Grist (1991).

The advantages of using a theodolite intersection system for the glulam project

were assessed as follows

• the accuracy requirement could be achieved

• once the object is targeted, a theodolite intersection system would be

capable of taking remote, non-contact measurements to any point and

the equipment could be used at more than one site

• three-dimensional measurements could be made to any point (elevated

or over water) on both roofs at Wokingham and Shoreham at close

range
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• the cost of a systemwould be within budget for the project

• the author was familiar with the technology of theodolite intersection

systems

The disadvantages were seen to be

• compared to other close range monitoring systems, the rate of data

capture is not fast and relies on at least two operators to take

observations

• although portable, transporting the equipment and setting up on site

would be time consuming

• the quoted accuracy of 1 in 100 000 (Leica, 1993a) could only be

realised in good geometric conditions and there was some doubt about

how this would affect the measurement of vertical deflections

Despite some of the disadvantages, this method of measurement was thought to

be the most likely for monitoring the glulam roof frames but others were

considered.

Automated theodolite intersection systems

Further developments in theodolite intersection systems gave rise to automated

versions of these in the late 1980s. The use of a theodolite can be improved,

especially in response time, by automating the observation of targets and most

attempts at automation at the time concentrated on driving the theodolite to
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approximate target positions and then using digital image processing

techniques to sight the target exactly. The benefits of automation are to reduce

the chance of human error occurring, an improvement in the consistency of the

pointing accuracy and faster data acquisition.

The automation process required stepping motors to be built into a theodolite

with the facility for data input (for target location) and data output (of precise

measurement of horizontal and vertical angles to targets). Instruments such as

the Leica TM Series and Kern E2SE are examples of motorised theodolites

available in the early 1990s and both of these would accept either XYZ

coordinates or horizontal and vertical angles as their input. The motors would

drive the telescope to approximate target positions according to the input data

and automatic target location was carried out using a charge coupled device

(CCD) built into the optics of the telescope. The digital images produced in the

field of view of the telescope were used to refme a pointing so that the

theodolite reticule was automatically centred exactly on a target.

Two examples of automated theodolite intersection systems available in 1992

were the Kern SPACE system (Roberts & Moffitt, 1987 and Gottwald, 1988)

which was available from 1987 and the Wild ATMS system which first

appeared in 1988. The SPACE system is shown in figure 3.2.

When setting up these systems, the theodolites have to be mutually referenced

(through a bundle adjustment procedure, see section 4.3), scale has to be

established and targets defming a coordinate system have to observed. This is
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similar to the procedure required in manual theodolite intersection systems.

However, the measurement to points of interest is quite different, as the

theodolites are driven to each target in turn, the reading is taken automatically

and the whole process could be overseen by one operator regardless of the

number of theodolites in use thereby significantly reducing observation time.

Figure 3.2 Kern SPACE measuring system (courtesy Leica Geosystems)

Although perfectly acceptable as a measurement solution, automated theodolite

intersection systems were rejected because of costs. For example, the Kern

SPACE system was sold for £150 000 in 1992 and at three times the budget

allowed this made the choice not to use it fairly straightforward. The

measurement to a relatively small number of targets in a research setting was,

perhaps, not the best application for automated systems which are more suited

to production line environments where measurements are repetitive and at

predictable locations.

Polar methods

As an alternative to a theodolite intersection system, monitoring of the glulam
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structures at Wokingham and Shoreham could have been carried out using a

system deriving coordinates from polar (or bearing and distance)

measurements.

Compared to intersection, polar methods are not so dependent on intersection

geometry and only one observer is required to take measurements. As with any

monitoring system, it is only viable when electronic surveying instruments are

used together with electronic data recording, all interfaced with a computer

processing real-time coordinates. The Japanese company Sokkia marketed their

MONMOS polar measuring system in 1992 (Sokkia, 1992a)which was clearly

of interest at the time and was seriously considered for the glulam project (see

figure 3.3).

The system derives its name form MONo MObile 3-D Station and it was

designed specifically for three-dimensional measurement in the shipbuilding

industry (Sokkia, 1992b). In its first version, MONMOS had two main

components: the NET2 total station and the SDR4B control terminal. The

NET2 was described as a high precision total station capable of measuring

angles with a precision of 2" and distances with a precision of (1 mm + 2 ppm).

The SDR4B controlled the operation of the MONMOS system and it also

stored the data generated by the NET2. This data could, of course, be

transferred to a computer for further analysis. Some reflective targets were

developed by Sokkia that could be used as an alternative to comer-cube prisms

for distance measurement. The principle on which MONMOS is based and its

use is described by Uren (1992) and Whitted (1993).
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SOKKIJ\ 3-D COORDINATE MEASURING SYSTEM

MONO MOBILE 3-D STATION

Instantaneous 3-0 Measurement
with O.1mm Resolution
MONMOS is a revolutionary system which enables
real-time measurement of the dimensions, shape or
displacement of mammoth-size oblects,

Abundant accessories ensure out.
standing mobility and reliability
for all measurtng needs, In all
wort< environments.
MONMOS can accommodate
all types of measuring re-
quirements: • Structural
deformation and displace-
ment (tunnels, buildings, stc)
• Irregularly shaped struc-
tures (domes under construc-
tion, etc.)· large-size
components Un plants, etc.)
• Equipment installations
(plants, etc.) • Ships, aircraft,

etc. (under construction,
repair or maintenance)
• landslides • Vehicles
• Parabolic antennas
• Bridges

Figure 3.3 Sokkia MONMOS system (courtesy Sokkia)

With a quoted accuracy of (1 mm + 2 ppm) for distance measurements, the

accuracy expected for XYZ coordinates from MONMOS was assumed to be at

about the 1 mm level at short ranges. However, Uren quotes the RMS error of

coordinates measured by MONMOS to be ± 0.4 mm at ranges of up to 30 m. It

is not clear how this figure was derived which seems to be over optimistic.

Whitted claims a standard error of 0.2 mm for measurement of XYZ coordinates

with MONMOS but only at very short ranges within a 7.5 m square with the
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angles of incidence to the targets restricted.

In summary, the advantages of using MONMOS to monitor glulam were

assessed as

• only one instrument and one operator would be required to take

measurements

• the NET2 could be set up at wide variety of points (subject to the type

of target used - see MONMOS disadvantages) and no complex setting

up routine was required

• the results obtained would not be dependent on the geometry of

intersections

• the cost of the system was within the budget for the project

The disadvantages were

• the accuracy obtainable was limited by the distance measuring

capability of the NET2 which was 1 mm at close range

• it is not possible to check the measurements because there is no

redundancy in polar observations taken from a single position

• the method relied on taking distance measurements to targets marked

with special reflecting tape - if any measurements were taken at acute

angles of incidence to the tape, this would reduce the range of the NET2

and might introduce unwanted errors into the distance
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measurements

• the long-term performance of the targets (special reflecting tape) in a

harsh environment such as the swimming pool at Shoreham was

unknown and these could not be replaced once installed

Although a possible solution for the glulam measurements, MONMOS was not

thought to be suitable as it did not meet an accuracy requirement of 0.1 mm for

coordinate determination. A subsequent paper published confirmed this

decision and it was claimed by Tor (1993) that 'MONMOS was an effective

way for measuring deformations in the X, Yand Z directions if precisions of ± 1

mm and distances of less than 100 m are acceptable'. In his paper, Tor also

states that the precision of Z-coordinates obtained from MONMOS is about

two times worse than [that obtained for] X and Y coordinates.

The Wild APS (Automatic Polar System) has been available from Leica since

1990 (Wild Leitz, 1990). This is an automatic polar measuring system designed

specifically for non-contact monitoring, the two main components of which

Figure 3.4 Wild APS system (courtesy Leica Geosystems)
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were (in 1992) a Wild TM3000 motorised theodolite fitted with a distance

measuring unit (shown in figure 3.4).

As with MONMOS, the accuracy attainable at short ranges with APS was

dependent on distance measurement to about 1mm and this, together with costs

well in excess of the budget, meant that APS was never seriously considered

for monitoring at Wokingham or Shoreham.

Laser monitoring systems

In 1992, another of the industrial surveying methods available for optical close

range measurement was to use a laser tracker. Instruments of this type consist

of a motorised laser interferometer combined with angle encoders which

produce the equivalent of a short range total station with a very precise distance

measuring capability. If it were possible to use such an instrument at

Wokingham or Shoreham it would overcome the accuracy limitations of close

range polar measurements taken with a conventional total station.

The Kern SMART 310 shown in figure 3.5 was an example of a single beam

laser based tracker system available in 1989which was modified and produced

by Leica in 1990. This was a non-contact measuring system in which the laser

interferometer automatically followed a moving target whilst measuring and

recording horizontal and vertical displacement angles as well as distances.

From these polar measurements, three-dimensional coordinates could be

derived to an accuracy of 20 ppm and the system could record hundreds of

three-dimensional positions every second at target speeds of up to 2 ms" with a
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range of25 m (Leica, 1992a). For all this to be possible, a reflecting prism had

to be attached to the target point being monitored. As might be expected with

advanced technology of this type, the complete measurement procedure was

controlled on-line by a computer and software which produced the required

coordinates with error analysis.

Figure 3.5 Leica SMART 310 (courtesy Leica Geosystems)

Although the SMART 310 certainly met the accuracy requirement for the

glulam project and it had the advantages of being mobile whilst taking non-

contact measurements, the disadvantages were costs (which were well beyond

the project budget) and the targeting arrangements that required some form of

retro-reflector to be placed at each point to be measured (not reflecting tape).

This would, of course, be impossible at Shoreham. Some of the system features

such as the high tracking speed and a fast data acquisition rate were not needed

in this case and it was evident that the most appropriate applications for the

SMART 310 (and other similar laser trackers) were in dynamic measurements

rather than those required for monitoring structures on a periodic basis.
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The most widespread applications for laser trackers have been in such areas as

robot calibration where the reflector is mounted on the moving robot arm and

in machine control where the system tracks and records the movements of

cutting tools, especially inmilling machines.

Close range photogrammetric systems

Photogrammetry is a very wide-ranging subject with a considerable amount of

published material associated with it and no attempt is made here to cover all

aspects of its application to close range measurement. Instead, some

background is given to indicate the development of close range industrial

photogrammetry up to the early 1990s to coincide with the start of the gIuIam

project.

It is well known that the majority of maps for engineering and other purposes

are made from aerial photographs and decades of research and development

have been pursued to improve the equipment and methods used for this. Since

aerial (or topographic) photogrammetry has been the dominant form of

photogrammetry, there has been a tendency to describe anything that uses

different techniques as non-topographic photogrammetry. The terms close

range and terrestrial photogrammetry have also been used alongside non-

topographic but close range photogrammetry indicates surveys where

photographs have been taken having object to camera distances of up to about

300m.

Although the origins of close range photogrammetry can be traced back to the
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nineteenth century, it was not until the 1960s and 1970s that non-topographic

applications of photogrammetry became common. The most popular use at this

time was for architectural and heritage recording but engineering and industrial

applications were also being identified (see Karara, ed., 1979 and Atkinson,

1980).

Shortis and Fraser (1991) trace the development of the early period of modern

close range photogrammetry from the 1970s. Initially, metric cameras were

used and the techniques employed were essentially the use of simple stereopairs

together with conventional stereoplotters or stereocomparators. To some extent,

this was aerial photogrammetry adapted to a terrestrial situation. Unfortunately,

this has a limited accuracy in close range photogrammetry as it usually involves

taking photographs of objects with considerable variations in camera to object

distances and with convergent camera axes. It was these restrictions that led to

the development of multistation convergent photogrammetry employing bundle

triangulation (or a bundle adjustment) and this was seen as the way forward for

close range photogrammetry from the early 1980s (Granshaw, 1980 and

Brown, 1982). Consequently, the reason for the increasing popularity of close

range photogrammetry through the 1980s was the development of computer

programs capable of calculating bundle adjustments and at the same time,

advances made in computer hardware. The ability to implement adjustment

programs on fast computers made it possible to use a variety of different

cameras, but semi-metric inparticular.

.
The third reason for the increased use of close range photogrammetry m
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industrial measurement was the introduction of the automated image

measurement comparator. These do not require trained or skilled operators to

use them and they are considerably faster when taking measurements compared

to manual comparators. This helped reduce the turn-around time of close range

photograrnmetry to a level far more acceptable to industry.

So, the situation with regard to close range photograrnmetry in the early 1990s

was that of a measurement process considerably more advanced than a decade

earlier (Fraser, 1988) and capable of very high accuracies (Fraser, 1992). As

well as this, commercially produced systems were much easier to use than their

earlier counterparts.

In 1992, digital photograrnmetric systems and real-time processing of images

had been introduced. However, these were very much in their infancy and the

use of a digital photograrnmetric measurement system was assumed to be too

specialist for the glulam project. Instead, an 'off the shelf' close range film-

based system using semi-metric cameras, bundle adjustment software and an

automated comparator was the only one under consideration.

For the gIuIam measurements at Wokingham and Shoreham, close range

photogrammetry was seen to have the following advantages

• photograrnmetry is capable of taking remote, non-contact measurements

• the cameras and associated equipment could be taken to any structure

• data recording could be rapid so that the length of time spent on site
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could be kept to a minimum

• photographs provide a permanent record of each survey which could be

re-measured at any time

• an accuracy of 1 in 100 000 was possible with an appropriate system

The disadvantages were assessed as

• the cost of commercially available close range photogrammetric

systems was beyond the budget available for the project

• the technology was unknown to the author and those expected to use

whatever system might be chosen

Contrary to the latter of these, it was claimed at the time that most close range

photogrammetric systems were capable of being used by 'non-specialists' after

a short training course. Whilst this may have been true, it was considered

something of a risky policy to embark on a major research measurement

programme without any experience of the methods to be used.

Regarding costs, measurements at Wokingham and Shoreham did not require

the coordination of more than about 80 targets at most (often as few as 10) and

photogrammetry only becomes cost effective when large numbers of points are

to be measured (Brown, 1989).

An alternative to buying a close range photogrammetric system was the

possibility of paying a photogrammetric specialist to do the measurements at
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each site. Although this was considered, it was eventually discounted for the

following reasons. First, costs were estimated assuming several sets of

measurements had to be taken each year at several sites, for at least five years.

Without any doubt, these would have consumed the budget for the project very

quickly and with hindsight, the total budget for the project would have been

spent on photogrammetric surveys at the Wokingham site alone, where 55 full

surveys have been completed to date (February 2002). The second objection to

using a photogrammetric specialist were concerns over loss of control over the

project which would effectively be handed over to a third party and doubts

about the continuity and consistency of measurements were raised.

Although it was a strong contender, the final decision was to reject close range

photogrammetry as the method to be used for monitoring the glulam structures

because it was too expensive.

Electrolevels and other methods

In the 1970s, electro levels were considered for monitoring on many

geotechnical and structural applications but it was felt that the standard of

manufacture was not sufficiently consistent or accurate. Throughout the 1980s,

electro level system research was carried out by the Building Research

Establishment in the UK and in the 1990s, due to improvements in manufacture

and readout equipment, it gained a far greater acceptance for structural

monitoring.

The installation of electro levels at each of the sites chosen to be monitored
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would have, in many respects, been the ideal measurement solution for the

glulam project. The accuracy they are capable of would have easily met the 0.1

mm required for vertical displacement and, compared to the optical methods

available, a further advantage was that readings could be taken completely

automatically and stored in data loggers wired directly to an array of

interconnected electrolevels. When convenient, data could be downloaded from

the loggers by a relatively unskilled operator and, after the initial installation

was complete, little survey knowledge would be required to use the system.

In addition, it was possible to integrate the whole measuring and monitoring

process at each site and the environmental data required, such as temperature

and humidity, could have been recorded and stored by the same loggers. Taking

automation to its extreme, a fully automated computer-controlled system could

have been installed where data could be stored, processed and transferred all

without operator intervention.

Electrolevel systems capable of all the above were available from such

organisations as the Building Research Establishment in 1992 (Institution of

Civil Engineers, 1990 and Building Research Establishment, 1992) and some

commercial companies, for example JB Developments at Edenbridge in Kent

(Winney, 1992), also offered these at the time.

Unfortunately, it became apparent at an early stage when assessing

electrolevels that it would not be possible to use them. The reason for this is

amply demonstrated in figure 3.6 which shows the size of electrolevels and
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their associated recording equipment.

Figure 3.6 Electrolevel system (courtesy Monitoring Systems Ltd)

Top right: Data collector/computer

Main picture: Logging equipment and junction box

Bottom left: 2 m electroleve/ beams and cabling

Recalling the objections raised by client and architect at the Wokingham and

Shoreham sites where concerns were raised over the installation of somewhat

smaller levelling stations and even targets, it was quite obvious that permission

to install electro level monitoring systems would not be given because of the

permanent visual impact they would have at each site. Discussions with the

architect at Wokingham and Adur District Council confirmed this.
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Consequently, the use of electrolevels was not possible as a measurement

method for the glulam project.

Additional methods for close range monitoring that were investigated for the

glulam project included water levelling systems (described by Feistauer, et al.,

1988), the installation of equipment such as linear variable differential

transformers (LVDTs) (described by Collins, 1989 and Kopczynski, 1992) or

the installation of wire extensometers and inclinometers (described by Ding, et

al.,2000). All were rejected as either being impractical (water levelling systems

and extensometers) or it was assumed that permission to install the apparatus

,would not be given (installation of LVDTs, and other

electromechanical/electronic sensors). Many of these systems of measurement

were also not vandal proof and if installed in a public area, their security would

have been a cause for concern.

3.3 Summary

Taking account of the descriptions of the various methods used for close range

monitoring given in this chapter, theodolite intersection carried out manually

was chosen as the measurement system for the glulam project. Although not

ideal in some respects (labour intensive, rate of data capture slow and more

equipment to transport compared to other methods), its ability to match the

accuracy required within the budget allowed was the decisive factor. As well as

this, measurements could be taken to unobtrusive passive targets which had the

approval of both the client and architect at Wokingham and Shoreham.
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The inevitable question that followed was the choice of system to be used and

how it would be implemented at a number of different sites. An 'in-house'

system was not developed because of the need to start measurements as soon as

possible and only one system was available commercially at the time in the UK:

the Electronic Coordinate Determination System (ECDS) from Leica. This met

all specifications and cost and was purchased by STRU for the glulam project

in the autumn of 1992.

In section 2.1, it was noted that Leica provided some of the financial support

for the monitoring carried out in Project 3. The author would like to state that

this was offered after ECDS3 had been purchased on the basis that Leica was

keen to support new research and to gain experience from a non-industrial use

ofECDS3.
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4

THE MATHEMA TICS OF THEODOLITE INTERSECTION

In the previous chapter, the use of a theodolite intersection system for the

measurement of deflection and creep in a variety of glulam structures was

proposed. The system chosen to do this was the Electronic Coordinate

Determination System (ECDS) version 3 marketed by Leica.

At close range, a theodolite intersection system such as ECDS3 is capable of

determining the three-dimensional coordinates of a point to a high degree of

accuracy. Coordinates are determined in a three-dimensional intersection from

at least two theodolites where the unknown coordinates are calculated from

observed horizontal and vertical angles. The results obtained can be calculated

in any coordinate system, whether this is local and related to the theodolite

positions or defined by the object being measured.

This chapter describes the procedures that can be used to set up a theodolite

intersection system and gives details of some of the methods used to calculate

spatial intersections. The intention here is to provide a personal interpretation

and understanding of the processes involved and how these have developed in

modem theodolite intersection systems and not to attempt to explain the

mathematics in full. Different versions of this have already been published by

many authors including Kyle (1988), El-Gohary (1989), Bingley (1990) and

Bayly (1991) with more recent contributions from Zhang, et al., (1997) and
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Zou, et al., (2001) but some new material is presented here.

4.1 Coordinate systems

For close range surveys, it is usual to defme the positions of theodolites, control

points and intersected points in a right-handed cartesian coordinate system as

shown in figure 4.1. On this, a point P has coordinates x, y and z measured

along each axis.
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Figure 4.1 Right-handed cartesian coordinate system

Two types of cartesian coordinate system are used with theodolite intersection

systems: a local or object system.

Local coordinate system

In its simplest form, the origin is defmed to coincide with the axes of one of the
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theodolites used for measuring intersection angles with the z-axis defined as

coincident with the vertical axis of the theodolite. For a single baseline where

two theodolites are used as in figure 4.2, theodolite A (the reference theodolite)

will have coordinates (XA = 0, YA = 0, ZA = 0) and the plane containing the z and

x-axes will pass through theodolite B at the other end of the baseline which will

have coordinates (XB' YB = 0, ZB).

z

x

Figure 4.2 Local coordinate system/or single baseline

Establishing a local system is usually arbitrary and it is positioned through

placement of the first theodolite and will therefore, for the same repeated

survey, vary slightly from one set-up to the next.

A local coordinate system is often used where periodic measurement of relative

dimensions is required. This is the case for the determination of the
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displacement of the glulam structures so far described and all surveys carried

out as part of the work in this thesis have been based on local coordinate

systems.

The benefits of a local coordinate system are its simplicity, especially for z-

coordinates which are in the same direction for levelled theodolites (the

direction of gravity) and that the quality of results obtained from a survey are

based on the sighting accuracy for horizontal and vertical angles. In addition, a

local system allows the theodolites to be orientated without knowing anything

about the object to be measured, a situation ideally suited to the glulam

structures.

The limitations of setting up a local coordinate system are that the results

obtained cannot be compared directly to the coordinates defmed for a part or

the whole object. This situation can be rectified by transforming local

coordinates into an object-based coordinate system. This might be done, for

example, when measuring a large object where it is necessary to perform

several surveys in separate local systems and then transform all of these into a

single object coordinate system. To transform coordinates from a local to an

object system requires at least three control points with coordinates known in

both the object and local systems to be available so that transformation

parameters can be determined. No such transformations have been carried out

for this project.
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Object coordinate system

This is defmed by known coordinates on the part (or object) to be measured.

Figure 4.3 shows a cube representing the part and a set of axes defming an

object coordinate system.

z

x

Figure 4.3 Object coordinate system

If a theodolite intersection system is set up to measure object coordinates, the

results obtained can be compared directly with coordinates specified on the

object without further processing: in a manufacturing process, this would be the

normal requirement. An object system is established by knowing values of the

coordinates of enough control points based in the object system so that the

orientation of the theodolites can be determined from them.
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When monitoring the displacement of a structure, working with object

coordinate systems would allow absolute monitoring to be carried out. At each

site selected for monitoring in this project, it was not possible to install or

defme points that could be used to establish an object coordinate system over

any period of time.

4.2 Setting up a theodolite intersection system

Setting up and using any theodolite intersection system will always involve two

separate stages.

First, it is necessary to determine the position and orientation of all the

theodolites used in the measurement system. For a local coordinate system, this

can be done with respect to one of the theodolites which will then defme the

origin. For an object coordinate system, this can be done with respect to a

series of control points of known coordinates.

Second, once the theodolite positions and orientations have been established,

the coordinates of targeted points are found by intersection.

The first methods used for orientating a theodolite intersection system involved

known control points in an object coordinate system. Two methods were used

to do this: in the most straightforward case, the theodolites were levelled and

centred over control points whose coordinates were known and the orientation

was defmed by the bearings along the baselines between the control points or

by assuming known directions along these baselines. For close range work, this
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is a scaled down version of traditional intersection, a technique familiar to all

surveyors and engineers. In the second method, the theodolites were set up in

any convenient position and were orientated by resection but over smaller

distances than for normal survey work.

It was natural to expect that these first attempts to set up a theodolite

intersection system would be based on conventional survey methods but they

have serious accuracy limitations because of the need to centre the theodolites

or the reliance on how well control points have been coordinated.

For close range and industrial applications, a better method of setting up a

theodolite intersection system is to designate the centre of one of the

theodolites as the origin of a coordinate system (see figure 4.2) in which the z-

axis is coincident with the vertical axis of the theodolite. If this is the case and

two theodolites are used along a single baseline, it is conventional to defme the

x-axis of the coordinate system as coinciding with a horizontal line in the

vertical plane containing the baseline between the theodolites. In other words, a

local coordinate system is usually adopted. Establishing this involves the

following: orientation of the theodolites, determining the distances between the

theodolites and determining the height difference between the theodolites.

One of the first methods used for orientation of the theodolites was known as

collimation and this is the process of bringing the lines of sight of a pair of

theodolites, or their axes of collimation, into coincidence. This is achieved, at a

particular theodolite, by observing the reticule of another theodolite with the
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telescope focusing rings at various settings. The procedure for doing this is

quite involved, not to say tedious, and can take quite a long time and

considerable skill to do satisfactorily. Great care is needed with this as the

accuracy of any subsequent measurements depends heavily on the procedure.

An indication of the steps involved in collimating is given by Ashworth (1989).

Once collimation has been carried out, the horizontal circle readings at each

theodolite can be recorded or, for a single baseline involving only two

theodolites, the horizontal circle readings can be zeroed when the two

telescopes are mutually pointed towards each other along the x-axis (or

baseline) between the theodolites.

As an orientation procedure, collimation has some drawbacks. First, there must

be a clear line of sight between the theodolites and the instruments cannot be

positioned close to each other at less than their minimum focusing distance.

Second, there must be good lighting conditions for viewing the reticule images.

Third, it becomes very difficult to see the reticules when the baseline is longer

than about 20 m. Where more than two theodolites are to be orientated, the

process has to be repeated several times with an inevitable increase in the time

taken.

Determining the horizontal baseline distances D between the various

theodolites of an intersection system can be done by direct measurement but

this is not recommended if a reliable sub-millimetre accuracy is required. The

usual method for determining D between a pair of theodolites is to use a

calibrated scale bar, the length of which is known to a high degree of accuracy
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(see Appendix A).

The procedure for determining D starts with this being estimated by some

means as d with there being no need to measure d accurately. If a measurement

system consists of two theodolites only, the theodolite at the origin of the local

coordinate system (theodolite A) will have (XA = 0, YA = 0, ZA = 0) as

coordinates. The approximate coordinates of theodolite B can be determined

using the estimated base length dwhere XB= O,YB = d and ZB= (hB -hA) = Ah

= the height difference between the two theodolites. This can be obtained from

Ah = d (tanpAB - tanPBA)
2

4.1

where PAB and PBA are the vertical angles between the theodolites observed

when they are collimated and where PAB = - PBA within a suitable tolerance.

Observations are then made to the targets at the ends of the scale bar and

provisional coordinates for the scale bar can be computed. Using these, it is

possible to compute the length of the scale bar and obtain this as, say, b.

However, because this has a known calibrated length B, the proportion of b to

B will be the same as the proportion of the assumed base length d to the actual

base lengthD fromwhich we obtain

b d-=- or B
D=d-

b
4.2

B D
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Using this value of D as a better estimate for the baseline length, the procedure

is repeated to give another value for the scale bar length which in turn will

yield another estimate for the baseline length. The procedure is repeated until

the estimated and actual values forD are within a specified tolerance. It is good

practice to move the scale bar to a different position for each iteration in this

process.

Following collimation and baseline determination, the final stage in setting up

the system by this method requires the height difference between the

collimation axes of the theodolites to be determined. Equation 4.1 could be

used for this (using D instead of cl) but other methods by which this can be

done are discussed in section 4.4.

As described above, the main problem associated with setting up a theodolite

intersection system is the collimation process which is very difficult and takes a

long time to perform, especially for more than two theodolites. In addition,

determining the baseline lengths can also be time consuming if several

iterations are required to achieve a satisfactory value for this.

For the glulam project, adoption of a theodolite intersection system based on

the collimation process would not be ideal because of the length of time taken

to orientate the system. Fortunately, in later systems such as ECDS3, the

problems of collimation and baseline determination have been overcome using

a bundle adjustment technique which enables the coordinates of the axial

centres of each theodolite and the orientations of their axes to be determined
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much quicker than by collimation and with respect to whatever coordinate

system is adopted.

4.3 The bundle adjustment

The bundle adjustment is a well-known technique that has been used in

analytical photogrammetry for some time. Used successfully in engineering and

industrial applications of photogrammetry, the technique is used to determine

camera positions and orientations in multi-station photogrammetry. For close

range theodolite intersection, the camera is replaced by a theodolite and the

adjustment is carried out by measuring the horizontal and vertical angles to a

number of targeted points (called bundle points), the coordinates of which do

not have to be known. Having sighted these, the bundle adjustment software

then calculates the position and orientation of each theodolite and, as a useful

by-product, the coordinates of the bundle points. The significance of this is that

no mutual pointing of theodolite telescopes is necessary thus avoiding the

collimation process.

The method is not restricted to two theodolites and most commercial systems,

including EeDS3, allow up to eight to be used. Since the technique relies on

common bundle points being sighted and does not require mutual theodolite

pointings, intervisibility between theodolites is not required and they can be

placed close to each other if required. In certain industrial applications where

space is restricted, this is advantageous. As well as this, multiple theodolite set-

ups enhance the accuracy to which points can be subsequently coordinated

because multiple intersections can be observed and adjusted.
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A bundle adjustment can be used to set up local as well as object coordinate

systems. In a local coordinate system, it is usual that none of the bundle points

will have known coordinates whereas in an object coordinate system, some of

the bundle points sighted must have known coordinates. However, it is not

necessary that all of the bundle points have known object coordinates provided

the minimum number for a successful bundle are known. In fact, any

combination of known/unknown points can be used for setting up an object

coordinate system.

This section discusses some of the methods used by ECDS3 to adapt the bundle

adjustment method to theodolite observations. No attempt is made to cover all

possible aspects of a bundle adjustment as this is well beyond the scope of this

thesis.

Theodolite coordinate system

A theodolite has two axes about which rotation is possible: the vertical axis

around which horizontal angles are measured and the trunnion axis around

which vertical (or zenith) angles are measured. These two axes, and the line of

sight (or collimation axis) of the theodolite all intersect at the centre of the

theodolite and this is the point to which all measurements of angle are referred.

These axes defme a cartesian coordinate system called the theodolite coordinate

system. This will be a local coordinate system and the origin of this is the

centre of the theodolite. The x-axis is defmed along the zero mark of the

horizontal circle, the y-axis is defmed along the 2700 mark and the z-axis is
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defmed to be perpendicular to the x and y axes as shown in figure 4.4.

z

.270~Y

90 /

~ x
centre of theodolite

Figure 4.4 Theodolite coordinate system

When the theodolite is turned and set at different inclinations, the theodolite

coordinate system described does not move. Once the theodolite has been

levelled (to set the vertical or z-axis) and the horizontal circle has been zeroed

(to set the x-axis) the theodolite coordinate system is fixed relative to any other

coordinate system.

Conversion between theodolite and object coordinate systems

For any theodolite intersection system, coordinates are usually required in a

different system (usually called the object system) and the orientation of a

theodolite coordinate system x y z relative to an object coordinate systemX Y Z

has to be derived These two coordinate systems are at different scales and, as

illustrated in figure 4.5, they are not parallel and their origins do not coincide.
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Figure 4.5 Theodolite and object coordinate systems

The necessary transformation equations between the two systems can be

expressed in terms of seven independent parameters: three rotation angles

omega (w), phi (rfi) and kappa (1('); a scale factor A. and three translation

parameters XT, YT and Z1. The rotations are the angles through which each axis

in the x y z theodolite system must be rotated in tum to x' y' z' to make them

parallel with the X Y Z object system. It is conventional that w is a rotation

about the x-axis, ; a rotation about the once rotated j-axis and 1(' a rotation

about the twice rotated z-axis of the theodolite coordinate system all of which

are required to align it with the object system but taken in the order ~¢-K. In

the development of rotational formulae, .it is customary to consider the three

rotations taking place so as to convert from the x' y' z' system to the x y z

system. The rotations are represented mathematically by a rotation matrix M in
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which the elements are derived as a series of two-dimensional rotations in

appropriate planes where

4.3

The elements of this matrix are derived in many textbooks where the version

given by Wolf and Dewitt (2000) is a good example. The elements are

mil = cOS9COSK

ml2 = sinmsin9cosK+cosmsinK

ml3 = -cosm sin f/lCOSK+ sin osin e

m21 = -COSf/lSinK

m22 = +sinzesin esinx + COSaJCOSK

m23 = cosaJSin¢SinK + SinaJCOSK

m32 = -sinmcosf/l

m33 = cosmcos¢

This links the original theodolite coordinate system x y z with its equivalent

rotated parallel to the object system x' y' z' as

x=M x' 4.4

where
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The rotation matrix M is an orthogonal matrix which has the property that its

inverse is equal to its transpose or

4.5

Using this, any ve,ctor in the theodolite coordinate system x y z can be rotated

or transformed to be parallel to the object system x' y' z' by multiplying it by

MTwhere

4.6

or

4.7

Accounting for translation also

4.8
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where

[~] = the coordinates of any point in the object coordinate system

[~ ] = the coordinates of the centre of the theodolite expressed in the

object coordinate system

If a scale change A.. occurs between the theodolite and object coordinate

systems, this can be applied to the theodolite coordinates as

4.9

or in full matrix notation

4.10

This set of equations defines a seven-parameter transformation where the

parameters areXr, Yr, ZT, lV, tjJ, x and A..

For each theodolite in an intersection system, these parameters have to be

derived by some means so that the orientation of each theodolite relative to the

object or nominated coordinate system is known.
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Photo coordinates

As already stated, a photogrammetric approach is used to solve for unknown

parameters in a theodolite orientation procedure. The usual method for doing

this is to generate fictitious (or pseudo) photo coordinates for each observation

taken by a theodolite to a bundle point. The reason for creating photo

coordinates and adopting the photogrammetric solution is that it allows

photogrammetric bundle adjustment procedures to input theodolite

observations and then solve for all of the unknown theodolite orientation

parameters as if they were camera orientations. This procedure is really a

matter of convenience as it applies existing, but well-established techniques to

a new problem. What is required, however, is a special computer program to

convert measured horizontal and vertical angles into their equivalent photo

coordinates.

The derivation of photo coordinates from theodolite observations and how

these are related to orientation parameters is considered below.

As shown in figure 4.6, observed horizontal and vertical angles are referenced

in a right-handed theodolite coordinate system as h = the observed horizontal

angle which is zero at the x-axis and increases in a clockwise direction and v =

the observed vertical angle in a plane perpendicular to the vertical axis and

which increases towards the zenith.
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Figure 4.6 Observed angles in theodolite coordinate system

Figure 4.7 shows a virtual photo plane at principal distance I along the y-axis

defining, in this case, photo coordinates x and z. For the pointing shown, these

are related to the observed horizontal and vertical angles by (Obidowski &

Chapman, 1993 and Zhang, et al., 1997)

x=ltan(h-270) 4.11

Z= I tan v
cos(h-270))

4.12

In these equations, I is an arbitrary adopted focal length of the fictitious camera

and it is convenient to select I = 206.265 mm so that 1 J.Un on the photo

corresponds to 1 second of arc in angle (Zou, et al., 2001).
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Figure 4.7 Photo coordinates

For a single baseline two theodolite set up, similar expressions can be

developed for the second theodolite when it measures horizontal and vertical

angles to the same bundle point.

Since x and z are derived quantities, they should be accompanied in a bundle

adjustment by a covariance matrix that accounts for the propagation of errors

from the observed angles to the derived photo coordinates. If errors in h and 'V

are uncorrelated and have covariances 0'; and eT; , the covariance matrix ~ of

the photo coordinates x and z derived from h and 'V will be given by (Brown,

1985)
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4.13

where

J=[~ ~]
oh Qv

Collinearity equations

In figure 4.8, v is a vector along the line of sight from theodolite T to a bundle

point P defming fictitious photo coordinates and

4.14

where M is the rotational matrix and x', f' and z' are the fictitious photo

coordinates rotated so that they are parallel to the object coordinate system.

The vector V in figure 4.8 is the full length vector along the line of sight from

theodolite T to bundle point P. V can be expressed in terms of the object

coordinates of point P (X Y Z) and the object coordinates of the theodolite T
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[
X-X]V= y-y:
Z-Zr

4.15

z

Figure 4.8 Collinearity of two vectors

Since vectors v and V are pointing in the same direction, the relationship

between them is given by the collinearity equation

V=A.V 4.16

where the components of both vectors are described in terms of an object

system and A. is a scale factor.

This gives
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4.17

and

4.18

or

Dividing equations 4.19a and 4.19c by 4.19b gives

X= f mll(X -Xr)+mI2(Y -Yr)+mI3(Z -Zr)
m21(X -Xr )+m22(Y -Yr )+m23(Z -z.)

z = f m31(X -Xr )+m32(Y -Yr )+m33(Z -Zr)
m21(X -Xr )+m22(Y -r;)+m23(Z -z.)

4.20a

4.20b

Equations 4.20 are a version of the well-known photogrammetric collinearity

equations which in this case link observed horizontal and vertical angles

through equations 4.11 and 4.12 to the coordinates of a bundle point and a
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senes of unknowns defming the orientation of the theodolite. It is the

unknowns defming the orientation of the theodolite that need to be determined

by a bundle adjustment.

In deriving the collinearity equations, x and z photo coordinates have been

used. In practice, an observation could lie in a number of different photo planes

and in the case of ECDS3, each observation is assigned to a photo plane

according to the magnitudes of the horizontal and vertical angles. This gives

rise to a different set of collinearity equations for each observation for the

software to process. The way in which ECDS3 derives these has not been made

available to the author.

In a two theodolite set-up, 12 unknowns are involved in defming the

orientation of the theodolites and these are

For theodolite A: tvA, (h, K.'A,XTA, YTA, ZTA

For theodolite B: tvB, ;B, K.'B,XTB, YTB, ZTB

Each bundle point sighted by the two theodolites produces four collinearity

equations: two from each theodolite (equations 4.20a and 4.20b) but introduces

three additional unknowns - the coordinates of the bundle point itself.

Therefore, each point sighted in a bundle adjustment adds one more equation

than the number of unknowns it introduces.

In a local coordinate system, theodolite A is taken to be the datum for the

coordinate system and tvA, ;A, K.'A,XTA, YTA, ZTA are all equal to zero which
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removes six of the unknown orientation parameters. All that is needed is to

sight six points to determine the parameters. However, it is usual that a scale

bar is sighted as part of the bundle adjustment procedure and these are counted

as two bundle points but provide a scale constraint equal to the known length of

the scale bar. This reduces the minimum number of points to be sighted to

orientate two theodolites in a local coordinate system to five. This number can

vary for an object system depending on the number of control points available.

In practice, more points than the minimum are observed to create redundancy to

improve the solution for the unknown orientation parameters and to provide a

better chance for detecting observational errors in the bundle point

observations.

Solution of the collinearity equations

The methods used to solve a series of collinearity equations are described in

full by Wong (1980) and by Mikhail, et al., (2001) and a detailed analysis of

the solution is not considered here. Instead, what follows is a general

description of the solution but with emphasis on some of the techniques used

by ECDS3.

A bundle adjustment is formed and solved in the following way in the ECDS3

system (see section 5.6 also).

• Each observed horizontal and vertical angle taken to a bundle point is

used to derive fictitious photo coordinates as the 'observations' or
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image coordinates that form a pair of collinearity equations. This is

performed by the ECDS3 Pre-Process program which also computes

the covariance matrices for the photo coordinates.

• The collinearity equations are linearized and observation equations are

formed from these. This requires initial estimates for OJ, lP, 1(, XT, Yr, ZT,

X, Yand Z to be obtained for each theodolite and bundle point. Values

for deriving these estimates are determined in the ECDS3 Angle

Capture program.

• A unified least squares adjustment technique is used and the normal

equations are formed with all unknowns (theodolite parameters and

bundle point coordinates) being treated as observations with a priori

variances. The a priori covariance matrices for the fictitious photo

coordinates are also used in the formation of the normal equations.

• The normal equations are solved by least squares to produce a set of

corrections to the initial estimates for the theodolite orientation

parameters and bundle point coordinates. The new estimates for the

theodolite orientation parameters and bundle point coordinates give rise

to new normal equations which are solved to produce another set of

corrections. The process of correction/solution is repeated until the

estimates and new values are within a specified tolerance, at which

point the solution has assumed to converge. The fmal values for the

theodolite orientation parameters and bundle point coordinates are now

known. This is performed by the ECDS3 Bundle Adjustment program.
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Initial estimates for co, ¢, 1(, XT, YT, ZT, X, Yand Z in a local coordinate system

are obtained from measurements in the Angle Capture program by ECDS3 as

follows.

First, theodolite A (the theodolite assumed to be at the origin of the local

coordinate system) is pointed along the positive x-axis of the local coordinate

system. This can be a completely arbitrary setting and the x-axis direction could

be chosen, for example, such that all y-coordinates will be positive or that the

x-axis is parallel to some feature to be measured.

However, if only two theodolites are used, it is usual to take the x-axis as the

direction from theodolite A to theodolite B. So, in this case, the telescope of

theodolite A is pointed towards theodolite B. It is not necessary to do this

exactly or to some precise point on theodolite B, it is sufficient to point in the

general direction of the instrument only. Again, in a two theodolite set-up, the

telescope of theodolite B is also pointed in the general direction of the x-axis

along the baseline between theodolites A and B extended.

In a multiple set-up, all the other theodolites will have their telescopes aligned

approximately parallel with that of the theodolite designated to be at the origin

of the local coordinate system (the reference theodolite).

As soon as this is done the system software sets, at each theodolite, the

horizontal circles to zero. This establishes the approximate direction of each x-

axis at each theodolite to be set at zero gon and each y-axis at 300 gon. Since
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the theodolites are levelled, the z-axes will also be nearly parallel.

EcnS3 now assumes that lo, ¢ and re are zero at each theodolite. It must be

remembered however, that these are treated as observations in the least squares

adjustment and, except for the theodolite at the origin (the reference

theodolite), these change from zero as the bundle adjustment passes through its

various iterations.

The next step in the orientation process is to estimate the position of each

theodolite used relative to the reference theodolite. This is achieved by pointing

each theodolite in turn at the reference theodolite and by estimating the distance

between them. Again, this need not be done exactly and the pointing can be in

the general direction of the reference theodolite and the distance can be guessed

(by pacing for example). However, the better the estimate of the distance, the

sooner the bundle adjustment will converge. With modern fast computers,

though, this is not important. This procedure provides estimates for XT, YT and

ZT, the translation coordinates of each theodolite relative to the reference

theodolite.

The fmal step in the bundle adjustment procedure is to sight all the bundle

points required. The angles observed here, together with the approximate

orientation data already gathered enable approximate coordinates X, Yand Z to

be computed for each bundle point.
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4.4 Spatial intersection

Following orientation, horizontal and vertical angles are measured from the

known theodolite positions to targeted points whose coordinates are required.

The fundamental problem with the computation of an observed intersection is

that the exact orientation of the theodolites is not known and this, combined

with pointing/observation errors, creates a situation where the two vectors (one

from each theodolite) usually do not intersect. Questions arising from this are

what is the best geometric estimate of the point of intersection and what is the

quality of the results obtained?

Early versions of theodolite intersection systems computed an intersection by

combining the calculation of a conventional intersection in the horizontal plane

with separate calculations of height in what is known as a two-dimensional plus

one dimensional model (2D+ ID model).

2D + ID intersection model

Figure 4.9 shows the intersection of a point P by two theodolites A and B. The

calculation of the horizontal coordinates of P (xp, yp) proceeds as follows.

With D as the horizontal baseline length between the two theodolites we have

DAP = DBP = D =__ D _
sinOD sinO,4 sin{180-(0,4 +OD)} sin(O,4 +OD)

4.21
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Figure 4.9 Theodolite intersection

where

DAP = horizontal distance from theodolite A to target point P

DBP = horizontal distance from theodolite B to target point P

OA = horizontal angle observed at theodolite A to target point P

OB = horizontal angle observed at theodolite B to target point P

This gives

4.22

The x-coordinate of P is
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The y-coordinate of P is

_ D sinB - D sin BB sin 8A
yr - AP :.4 - • (8 8)

srn If + B

The z-coordinate of Pis

where

ZA = the z-coordinate of P calculated from theodolite A

ZB = the z-coordinate of P calculated from theodolite B

The z-coordinate calculated from theodolite A is

where

z - (x2 +y2)1/2 tanpA- P P A

4.23

4.24

4.25

4.26

PA = vertical angle observed from theodolite A to target point P

The z-coordinate calculated from theodolite B is
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4.27

where

PB = vertical angle observed from theodolite B to target point P

hs = the height of the centre of theodolite A

he = the height of the centre of theodolite B

In the case where (hB - hA) is not known, this can be found by calculating ZA,

setting ZA = ZB and solving equation 4.27 for (hB - hA). This procedure can be

repeated at a number of target positions to improve the value of (hB - hA).

For each pair of horizontal and vertical angles taken from any instrument, it is

possible to compute two vertical coordinates ZA and ZB. If the system set-up was

perfect and there were no observational errors present, the two z-coordinates

would be equal. As this can only happen by chance, the difference between

these can be used as a guide to the reliability of the observations (to detect

gross errors) and the accuracy of the observations (when the two values are

within a specified tolerance). Once they are accepted, it is usual to take the

mean value of the two z-coordinates as the final value.

This method of computing an intersection, although widely used in surveying

and initially by theodolite intersection systems has the disadvantages, especially

for the high precisions required in metrology and industrial engineering, that it

is based on a 2D + lD mathematical model and it does not enable the true

accuracy of an intersection to be determined.
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A semi-rigorous 3D model

Various approaches to computing spatial intersections have been published and

that proposed by Cooper (1986) was one of the first to deal with spatial

intersection in terms of vectors in a three-dimensional model.

Figure 4.1 0 is similar to figure 4.9 and shows the intersection of point P from

two collimated theodolites A and B where the horizontal angle (}A and vertical

.z

x

Figure 4.10 Intersection in a local coordinate system

angle PA are observed at A and the horizontal angle (}B and vertical angle PB are

observed at B.

As shown, these angles are referenced to a local coordinate system which has
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its origin at A, the x-axis along the line in the vertical plane from A to B, the z-

axis vertically upwards and the y-axis orthogonal to these. In the local

coordinate system so established, the coordinates of A are (0, 0, 0) and those of

Bare (XB' 0, ZB) where XB is the horizontal distance from A to Band ZB is the

height difference between A and B.

In figure 4.11, the direction of the line of sight from A to P is represented by a

unit vector p and that from B to P by a unit vector q. The length of the baseline

and its direction is represented by vector b. The components of these vectors

are

4.28

Figure 4.11 Vector representation of spatial intersection
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4.29

4.30

In practice, it is usual to expect that the vectors observed from A and B will not

intersect and this is written in vector notation as (again with reference to figure

4.11 following an anticlockwise direction)

e= -lp+b+pq 4.31

where

e = an error or residual vector from a point on lp to a point on pq

=[::J
lp = the vector observed from A to P

pq = the vector observed from B to P

l and p are scalars

As l and Jl change, the length and direction of e will also change.

Combining equations 4.28 to 4.31 with e gives
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or

The length of e is given by

and if this is to be a minimum

and

4.32

4.33

4.34

Substituting the values for ex, eyand ez from 4.33 and differentiating gives the

following linear simultaneous equations for A and II
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4.35

In terms of scalar (dot) products

4.36a

4.36b

since p and q are unit vectors

4.37

and equations 4.35 become

[
1 - P.q] [1]=[ b.p ]

- p.q 1 J.l - b.q
4.38

and

[1]=[ 1 _p.q]-l[ b.p ]
J.l - p.q 1 - b.q

4.39

The inverse is given by
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4.40

where A is the determinant given by

A=I- (poq)2 4.41

These equations cannot be solved if

• bop = b.q = 0 which would mean that p and q are perpendicular to b

• A = 0 which will only occur if poq = 1 which would mean that p and q

are parallel

In practice, it is very unlikely that these conditions would arise and the values

ofAo and J..I.o for a minimum value of e are obtained from

[lto]=![ 1 POq][ boP]
Po A poq 1 - b.q

4.42

These values are then used to defme the position of P at the mid-point of e

where P has a position vector r from A of

ell
r = ltoP+-= .loP+-(-.loP + b + Poq) =-(ltoP + b + ,uoq)222

4.43
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When solving a spatial intersection in this way, b, p and q are first computed

from equations 4.29 to 4.30, A.o and f.4J are then computed from equations 4.42

and these are then used to compute r and the position of P. The values of b, p

and q can also be substituted into equation 4.31 to determine the components

ex, ey and ez of the error vector e. These values will give an indication of the

accuracy of the position of point P in three dimensions.

Although this procedure gives what might be considered a better answer for the

position of P and its error components, like the traditional approach it has been

compared to it is still not, in a true mathematical sense, a rigorous method for

solving intersections. However, it does attempt to solve the problem of spatial

intersection in three dimensions simultaneously using vectors to represent the

observed horizontal and vertical angles. Cooper does state that it is a least

squares method in the sense that (e; +e~ + e;) is minimised. Although never

widely adopted, this method for solving spatial intersections bridges the gap

between the (2D + ID) and 3D models.

Formal 3D model

Following the (2D + ID) and semi-rigorous version of a 3D model so far

developed, one of the rigorous methods used in a number of theodolite

intersection systems for the computation of a spatial intersection is given in this

section. There are several ways in which a 3D intersection model can be

presented and no claim is made here that this is the defmitive version. For

simplicity, an intersection with only one baseline and two theodolites is
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considered.

Figure 4.12 is a variation of figures 4.9 and 4.10 and shows P as the intersected

point with A and B representing the centres of the theodolites that have known

positions in a local xyz coordinate system of

4.44

z

x

Figure 4.12 Spatial intersection in the xyz system

The observed horizontal angles are BA and BB but these are now considered

positive in a clockwise direction and are measured together with the vertical

angles fiA and fiB. All of these observations are recorded assuming that both
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theodolites are collimated and orientated in the xyz coordinate system. The

observed angles can be used to define direction cosines for the unit vectors

from each theodolite to point P as

From A FromB

II=cos(360 - BA)cos PA-

ml = sin(360 -BA)cos PA

nl =sinPA

12 = -cosOB COSPB

m2 =sin0B COSPB

n2 = sin PB

4.45

These can be used to compute the coordinates of the target point P using

4.46

where

SA = the slope distance from A to point P (unknown)

SB = the slope distance from B to point P (unknown)

To use equations 4.46, the values of SA and SB must be determined. If the lines

(or vectors) from A and B intersect, the coordinates for P will be unique and

4.47

or
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which gives

Substituting the expression for SA into equation 4.46 for yr gives

[
(x -x )+1 S ]

Y +m B A 2 B -y +m S
A 1 I - B 2B

1

or

Multiplying each term by h gives

and

This gives S B as
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4.54

Similarly

4.55

The direction cosines can be computed from the observed angles using

equations 4.45 and values for SA and SB can be computed from these and the

known coordinates for A and B using equations 4.54 and 4.55. These in turn

can be substituted into equations 4.46 to obtain the coordinates of point P.

As it is expected that the two vectors will not intersect, the coordinates of P

have to be determined by a different 'method. Allan (1988) suggests the

following which is based on a two theodolite system.

In figure 4.13, observations are taken from theodolites located at A and B in

order to fix the coordinates of the target point P where the vector API is

observed from A and the vector BP2 is observed from B. The vector PIP2 is the

common normal to the vectors observed from A and Band

• point PI is at the foot of the perpendicular on the vector observed from

A to the target point P

• point P2 is at the foot of the perpendicular on the vector observed from

Bto the target point P
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• the target point P is assumed to be the mid-point of PIP2

B

Figure 4.13 Vector spatial intersection

The direction cosines defming the vectors observed along API and BP2 are

II =cos(360-BA)COSPA

m, = sin(360-BA)COSPA

nl = sinPA

12= -cosBB cos PB

m2 = sinBB COSPB

n2 = sinPB

4.56

The lengths of these vectors are

4.57

and it is these distances that are to be found to defme the coordinates of point

P.
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The positions of Pv and P2 are given by

YPI = YA +SA ml

or

where

Denoting

equations 4.59 give

4.58

4.59

4.60

4.61

4.62

4.63

The vector (dot) product of direction cosines a with all the terms in equation
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4.63 gives

4.64

Since the vectors PIP2 and a are perpendicular

4.65

and

0= (8 - A).a + sBb.a -sAa.a 4.66

By defmition a.a = 1since the direction cosines refer to a unit vector and

4.67

By inspection of figure 4.13 and considering vectors in an anticlockwise

direction

~~ =-A~ +AB+B~ . 4.68

or

4.69

The vector products ofb with all of the terms in equation 4.63 are
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4.70

since {pz- PI} and b are perpendicular and b. b = 1

O={B-A}.b+sB -SAa•b 4.71

and

4.72

Substituting this into equation 4.67 gives

SA = {B- A}.a + {-{B - A}.b +sAa.b}b.a 4.73

={B - A}.a -{B -A}.bb.a + SAa.b b.a 4.74

SA -s,4a.bb.a={B-A).a-{B-A}.bb.a 4.75

{B- A}.a - {B-A}.bb.a
SA =

l=-a.bb.a
4.76

By defmition, the vector products of a and b are

4.77

where 0 is the angle between the vectors a and b which can be evaluated from
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equation 4.56 using the observed angles.

Equation 4.75 can be re-written

_ (B-A).a-(B-A).bb.a
sA-~--~1-_~co~s~2-0~--- 4.78

_ (B-A).a-(B-A).bb.a
- sin20 4.79

In this expression

which is a known quantity

which is also a known quantity.

This gives

_ p-qb.a _ p-qcoso
SA - sin 2 0 - ';;"_S--'in=-=2-0--

4.82

By a similar process
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pcos8 -q
S = -=-----,--=-
B sin28

4.83

Using the direction cosines defmed in equation 4.56 and the distances SA and SB

from equations 4.82 and 4.83, the coordinates of PI and P2 can be calculated

using equations 4.58.

The mean of the two sets give the position of point Pas

4.84

These coordinates are only considered to be preliminary as it is likely that in

any intersection survey a multiple theodolite set-up is possible and that a

redundancy exists in the intersection. This is solved by the method of least

squares to give adjusted coordinates and some form of assessment of the

accuracy of these coordinates. A full treatment of the least squares adjustment

for the equations developed so far for a spatial intersection is given by Bingley

(1990) and is outlined by Allan (1988).

EeDS) intersection model

After a bundle adjustment has been carried out, the absolute position and

orientation of each theodolite in an ECDS3 set-up are determined and the XYZ
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object coordinates at the centre of each theodolite together with their rotations

(0, tP and 1C are known.

The horizontal and vertical angles observed to a target point will define, for a

given theodolite, the direction of the line of sight in the local theodolite

coordinate system and since the rotations are known, it is possible to compute

the direction of the line of sight in the object coordinate system. When two or

more theodolites are used to intersect a point this defines more lines of sight

which will, in general, not intersect at the point observed.

Where only two theodolites are used, it is shown in the previous section that the

position of the intersected point is assumed to be at the mid-point of the

common normal to the two lines of sight. Since the common normal lies along

the shortest distance between the two lines of sight, the mid-point is a point

whose distance from both observed lines of sight is a minimum. When

observations are taken from more than two theodolites to a target point, the

intersection is defined as the point whose distance from each line of sight is

also a minimum. ECDS3 uses the method of least squares to solve these

intersections.

The intersection of a point P from two theodolites A and B is shown in figure

4.14. The direction cosines for any instrument i in the object coordinate system

can be expressed as
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where

4.85

z

x

Figure 4.14 ECDS3 two-theodolite intersection

MTI = the rotation matrix for instrument t obtained from a bundle

adjustment (see equation 4.3)

~ = the horizontal angle observed at instrument t (positive is taken to be

clockwise from the local x-axis)

f3; = the vertical angle observed at instrument i
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For each theodolite, the vector along the line of sight is given by

4.86

where

Si = the slope distance from instrument i to the foot of the residual offset

vector

[f.]= the coordinates of the intersected point P in the object system

[~: ] = the position of instrument i in the object coordinate system

[::: ] =the components of the residual offset v";tor v,

The residual offset vector Vi represents the minimum distance from each line of

sight to the intersected point.

These equations are reduced to two by dividing through by Ij, m, or ru. The

largest of these is chosen by ECDS3 and three possibilities exist. For the case

where n, is the largest
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/. X, -XI +Vx_, = I

n, Z; -ZI +VZI
4.87a

4.87b

These can be written

4.88a

4.88b

For theodolite A in figure 4.14

+nAvX" +O.Vy" -IAvz" +nAXp +O.Yp -IAZp =nAXA +O.YA -IAZA

4.89a

+O.vx" + nAvy" -mAvZ" O.Xp +nAYp -mAZp =O.XA +nAYA -mAZA
4.89b

and for theodolite B in figure 4.14

+nBvX, +O.vy, -IBvz, +nBXp +O.Yp -IBZp = nBXB +O.YB -IBZB

4.90a

+O.vx/J +nBvY/J -mBvZ/J O.Xp +nBYp -mBZp =O.XB +nBYB -mBZB
4.90b
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For the two theodolite intersection shown these represent four observation

equations and combining them gives

VXA

n,4 0 -1,4 0 0 0 VYA n,4 0 -1,4

[tJ0 n,4 -rnA 0 0 0 VZA 0 nA -rn,4
+0 0 0 nB 0 -IB VXB nB 0 -IB

0 0 0 0 nB -rnB VYB 0 nB =m«
VZB

nAX,4 -1,4ZA
nAYA -rn,4Z,4

4.91=
nBXB -IBZB
nSYB -rnsZs

or

Av+BLl=f 4.92

where

A =a 4 x 6 rectangular coefficient matrix computed from observed

horizontal and vertical angles

nA 0 -lA 0 0 0
0 nA =m, 0 0 0=
0 0 0 nB 0 =l»
0 0 0 0 ns =m»

B =a 4 x 3 rectangular coefficient matrix also computed from observed

angles
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nA 0 -lA
0 nA =m,

=
nS 0 =l»
0 nS -mS

V = a 6 x 1 matrix representing the residual vectors VA and VB

Vx ..
Vy ..

= Vz ..
Vx•

VY/I

Vz•

A = a 3 x 1 matrix of the coordinates of the unknown point P

=[~]
f = a 4 x 1 matrix of constants derived from the observed angles and

coordinates of the theodolites

nAXA -IAZA
nAYA-mAZA=
nsXs -lsZs
nsYs -msZs

The redundancy r in this set of equations is given by the number of rows in the

A and B matrices (denoted by c = 4 in this case to represent the four

observation equations) minus the number of unknown parameters in the ll.

matrix (u = 3 for any intersection) so that r = c - u = 4 - 3 = 1. This is to be

expected since all that is required to compute a unique three-dimensional

intersection of two lines (vectors) is the horizontal and vertical angles of one

line and the horizontal angle of the other. The second vertical angle introduces
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the redundancy into the solution.

As the number of theodolites used in the measurement process increases, the

value of c increases by 2 for each theodolite at which a horizontal and vertical

angle are observed to the point P. This in turn increases the redundancy of the

solution.

The solution to equations of the form A V +B t1. = r in equation 4.92 is given

in many textbooks such as Mikhail (1976) and Mikhail & Gracie (1981) and

follows recognised procedures.

The solution is given by

4.93

where

N=Bt(AQAtrl B 4.94

4.95

The solution requires the cofactor matrix Q of the offset residual vectors v, to

be known. ECDS3 assumes the components of these vectors to be uncorrelated

and Q will therefore be a diagonal matrix.
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If the covariance matrix l: for the offset residual components is

r.= diag {0',,2 u2 U,,2 • •• }x,. "r,. z,. 4.96

where

u; = the variance of residual component vxx,. ,.

u: = the variance of residual component Vyor,. A

u; =the variance of residual component Vz~ A

and so on

Q will be given by

4.97

where

4.98

and

u; = the reference variance for the offset residual components

When an intersection is computed by EcnS3 it displays a set of errors together
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with the coordinates of the intersected point. The errors displayed are

• The X, rand Z (object system) components of the sighting errors of

the intersection. These are displayed in root mean square (or RMS)

format as PeX, Per and PeZ. The formulae used to compute these

are

PeX= RMSx= 4.99a
n

n

"" v
2

L..J l'j

Per = RMSy = J=!_
n

4.99b

4.99c

where n = the number of theodolites used

• The total RMS error which is defined as

4.100

In these equations, the residual components vx , Vr. and Vz are obtained from
I I I

the least squares solution using

v =QAt(AQAttl(r -BA) 4.101
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In equation 4.100, the length of any individual offset residual vector Vi is given

by

4.102

This method of presenting errors in positional information does give the

operators of an ECnS3 system a good indication if a gross error has occurred

(for example, if the wrong target has been sighted by an observer) and does

give a clear indication if some sort of tolerance is exceeded in determining the

coordinates of the target point. All of this is discussed further in section 5.6

(under Online Measurement).

However, the approach adopted does seem to ignore the fact that some useful

data is available for presenting the standard error of the coordinates of the

intersected point. These can be obtained from the least squares solution as

4.103

where N~!, N;~ and N;.~ are the diagonal terms of the N-1matrix.

In addition to displaying RMS values, EcnS3 also displays quantities called

sx, SYand SZ alongside PeX, PeY and PeZ. The S-values give some indication

of the measuring accuracy expected for a particular ECnS3 set-up and are a

function of the geometry of the intersection and assumed a priori standard

errors of±1" for all measured horizontal and vertical angles. Consequently, the
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S-values are not a function of the actual sighting errors and they do not give

any information as to the errors in the coordinates of the intersected point. The

S-values do, however, provide some useful practical information when using

ECDS3. This is discussed further in section 5.6 (under Online Measurement).

The computation of the S-values is done as a conventional error propagation

considering the case where the lines of sight intersect and a full description is

given by Bingley (1990).

4.5 Concluding remarks

Taking account of the two methods described for determining the attitude of

the theodolites, the bundle adjustment is considered to be the most flexible and

convenient. Nowadays, this is easily implemented on a computer using off-the-

shelf software. Of the methods given for the computation of an intersection, it

is suggested that there is probably little difference between the results that these

might produce in practice. However, the so-called rigorous and ECDS3

versions would be preferred as these provide a full three-dimensional and

statistical analysis for intersection coordinates.
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5

THE DEVELOPMENT AND OPERATION OF ECDS3

The original idea for using coordinates determined by theodolite intersection in

dimensional control is attributed to the aerospace industry. In aircraft

manufacture, the coordinates of small components of up to about a metre in

size are usually obtained by using coordinate measuring machines. However,

when larger objects have to be measured, problems often encountered are the

limited size of coordinate measuring machines and their portability. In such

situations, techniques based on surveying and photogrammetry have been

found to offer a considerable advantage for measurement of coordinates since

the equipment is mobile and can be taken to the object to be measured. In fact,

surveying systems can be said to be portable coordinate measuring machines

the size of which can be varied to suit any object. In North America, theodolite

intersection systems have had some success in penetrating the market normally

dominated by coordinate measuring machines and hundreds of these have been

purchased by the aerospace industry.

Woodward (1986) gives an interesting comparison of coordinate measuring

machines and coordinate measuring systems from an industrial perspective and

Fraser (1989) discusses the current status of optical three-dimensional

techniques in the aerospace industry at about the time theodolite intersection

was adopted by the University of Brighton for measuring deflections in full-

scale structures.
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5.1 The era of theodolite intersection

The first commercially produced system for measuring coordinates based on

surveying techniques was produced in the United States by Keuffel and Esser

in the 1970s when they introduced their Analytical Industrial Measuring

System (AIMS) (Keuffel & Esser, 1981 and Vyner & Hanold, 1982). Many

North American aerospace companies have purchased various versions of

AIMS which was marketed by the Cubic Precision Division of the Cubic

Corporation in 1992, but in the United States only (Hooper, 1987).

In addition to Keuffel and Esser, Hewlett Packard (HP) also developed a

theodolite intersection system in 1980 which gave rise to a technique called

digital theodolite coordinate determination, and this was based on the

HP3820A digital theodolite (Johnson, 1980).

Following the success of Keuffel and Esser and Hewlett Packard in North

America, the survey companies Wild and Kern have dominated the European

theodolite intersection market since this was first identified. In 1982, Wild

produced the RMS2000 (Remote Measuring System 2000) and in 1983, Kern

produced the first Electronic Coordinate Determination System (ECDS I). Both

of these on-line systems consisted of up to four theodolites linked directly to a

computer in which horizontal and vertical readings from each theodolite were

electronically generated and transmitted to the computer, which had appropriate

software to compute XYZ coordinates.
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Because of limitations imposed by the collimation process for orientation and

by the computation technique used for intersections, the number of theodolites

that RMS2000 and ECDS 1 could use was restricted and they were replaced by

ECDS2 in 1986 and the Wild TMS (Theodolite Measuring System), in the

United States only, in 1988. Both of these allowed up to 8 theodolites to be

used but the orientation was now carried out using a bundle adjustment.

As well as manually operated systems, the Kern System for Positioning and

Automated Coordinate Evaluation (SPACE) became available in 1987 (see

section 3.2) and the Wild Automated Theodolite Measuring System (ATMS) in

1988. These were the first automated systems produced for coordinate

measurement by theodolite intersection.

As a result of the domination of Wild and Kern in the theodolite intersection

market it is not surprising. that very few of these systems have been

manufactured. However, it is worth noting that a number of universities, survey

and other organisations have developed their own 'in-house' versions by

compiling their own software for use with a variety of theodolites.

5.2 The evolution of ECDS

ECDS 1 was introduced by Kern & Co Ltd of Aarau in Switzerland in 1983 and

this is described by Kern (1984), Lardelli (1985) and Grist (1986).

The original version of ECDS used two Kern El or E2 theodolites and the

computer and other hardware for the system fitted into a specially designed and
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purpose-built trolley that enabled it to be moved from one location to another

(see figure 5.1). This emphasised the portability of the system for industrial

applications and has always been a feature ofECDS.

Figure 5.1 ECDSI on the factory floor (courtesy Leica Geosystems)

The software was developed to operate on a DEC (Digital Equipment

Corporation) micro PDP-II or Hewlett Packard HP85 computer and this was

accessed through a series of modular programs. When orientated, the two

theodolites were set such that when their lines of sight were collimated to each

other, both had horizontal angle readings of zero. This established a baseline

between the two theodolites from which all horizontal angles were

subsequently measured. To complete the system orientation, two ends ofa scale

bar were sighted and the software would then determine the spatial relationship

of the two theodolites, as discussed in chapter 4.

For each intersection, angles were continuously transmitted by the theodolites

to the DEC PDP-ll which then computed, via a 2D + ID model (see section
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4.4), the corresponding real-time X, Yand Z coordinate values of the target

point sighted together with their dZ value, which was half the difference of the

two Z-coordinates obtained from each theodolite. The dZ value was a very

useful feature and provided instant feedback on the quality of an intersection.

The limitations of ECDS 1 were that it would only operate with two theodolites,

it relied on a collimation process to orientate the theodolites and the software

would only run on the DEC PDP-11or HP85.

S.3 ECDS2

Kern launched this version of ECDS in 1986 but the system was marketed by

Wild Leitz following their takeover of Kern in 1988. The following section is

summarised from publications attributed to Freeman (1987), Kern (1987) and

Lardelli (1988).

ECDS2 incorporated the Kern E2 and Kern E2-1 electronic theodolites for

angle measurement and up to eight of these could be connected to the system.

Because of this, the accuracy of ECDS2 was potentially much better than

before since it was possible to sight targets with as many theodolites as possible

and to compute a multiple rather than a single intersection. Also, the E2-1 had a

42x magnification panfocal telescope compared to the 32x of the E2.

Although the software for ECDS2 also ran on the DEC PDP-II, a significant

difference between ECDS 1 and ECDS2 was that a separate MS-DOS version

of the programs was produced. This allowed the user a choice of computer
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rather than having to accept the DEC PDP-II and any computer that was IBM

compatible at the time could be chosen as the system computer.

The third and again significant difference from ECDS 1 to ECDS2 was the

method used to orientate the theodolites. The new orientation method used a

functional model in the form of a bundle adjustment which allowed the relative

positions of all the theodolites to be defmed. This setting up procedure avoided

the need for collimating the theodolites and allowed them to be set up very

close to each other if this was required.

When Kern Instruments were absorbed by Wild Heerbrugg in September 1988,

the two companies carried on marketing their own products separately.

However, following the merger, both Wild and Kern's industrial metrology

marketing and product support services were transferred to E. Leitz

(Instruments) at Luton. In August 1989 all three companies, Wild, Kern and E.

Leitz combined and began operating under the name of Wild Leitz UK Ltd

from new premises in Milton Keynes. Further change occurred in September

1989 when Wild Leitz merged with Cambridge Instruments Company plc and

became Leica in 1990. Throughout this somewhat turbulent period, ECDS2

continued to be sold as a Kern product.

5.4 ECDSJ

Leica released version 3.10 of ECDS3 in March 1992 but Kern theodolites and

literature were still in use and this was very much a continuation of ECDS 1 and

2. However, later in 1992, version 3.20 of ECDS appeared with a Leica label,
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the Kern image was now very much in the background and although their

theodolites could still be used, the preferred instruments were now the Wild

T2002 and the Wild T3000. A similar system has also been in use in North

America under the name of the ManCAT (Manual Computer Aided

Theodolite) system and this also has been available since the early 1990s

(Leica, 1992b).

Compared to ECDS2, setting up and using ECDS3 is much the same with

measurements possible using up to eight theodolites, with a bundle adjustment

orientation procedure and with improved software running under MS-DOS

(Leica, 1993b). Version 3.21 was released in 1994 and this contained minor

improvements and corrections to the theodolite communications and software.

This thesis covers a period when version 3.20 of ECDS3 was first used in

September 1992 but refers primarily to version 3.21 which has been in use

since April 1994.

5.5 ECDS3 at Brighton

The main components of ECDS3 (and any theodolite intersection system) are at

least two electronic theodolites together with computer hardware and software.

Peripheral components such as theodolite tripods or stands, targets and a scale

bar are also required. All of these are briefly described in the following sections

with reference to the system purchased by the University of Brighton.
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Electronic theodolites

The theodolite chosen by the University of Brighton for EeDS3 is the Wild

T2002. A full technical description of this theodolite in its original version, the

Wild THEOMA T T2000 is given by Katowski and Saltzmann (1983) and the

T2002fT3000 are described in technical data by Leica (1994).

The main difference between the T2002 and the T3000 is the telescope as

shown in figure 5.2. The T3000 has a panfocal telescope which, at close and

medium ranges of up to 20 m, decreases the magnification and increases the

field of view and brightness of images. This, it is claimed by Leica, enables

targets to be sighted more quickly and accurately. When focussed to infinity,

the standard eyepiece of the T3000 has a magnification of 42x compared to the

32x magnification of the T2002.

Figure 5.2 T2002 (left) and T3000 (right) electronic theodolites
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In all other respects, the two theodolites are the same, especially their stated

accuracy of 0.5" for both horizontal and vertical readings, notwithstanding the

improvement for sightings expected with the panfocal telescope of the T3000.

Both instruments have a dual-axis liquid compensator with a setting accuracy

of 0.1", The decision to purchase T2002s was based on a consideration of costs

where the extra money required for the T3000 was not justified given that the

accuracy would not improve dramatically.

The T2002s supplied to the University of Brighton were fitted with industrial

reticules as shown in figure 5.3. Leica recommended these for observing

circular targets as it was expected that these would be used. With hindsight, the

choice of industrial reticule was appropriate, as the concentric pattern on these

has often helped with the intersection of circular targets, especially those with

acute sighting angles that appear elliptical in the field of view of the telescope.

Figure 5.3 Industrial reticule ofT2002

Computer hardware and software

The first computer supplied by Leica for ECDS3 was a Compaq Deskpro

386S/20. This has a full size console with separate 15 inch monitor and is a
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standard officelhome computer, something not really designed for frequent

moving and for use on construction sites. Although it was used without any

serious difficulties, the transportation of the Compaq was awkward and its use

was not suitable for the rugged conditions experienced on site. For these

reasons, the Compaq was replaced with a Toshiba T6600C power portable in

1994. In its latest version, ECDS3 can be used with any computer but laptops

would be the preferred option provided the interfaces and their connections can

be properly installed and they can withstand site conditions.

Other items of computer hardware supplied with ECDS3 are the GIFll

interface, interface box and Hostess board. All of these provide the necessary

communications and connections between the theodolites and computer. The

remaining item of computer hardware is the ECDS3 copy protection plug

which must be attached to the printer port LPTI of the system computer

otherwise the ECDS3 software will not run. Great care has to be taken not to

forget this when travelling to sites as it is quite small compared to all the other

ECDS3 components.

The ECDS3 software is described in section 5.6.

Peripheral components

In addition to the theodolites and computer, theodolite stands or tripods, a scale

bar and targets are required components in a theodolite intersection system.
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The choice of platform for the T2002s was conventional tripod, industrial

tripod and industrial stand. At first, stands were supplied by Leica as part of

the EeDS3 package and although these provided extremely stable observing

platforms, they have proved to be very difficult to transport, especially around

the construction sites where EeDS3 was first used. In some cases, conventional

tripods have been used, but these are not stable for periods greater than about

30 minutes. At all sites where EeDS3 is currently in operation, industrial

tripods are now used. A description and discussion of these various platforms

is given in section 7.1.

A scale bar of some sort is vital for a theodolite intersection system. The

University of Brighton has two of these: one is used to set up EeDS3 and the

other is used for checking purposes. These are made of carbon fibre to reduce

temperature effects and have a target at each end as shown in figure 5.4.

Figure 5.4 1m scale bar

When the bar is calibrated, the length between the targets is measured with a

laser interferometer to a tolerance of ± 0.002 mm by Leica under laboratory
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conditions and the length confirmed in a test certificate (see Appendix A). The

optimum length for a scale bar is for it to be about the same length as the size

of the object to be measured but this is nearly always impractical and the 1 m

scale bar shown is the most commonly used.

The selection of the most appropriate targets for a theodolite intersection

system is also of vital importance. The choice of these for the glulam

monitoring schemes is discussed at length in section 6.1.

5.6 Using the ECDS3 software

ECDS3 software is a collection of independent programs linked together by a

menu system. The organisation of these is shown in figure S.S and a full

description of each program can be found in the program reference section of

the ECDS3 user manual (Leica, 1993c). Based on this, an outline of each

program used when monitoring the glulam structures is given below and some

of the practical issues arising from this for the glulam project are discussed.

Main Menu

When performing a measurement task with ECDS3, the first screen display

obtained when the program is run is the Main Menu shown in figure S.6 which

lists all the programs available in version 3.21. These are all called top level

menus.
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PROJECT DEFINITION Job description
File names
Orientation parameters

SYSTEM ORIENTATION Control editor
Angle capture
Pre-process
Bundle adjustment
Local
Post transform
Manual orientation
Simulation

MAIN MENU ONLINE MEASUREMENT
SPECIAL FUNCTIONS Lines

Planes
Circle
Ellipse
Sphere
Cylinder
Parabola
File compare
Recapitulate

TEXT FILE EDITOR
USER PROGRAMS MS-DOS shell
SETUP PARAMETERS Units and tolerance

Hardware and display
Sensor configuration

Figure 5.5 Configuration of ECDS3 programs

Figure 5.6 ECDS3 Main Menu program screen
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Setup Parameters

At the start of any glulam survey, the first top level menu usually chosen is

Setup Parameters and the programs in this group are shown in figure 5.7. All

of these are accessed to check that the entries from the previous survey are still

the same before any measurements are taken. Of course, the information in

these programs seldom changes from survey to survey but a quick check is

always done for peace of mind. Lines A to G of the Units and Tolerance

program of figure 5.8 are self-explanatory and the entries for RMS errors in

lines H to L have been chosen arbitrarily. These tolerances do not represent any

theoretical assessment of the errors expected for any ECDS set up and are

simply values beyond which the display of ECDS3 changes colour and issues a

warning to alert the operators that a pointing error or bundle adjustment has

exceeded the specified tolerance. The values of 0.1 mm and 0.05 mm have

proved to be realistic and obtainable in practice for all work carried out and in

the cases where these RMS tolerances have been exceeded, a poor sighting has

usually been found and corrected. The only entry in the Hardware and Display

screen of figure 5.9 ever changed has been the scale bar length on line A. The

Sensor Configuration menu shown in figure 5.10 lists the two T2002s as the

sensors (theodolites) used and the recording buttons are set to active.

Project Definition

After the Setup Parameters have been checked, Project Definition is selected

from the main menu and each of the programs listed in figure 5.11 is run in
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Figure 5.7 EeDS3 Setup Parameters menu

Figure 5.8 Units and tolerance settings used in glulam project
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Figure 5.9 Hardware and Display settings used in gluiam project

Figure 5.10 Sensor Configurations for giulam project
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sequence. The Job Description screen for a typical visit to Wokingham Baptist

Church is shown in figure 5.12. On line E, the user level Novice is selected

rather than the other option of Expert. This means that the ECDS3 system

keeps a better check on how it is being used and will issue more error messages

to warn the operators if any entry is wrong. In File Names, all that is required to

be done is to enter a sub-directory name for all the data files that ECDS3 will

create for the current job. In figure 5.13, these are shown to be stored on drive

C in the system computer in a data directory called C:\ECDS3 with sub-

directory WOKHAM43 in this case. As soon as the sub-directory name is

entered, the program automatically creates all the remaining system files, some

of which are shown in figure 5.13, and this menu is completed. A description

of these files is given in table 5.1 and Appendix B contains an example print-

out of each file for a completed survey.

The Orientation Parameters screen is shown in figure 5.14. For all the

different glulam sites monitored, the entries to this program are very similar

each time ECDS3 is used, but care has been taken to ensure they are correct.

Line A must read Local to indicate a local coordinate system has been adopted

for defming coordinates with the centre of one of the theodolites as the origin

of the coordinate system (this is designated as sensor or theodolite 1). A default

coordinate system is always chosen in line D and instructs ECDS3 to produce

coordinates for all points in the bundle system created for the current survey

and the entry in line E specifies that a right-handed coordinate system is to be

used (see figure 4.1).
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Figure 5.11 Project Definition menu screen

Figure 5.12 Job Description screenfor survey at Wokingham
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Figure 5.13 Format for File Names used in glulam project

Figure 5.14 Orientation Parameters usedfor glulamprojects
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The only entry that usually changes in this program is the number of scale bars

in line H and the number of pass points on line J. At Wokingham, six pass

points (or bundle points) are chosen initially, but more are added at a later stage

(see Bundle Adjustment). This completes the Project Defmition stage.

FileName Data content

BEAM.DAT XYZ coordinates of all bundle and on-line points intersected with
RMS values and comments. This is raw data that is processed later.

BEAM.NOM The same as DAT files. This file is used as a source of data by other
programs, egoLocal to Object and File Compare.

BEAM.ONL Observed intersection angles from the Online program.

BEAM. CAP All data from the Angle Capture program including observed angles
and approximations required by Pre-Process.

BEAM.CTL Information for defining the datum of the coordinate system including
theodolite positions, orientations and scale constraints.

BEAM.OUT Results of a bundle adjustment including theodolite orientations,
bundle point coordinates and statistics relating to the quality of the

adjustment.
BEAM.TXT Printer text file containing output from certain programs summarising

a complete project. This would normally be sent to a printer or stored
to another disc.

BEAM.LRN Teach-in information used by Capture and Online programs.
Not used in this project.

BEAM. 81M Information relating to simulation projects.
Option not purchased.

Table 5.1 ECDS3 Files

System Orientation

The n t program accessed is System Orientation and the programs available

for thi are hown in figure 5.15.

B eau e a local c ordinate system has been chosen at all the glulam sites, there
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Figure 5.15 System Orientation menu screen

Figure 5.16 Setting X-axis directions in Angle Capture
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has been no need to use the Control Editor as the purpose of this is to enable

information regarding control points, theodolite orientations and scale

constraints to be entered into ECDS3. These are not required for a local

coordinate system.

The second program in System Orientation is Angle Capture which records

observed orientation data The bundle adjustment performed by ECDS3

requires estimates of the orientation and position of the theodolites relative to

the axes and origin of the coordinate system adopted to be entered into the

computer (this is also discussed in section 4.3). The estimates begin with the

definition of the positive X-axis direction at each theodolite and the instructions

for this are shown in figure 5.16. Since two theodolites are used and a local

coordinate system has been adopted, the positive X-axis is defmed as the

direction of the baseline from theodolite 1 to theodolite 2 and to defme this at

both theodolites, all that is required to be done is to turn both telescopes until

their objectives point along this direction. No attempt is made to align the

telescopes exactly from the centre of one theodolite to the other. In this

position, the horizontal circles of both theodolites are automatically set by the

software to zero and for a right-handed coordinate system, the Y-axisis defmed

for each theodolite as a reading of 300 gon. These can be seen recorded in the

lower half of the Angle Capture screen in Figure 5.17. The second phase of

Angle Capture involves estimating the position of the theodolites. In a local

coordinate system, theodolite 1 is assumed to be at the origin of the coordinate

system and its position is known. The prompt for carrying out the estimation of
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Figure 5.17 Estimating second theodolite position in Angle Capture

Figure 5.18 Angle Capture during survey at Bishop Hannington
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the position of theodolite 2 is shown in the second Angle Capture screen of

figure 5.17. Theodolite 2 is turned, an approximate pointing is made towards

theodolite 1 and the distance between them is estimated and entered. This

distance does not have to be exact but the better the guess, the sooner the

bundle adjustment will converge.

After the procedure to estimate the orientation of the theodolites has been

completed, all the scale bars and pass points (bundle points) defmed in the

Orientation Parameters are intersected and horizontal and vertical directions to

these recorded. The main Angle Capture screen for this is shown in figure 5.18.

On this, the printer status on line D shows, for the example given, that all data

will be routed to a text file C:\ECDS3\BISHOP48\BEAM.TXT specified

during Project Defmition rather than to a printer. If required, the information

sent to any text file can be printed at a later time. An example of a fully

observed Angle Capture file (BEAM.CAP) is shown in Appendix B.

Following Angle Capture, a bundle adjustment is performed and commences

with Pre-Process. This program computes the fictitious photo coordinates

required for each observation (see section 4.3) and this normally takes very

little time. Assuming Pre-Process is successful, the Bundle Adjustment program

is started and this eventually computes the orientation of the theodolites in the

local coordinate system using the observations taken to the scale bar and bundle

points. For the surveys carried out at each glulam site, the results of the bundle

are the orientation parameters of theodolite 2 (CO2, rh, "2.Xn Yn ZTI) and the

localXYZ coordinates of all the scale bar and bundle points sighted.
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Using an estimated position for theodolite 2 based on the axis and position

approximations carried out during Angle Capture, Bundle Adjustment first

computes initial values for the coordinates of all the bundle points observed.

The display obtained for this is shown in figure 5.19 and the program stops to

show this screen for each point in the bundle. On the same line as the point

intersected is identified, an RMS error is displayed which shows the difference

between the Z-coordinates for that point computed from each theodolite: these

are used as a guide to the quality of the observations made to the bundle points.

Since the intersection of each bundle point is based on an estimated position for

theodolite 2, a large RMS value does not necessarily mean that the observations

to that point are bad and the way in which these have been interpreted is to

compare the magnitude of each one in relation to all the others obtained. If

these are similar, then the observations are assumed to be good although

systematic errors are present that will be expected to be removed once

theodolite 2 is accurately positioned. If one or more values are very different to

all the others, the observations to these bundle points may be poor. So, from a

practical point of view, the magnitude of the RMS errors obtained for the

approximations is not important, but consistency of their magnitude is. In

practice, comparing the RMS errors for each point observed in a bundle in this

way has not always highlighted poor sightings as these are not only a function

of sighting errors but also a function of the distance to a bundle point from the

theodolite baseline. Even though ECDS3 provides the RMS values for the

bundle approximations, a better check on the quality of the observations made

to the bundle points can be done after Bundle Adjustment is finished in the

Online Measurement program.
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Assuming the RMS values are accepted for the observations, ECDS3 will use

the initial estimates for the bundle coordinates and theodolite positions to check

how well these fit the condition equations that describe the network observed.

As described in section 4.3, a set of corrections to the initial estimates is

computed based on the principle of least squares and the computation starts all

over again with the updated estimates. This iterative process is repeated until

the corrections become small enough to ignore and the final corrected estimates

give the exact position for theodolite 2 and all the bundle point coordinates.

When the Bundle Adjustment program is selected, the iterations run quickly

past on the screen and when the solution converges, the display shown in figure

5.20 is obtained. ECDS3 produces an assessment of the accuracy of a bundle

adjustment when it is completed in the form of two RMS values called the total

RMS and the maximum RMS for the adjustment. The total RMS is a measure of

the amount by which the lines of sight in the bundle miss one another as a

distance from each line of sight to the best fit points and is computed as an

'average error' for all the bundle points. The maximum RMS indicates the

greatest sighting error in the adjustment. The size of these depends on many

factors but mostly the number of theodolites used, the number of bundle points

sighted, how well these have been sighted and the quality of the targets.

Arbitrary limits of 0.1 mm were set for these RMS values when using ECDS3

as a means of flagging any large errors that might occur.
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Figure S.19 Bundle approximation screen

Figure S.20 Successful bundle adjustment
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The RMS values obtained in any adjustment were not taken to represent the

actual errors produced but were taken as a measure of the reliability of the

bundle adjustment only. In this sense, the RMS values were useful for detecting

gross errors and in assessing whether a converged bundle had been achieved

satisfactorily. This was done by observing bundles with a small number of

points to start with (say 5 or 6), performing the adjustment, adding two more

bundle points, repeating the adjustment and so on until the RMS errors stabilise.

A set of maximum RMS bundle errors obtained in this way at Wokingham is

shown in figure 5.21.
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Figure 5.21 Typical Variations of maximum RMS bundle adjustment errors at
Wokingham. The increase between 8and 10 points is caused by sighting

targets towards the ends of Beams 3 and 8.

On some occasions, a bundle adjustment has failed. This was usually due to a

gross sighting error such as one operator observing the wrong point. Once

identified, the incorrect observation was immediately re-observed and the
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bundle repeated. Sometimes, a bundle adjustment would not converge, or the

RMS values could not be reduced within tolerance and there was no obvious

reason for this. When this happens, the bundle is abandoned and the whole

procedure starts again from the Project Defmition stage with new file names.

An example bundle output (BEAM.OUT) file is shown in Appendix B.

None of the other programs in System Orientation shown in figure 5.15 have

been used.

Online Measurement

When the theodolites have been orientated, the three-dimensional coordinates

of any point can be determined by observing to that point with the theodolites.

Online Measurement uses the horizontal and vertical angles of the line of sight

from each instrument to determine the point in space where these lines intersect

(a full discussion of this is given in section 4.4).

Online Measurement (or simply Online) is accessed from the main menu or by

pressing FS in any program or top level menu. Three display formats are

possible: the primary display which is used for most applications, the

coordinate display in which only the intersection coordinates are shown and the

angle display in which only the theodolite angles are shown. The display that

has been used for the glulam monitoring has been the primary display and this

is shown, for a typical pair of observations at Bishop Hannington, in figure

5.22.
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Figure 5.22 ECDS3 Online screen

TheXYZ coordinates of the most recent intersection computation are displayed,

with the statistics of the intersection shown below these. The top set of

statistics, PeX, PeY and PeZ are the axial components of the RMS sighting

errors for the intersection (these are defmed in more detail in section 4.4) which

describe how well the lines of sight intersect and they are used to assess the

quality of an intersection. A tolerance of 0.05 mm was set arbitrarily for these:

anything bigger would be highlighted on-screen as it was observed and the

reasons for this could be investigated. As with the bundle adjustment, these

numbers were only used as a measure of quality and not as the actual errors

present in coordinates. A second set of numbers, Sx, SY and SZ are also

displayed and these are the a posteriori estimates of the standard deviations of

the intersection coordinates on display but computed assuming a fixed accuracy

of 1" for angular measurement. Consequently, the Sx, SYand SZ values are

merely shown for information only and have nothing to do with how well the
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lines of sight of the intersection displayed meet. For most intersections, the SX

and SYvalues have been found to be much larger than the PeX and PeYvalues

obtained but the SZ and PeZ values are often much closer. The reason for this is

the low redundancy in a two-theodolite intersection.

Ignoring the low values of PeX and PeYusually obtained, the PeZ value has

been found to be the critical statistic. A value of less than 0.05 mm is normally

obtained at the first sighting of a target but if larger, the intersection is re-

observed on-line until a satisfactory value results. At first with ECDS3, some

resistance was experienced using software to improve theodolite pointings in

this way but this was soon overcome when it was realised how effective

ECDS3 is when managing online intersections. However, despite the

advantages of software control on observations, the fmal results have always

ultimately relied on the integrity of the observers and sometimes poorer results

than desired (those with P values exceeding 0.05 mm) have been recorded.

At the bottom of the Online screen is a rectangular box. This is used to display

the six most recently measured points and is a window into the DAT me

created by ECDS3. A complete example of one of these files is shown in

Appendix B and it is the data in these that is transferred to Excel files for

further processing (see section 8.1).

Special Functions

This option in ECDS3 consists of a number of programs analysing various

geometric functions. The only one used during any glulam monitoring has been
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the Lines option which has been used, at the start of Online Measurements, to

compute the length of a scale bar that has been observed in a check position.

This use of a scale bar for checking the accuracy of an ECDS3 set up is

discussed further in sections 7.5 and 7.6.

Text File Editor

The text editor allows any ECDS3 file to be viewed and altered. This has only

been used occasionally during the glulam project to edit items such as point

names when these have been incorrectly entered and spelling mistakes that

were unnoticed before being recorded.
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6

MONITORING OF GLULAM SITES

As already discussed in chapter 2, in order to assess the correlation between

creep data from laboratory tests and those from full-scale structures, a

measurement programme to monitor glulam beams at several sites was initiated

by STRU in 1992.

Before any work started it was evident that, compared to laboratory tests,

measurement of the deflections of glulam sections in situ with a theodolite

intersection system from the time of construction could cause substantial

problems. For example, the theodolites would have to be set up in stable

positions without being disturbed whilst taking measurements and it was

expected that site conditions would not be well suited to this. Furthermore, it

was considered important that monitoring should start with each structure

unloaded and should continue as decking and a roof covering in the form of

tiles or slates was applied: it was expected that this might be difficult to

accomplish. As well as this, it was desirable to monitor buildings comprising

simply supported beams where possible and it might be difficult to locate and

gain access to appropriate sites for this.

In spite of all these potential problems, the method proposed of using a

theodolite intersection system to determine XYZ coordinates at selected points

on glulam rafters and to determine deflections from these was thought
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appropriate. At present, monitoring has been carried out in three new buildings

and one older building. The first two buildings to be monitored were more

complicated than was desired and are an extension to Wokingham Baptist

Church in Berkshire and a new swimming pool at Shoreham in West Sussex.

These were the only suitable buildings found to be available during the summer

of 1992 and have already been briefly described in section 2.7.

6.1 Church Hall, Wokingham

Permission to monitor at Wokingham Baptist Church was obtained from

Alastair Watson, the architect for the project, Luff Contractors and the Church

Authorities in September 1992. Technical Timber Services Ltd, who designed

and built the glulam frame also offered their support to the project.

The front of the extension to the existing church at Wokingham is shown as

proposed and under construction in figure 6.1. Within this, the exposed glulam

rafters situated above the second floor are monitored and these form a complex,

asymmetric pitched roof supported by masonry walls having a plan area of 16 x

11 m as shown in figure 6.2. The hip rafters are of typical size 115 x 450 mm

spanning approximately 5 m on plan at a pitch of 22.2°, interconnected by

members of smaller section. All connections are made by bolted steel plates

which, together with the three-dimensional shape, produce a structure of

considerable rigidity. No special surface protection was applied to the glulam

beams during construction apart from the initial coat of varnish which was

applied off-site before delivery of the beams.
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Figure 6.1 Extension to Wokingham Baptist Church
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Sectional view of extension
(the giulam beams monitored are shown located in the roof space)

Plan view of 16 m x 11 m roof structure

Figure 6.2 Details of extension to Wokingham Baptist Church
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The glulam frame was erected and the tongue and groove decking applied in

mid-October 1992. No monitoring of the frame before and after initial loading

with the decking was possible for the following reasons. First, there was no

suitable access to the second floor because the concrete stairs had not been cast

and second, access was denied for safety reasons until the decking was

attached.

During October 1992, the measurement programme was planned and several

practical issues had to be resolved before observations commenced. The first of

these was to decide which rafters were to be monitored: this choice was

governed by a number of factors but primarily the need to observe a selection

of different (large preferably) beams in as short a period of time as possible

whilst on site. This dictates the positions the theodolites were to occupy in

relation to the beams which in turn establishes the geometry of the intersections

and the accuracy expected for three-dimensional coordinates. All of these in

relation to the site at Wokingham are discussed in sections 7.2 and 7.3.

For any monitoring scheme based on optical methods, the type of target that is

to be used has to be considered in some detail. For theodolite intersection, the

need for clear, unambiguous and precise targets is vital if accurate observations

are to be achieved and a number of different types were available at the time.

These included (see Mulder, 1989)

• a selection of obvious points (for example bolt heads, punch marks)

• plane self adhesive targets with a pattern superimposed
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• solid (mechanical) targets with conical or spherical shapes for omni-

directional observation

• a laser light source (independent of the theodolites)

• a laser eyepiece fitted to one of the theodolites

At Wokingham, Alastair Watson, the architect responsible for the contract was

adamant that nothing should be attached to the structure that was considered to

be permanent or obtrusive in any way: this meant that the use of solid targets

was unacceptable. Laser light sources were also of no use because the same

target positions had to be intersected each time a survey was carried out. After

some discussion, it was agreed that self adhesive targets provided by Leica

could be used (see figure 6.3) but with the proviso that the architect or

Figure 6.3 Leica 'stick-on' target

contractor could, for whatever reason, remove them at any time. With

hindsight, it can be said that these have proved to be a good choice of target as

they have withstood, over a long period of time, a wide range of environmental

conditions without deteriorating in any way.

Having decided on the type of target to be used and which rafters to monitor,

the number of targets to be placed on the rafters had to be chosen. The critical
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points to be monitored are both ends and the centre of each beam but it was

thought that additional measurements should be taken at points in between

these, the number of extra targets depending on the length of a beam. This

would provide a complete picture of the behaviour of each beam monitored, if

required, and taking readings to more than the minimum number of targets

would not involve a great deal more fieldwork. Five targets were placed along

the full length of the shorter beams and seven on the longer giving a target

separation of about 1 m (see figure 6.4). Most of the targets were easily

attached by standing at floor level, but the higher beams had to be accessed by

ladder (see figure 6.5).

Of equal importance as the targets is their illumination and this has been

provided very effectively (at all sites) by a stand-mounted 500 W halogen lamp.

Without this, taking observations would not have been possible to some targets:

the lamp can be seen in the various photographs of the sites shown throughout

this chapter.

Monitoring started at Wokingham on the 10November 1992. At this time, the

decking had been attached to the roof frame and it was partially covered with

slates making it possible to take some observations to the rafters before all of

the initial loading was applied. A complete list of all the surveys carried out to

date at Wokingham Baptist Church is given inAppendix C which shows that

the roof was finished between the 17 and 23 November 1992. From this, it is

assumed that the initial elastic load had been fully applied at the time of the

survey on the 23 November 1992.
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Beam 2 472 x 115 mm 6.3 m long

Beam pitched at 22.2°

Figure 6.4 Layout of targets for Beam 2 at Wokingham

Figure 6.S Attaching targets to elevated beams at Wokingham

For each survey at Wokingham, a bundle adjustment has been performed using

a scale bar and up to 10 or 12 selected beam targets. The bundle points have

been chosen so as to 'box in' and spread through all of the rafters and have

been kept at the same locations throughout the monitoring programme. These
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are points already targeted on the beams and, because they are observed a

second time after the bundle adjustment has been completed, a comparison can

be made of the two sets of XYZ coordinates obtained as a simple check on the

results obtained.

Following a successful bundle adjustment, the targets along each glulam

section have been intersected. The on-line facility available from ECDS3 has

been very useful when taking these observations as it provides real-time XYZ

coordinates with an indication of their precision. This has enabled any gross

errors to be removed (for example, one observer sighting the wrong target) and

has also enabled poor sightings to be redone.

In addition to these measurements, readings have been taken with a resistance

type moisture meter to a series of stainless steel pins inserted into Beam 6. As

well as this, a relative humidity/temperature data logger is permanently

installed in the room in a discreet position out of sight. This is changed every

six months for downloading of environmental data. To calibrate this data,

further measurements are taken of relative humidity and temperature whilst on

site with a dual-purpose Protimeter and all this data is in turn calibrated against

reference meters kept in the laboratories at the University of Brighton.

During construction, many difficulties were experienced on site attempting

observation of the rafters. Generally, some building work was usually being

carried out on the second floor of the extension or close by. This tended to

distract the observers and often led to poor results being obtained which had to
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be repeated. Sometimes, when a major part of the construction work was in

progress, the floor or the roof of the extension would vibrate. In such

circumstances, it was not possible to take observations and some bundle

adjustments became unstable and had to be abandoned.

At the start of the measurement programme at Wokingham, the theodolites

were mounted on industrial stands (see section 7.1 under Stability). Without

any doubt, these provided the best platforms possible for the instruments when

on site but their weight and size made them very difficult to transport. At

Wokingham, the stands had to be carried through the entrance to the site and

then up two flights of stairs which sometimes had obstructions in front of or

across them, as shown in figure 6.6.

On one occasion, having managed to install the stands on the upper floor and

take the required observations, when it was time to leave the site, it was

Figure 6.6 Obstructions to entrance at Wokingham
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discovered that a trench had been dug across the exit (see figure 6.7). No

amount of forward planning could have avoided this and the stands had to be

manhandled across the trench and spoil to be loaded for transportation back to

Brighton.

Figure 6.7 Extreme difficulties removing stands from Wokingham

The problems associated with the industrial stands at Wokingham were initially

overcome by having permission to leave them permanently on site on the

second floor and another pair of stands was purchased to use at other sites. At

present, industrial stands are not used and have been replaced with industrial

tripods (see section 7.1 under Stability). These are extremely robust, are easy to

transport and set up and have never, in several years use, ever shown any

tendency to become unstable and lead to poor results being obtained. Looking

back, these might have been purchased at the start of the project and their use is

strongly recommended with any theodolite intersection system where moving

and placing industrial stands is a problem.
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Following completion of construction and hand over of the extension in March

1993, observations have proceeded with little difficulty at Wokingham.

Currently, four visits are done each year: in January, April, July and September.

At present, the room is never occupied at the time readings are taken and there

are no problems with access or with obstructions in the room. Two contrasting

views in figure 6.8 show ECDS3 set up in the same positions on the second

floor of the extension at Wokingham both during and after construction.

Figure 6.8 ECDS3 at Wokingham during and after construction

This site is referred to as Wokingham or Wokingham Baptist Church in the

following chapters.
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6.2 Wadurs Swimming Pool, Shoreham

Permission to monitor at Shoreham was obtained from WyncoteDevelopments,

Adur District Council and the contractor, Hall and Tawse Southern Ltd, in

December 1992. The designers and constructors of the roof, the Gyoury-Self

Partnership and Technical Timber Services Ltd respectively, also offered their

support to the project.

This building is shown in plan and section in figure 6.9. Compared to

Wokingham, this is a simpler but larger structure, consisting of masonry walls

supporting a double pitched roof, the rafter layout being symmetrical. The

loadings, though, are asymmetrical owing to the presence of the upper plant

room bearing onto the rafters at about midpoint on one side. The rafter size is

140 x 405 mm, spanning approximately 6 m in plan at a pitch of 30°. Eight of

the main rafters (beams) that cover half the pool have been selected for

monitoring: details of the theodolite positions used are for this are given in

sections 7.2 and 7.3.

The glulam roof was erected during December 1992. Attaching targets to this

proved to be very difficult because of its size. Realising that this might be a

problem, an attempt was made at the time of construction to attach targets to

the glulam sections whilst they were stacked on site before they were lifted in

place and fixed to the roof. Figure 6.10 shows this taking place. As at

Wokingham, self adhesive targets were to be used and attached to the beams

but at approximately 1.5 m separations in this case. When delivered to site,

each glulam section was covered in black plastic and inside this they were
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Figure 6.9 Wadurs Pool Shoreham
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quite damp. This made attaching the targets difficult but not impossible and

slowed down the speed at which they could be placed on individual sections to

the extent that this was holding up the construction crew. Consequently, this

had to be abandoned after only about three or four sections had been lifted and

fixed in place. This meant that the remainder of the targets had to be attached to

the rafters after the roof had been fully erected and scaffolding placed around it.

This was a much more difficult task as shown in figure 6.11 but in spite of this,

a full set of five targets was attached to eight rafters at one end of the fmished

frame.

/ \

Figure 6.10 First attempts attaching targets at Shoreham

Figure 6.11 Attaching targets at Shoreham after roo/frame erected
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Unfortunately, immediately after the roof had been erected and for safety

reasons, it was not possible to have access to the building and to take

observations of the unloaded structure. Just prior to Christmas 1992, the

decking was added to the rafters as shown in figure 6.12 but access to the site

was only eventually allowed in the New Year and monitoring started in January

1993.All surveys carried out at Shoreham to date are listed in Appendix C.

At the commencement of monitoring, no further load had been added to the

roof which was completed and fully loaded between January and March.

During this period, five surveys were carried out on the roof. For those surveys

up to the 1 February, the scaffolding erected in the pool area made observations

to the top target on each rafter impossible (see figure 6.13) and these had to be

omitted from the observation programme. With the scaffolding in place in the

pool, the exact positioning of the theodolites was quite awkward and several

attempts were often needed to obtain unobstructed lines of sight to all of the

targets. When the survey of the 11 February was carried out, the scaffolding

had been removed and all targets were visible (see figure 6.14).

Similar to Wokingham, a relative humidity/temperature data logger has been

permanently installed at Shoreham and moisture readings are taken with a

resistance meter each survey to a set of stainless steel pins in one of the beams.

Throughout the early observation period at Shoreham, similar problems to

those at Wokingham were experienced with transportation of the industrial

stands to and from the site. However, these difficulties have been overcome by

using industrial tripods instead of the very cumbersome stands.
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Figure 6.12 Decking attached to roof at Shoreham

Figure 6.13 Scaffolding obstructing lines of sight
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Figure 6.14 Viewof Shoreham during construction

Unfortunately, no further surveys were carried out from March until May 1993.

During the gap since March, all the targets attached to the rafters in the

previous December had been removed by the contractor prior to varnishing. If

monitoring was to be continued at Shoreham, these had to be replaced. By

chance during May, a temporary scaffolding was in place in the empty pool

(see figure 6.15) and with the aid of this, all of the targets were replaced on the

eight rafters monitored. Following this, surveys were completed in May and

June at which time the pool was officially handed over by Hall and Tawse

Southern to Adur District Council. During the next few months, difficulties

were experienced obtaining permission from Adur District Council to continue

monitoring in the (now) operational pool. This was fmally agreed and

monitoring has continued from November 1993 to date uninterrupted. At

present, two surveys are done each year in January and July. Monitoring with

ECDS3 in the fmished pool is shown in figure 6.16.
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Figure 6.15 Temporary scaffolding used/or attaching new targets

Figure 6.16 Monitoring at Shoreham after construction

This site is referred to as Shoreham or Wadurs Pool Shoreham in the following

chapters.
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6.3 Community Health Centre, Moulsecoomb, Brighton

Permission to monitor at this site was obtained from Michael Blee Design, the

architect for the Centre, Wiltshier Construction Specialists Ltd, the contractor

and South Downs Health NHS Trust in March 1994. The designer of the

glulam structure, Chatco Ltd, also offered their support for the project.

This structure consists of a quadrangle of timber panelled rooms with a square

open courtyard in the middle. A corridor 2.4 m wide runs alongside the rooms

next to the courtyard and the main timber roof over the rooms is pitched (see

figure 6.17). The roof rafters are supported by vertical posts which transmit the

roof load to horizontal paired beams that are continuous over and simply

supported by a number of timber columns, as shown in figure 6.18. Next to the

courtyard. a short span of 2.4 m of the paired beams covers the corridor, the

roof is flat (see figure 6.19) and the heavy uniformly distributed load provides a

partial counterbalance to the concentrated load from the main roof.

Four identical paired beams, two in each of the main rooms, have been selected

for monitoring. The glulam sections are made up of two 65 x 270 mm paired

beams of approximately 4.5 m span. Five Leica self adhesive targets have been

attached to each set of paired beams monitored at about 1 m spacing. A relative

humidity/temperature data logger has also been installed together with moisture

content contact pins.
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Figure 6.17 Roof over rooms monitored at Moulsecoomb

Figure 6.18 Loading arrangement of Beams 3 and 4

Figure 6.19 Extension of Beams 3 and 4 into courtyard
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Monitoring started at this site on the 6 May 1994 and the procedures used for

this are described in sections 7.2 and 7.3.

The first measurements were taken with the beams completely unloaded, see

figure 6.20, which also shows some of the survey equipment in place.

Conventional survey tripods were used at first since it was not possible to use

industrial stands at this site but these have now been replaced by industrial

tripods. The use of conventional tripods was justified on the grounds that each

observation period was only 30 minutes. From the 6 May 1994, surveys were

taken with the roofload applied in various stages (see figure 6.21) until it was

completed in June (see figure 6.22).

The Health Centre was fmished and handed over to the South Downs Health

NHS Trust in October 1994 and uninterrupted measurements took place in

Rooms 4 and 5 until December 1998. Immediately following this, some interior

building alterations were completed and Room 4 was divided into two rooms

with the result that Beams 1 and 2 were boxed in and it was no longer possible

to monitor these. Measurements have continued in Room 5 only (Beams 3 and

4) since January 1999 with four visits a year in January, April, July and

September. All surveys carried out at to date at Moulsecoomb are listed in

Appendix C.

This site is referred to as Moulsecoomb or the Moulsecoomb Health Centre in

the following chapters.
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Figure 6.20 Set-up for first measurements at Moulsecoomb

Figure 6.21 Measurements with intermediate roofload
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Figure 6.22 Layout of rooms and glulam beams at Moulsecoomb
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6.4 Bishop Hannington Church Hall, Hove

The meeting hall at Bishop Hannington Church was constructed in 1982 and

was chosen for monitoring to determine how older structures are subjected to

continuing creep, whether due to the effect of load or environmental (mechano-

sorptive) behaviour. Compared to the previous sites, obtaining permission to

take measurements at Bishop Hannington Church was relatively easy and all

that was necessary was to explain to the Church Warden the nature of the work

that would be done, what would be attached to the beams in the hall and how

frequently surveys would take place. All of these proved to be acceptable and

consent was given to commence monitoring after a single visit to the Church.

The single storey hall is approximately 23 m x 12 m in outside dimensions with

masonry walls and columns supporting a flat timber roof, as shown in figure

6.23. Glulam beams with section 130 x 480 mm act as the main structural

members and they are simply supported with a span of 10.0 m.

Figure 6.23 Bishop Hannington Church with the hall in the foreground
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Any number of beams could have been monitored in the hall and two were

chosen as shown in figure 6.24. Seven self adhesive targets have been attached

to each beam at about 1.5 m centres and the usual relative humidity/temperature

data logger and moisture pins have been installed.

2

Figure 6.24 Positions of beams monitored at Bishop Hannington

Observations started at this site on the 5 July 1995 and have proceeded

uninterrupted with little difficulty. All of the surveys completed to date are

listed in Appendix C from which it is seen that four surveys are carried out

each year: usually in January, April, July and September. The ECDS3

equipment is shown set up at Bishop Hannington Church in figure 6.25.

Figure 6.25 ECDS3 at Bishop Hannington

This site is referred to as Bishop Hannington or Bishop Hannington Church in

the following chapters.
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7

ASSESSMENT OF THE ACCURACY OF THEODOLITE

INTERSECTION SYSTEMS

For any theodolite intersection system, there are many interdependent factors

which will influence the accuracy that can be obtained and it is often very

difficult to specify the exact precision attained for intersection coordinates.

This chapter attempts to discuss the effect, on the monitoring done at the

glulam sites described, of all the sources of potential error in theodolite

intersection and an estimate of the accuracy that has been achieved with

ECDS3 is given.

In Chapter 2, a standard deviation of 0.1 mm was specified for the

determination of vertical deflections derived from coordinates. If the standard

error of each Z-coordinate obtained from ECDS3 is assumed to have a

maximum value of O"v and if a vertical deflection, given by the difference of

two of these coordinates, is to have a standard error of 0.1 mm this is related to

O"v as 0.12 = 0'; + 0'; mm2 or O"v = 0.07 mm. So the precision required for Z-

coordinates in the glulam project has to be slightly better than the 0.1 mm

quoted for vertical deflections.

7.1 The practical nature of accuracy

The way in which a theodolite intersection system is set up and used can vary

considerably in practice. The effect of this on the accuracy obtained is
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discussed in this section together with the practical measures that have been

taken to obtain optimum results.

Choice of theodolite

For any theodolite intersection system, this is one of the most important factors

affecting the accuracy of the results obtained and must be chosen carefully. An

electronic theodolite with a sub-second accuracy and dual-axis compensation

was considered to be essential for the glulam project. The Wild T2002 has been

chosen which has a quoted accuracy (for a direction measured once on both

faces) ofO.5" for the measurement of horizontal and vertical angles (see section

5.5). This was, in 1992, one of the highest specifications available for an

electronic theodolite.

Pointing accuracy

A manual theodolite intersection system such as ECDS3 requires each operator

to point and centre the reticle of the theodolites onto a series of targets. How

well this is done correlates strongly with the accuracy achieved for intersection

coordinates. Grist (1991) states that 'Tests have shown that under good

conditions, it is possible to achieve a sighting precision of 1" with a single

pointing of a theodolite'. Similarly, Holting (1995) quotes 'The standard

deviation of a single measured angle [for ECDS3] is 0.5 mgon (1.5") on

average'. These figures are dependent on a number of factors including the

precision of the theodolite used, the type of target intersected and the

experience of the operators. In analyses of the accuracy of ECDS3, a figure of
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1" for the precision of a pointing is used by Leica and the ECDS3 software

computes sx, SY and SZ using this pointing accuracy to indicate the precision

expected for real-time coordinates (see section 5.6 under Online Measurement).

By increasing the number of pointings taken to each bundle and Unknownpoint

in a survey, the precision of a theodolite intersection system can be improved as

a result of increasing the redundancy of measurement. An increase in the

number of pointings can be realised in two ways: by taking more observations

from a given number of theodolites or by using more than two theodolites.

If multiple pointings are to be included in an intersection survey, the extra

fieldwork will usually involve taking repeated observations to all points on

both faces of the theodolites. Taking observations to all points from three or

more theodolites is a better way of increasing the redundancy and hence

improving the quality of the results from theodolite intersection. As might be

expected, both of these can be time consuming and can only be accomplished if

there is sufficient time available whilst on site. In addition, few organisations

can justify the expense of purchasing three or four theodolites and most employ

two, as is the case here.

For all observations taken for the monitoring of the glulam sites described in

chapter 6, time has been an important factor and, as discussed in section 2.5,

the budget for the glulam monitoring only allowed two theodolites to be

purchased. Consequently, observations have been limited to single pointings

taken from single baselines with Wild T2002 theodolites.
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Theodolite systematic errors

The horizontal collimation error in a theodolite is caused by a displaced

vertical cross hair such that the line of collimation is not perpendicular with the

trunnion axis. Industrial measurement creates particular problems because the

magnitude of this error can vary as the focus is changed. High precision

industrial theodolites are designed to minimise this variation but this error, for

the Wild T2002, can increase at short distances of less than 2-3 m (Bayly,

1991). This can be a problem for close range measurement surveys and occurs

when the focussing lens of the theodolite is not moved exactly along the optical

axis, as might be the case at short focussing distances.

A trunnion axis error can occur in a theodolite when this is not perpendicular

to the vertical axis and will cause errors in horizontal circle readings even when

the theodolite is properly levelled.

Modem theodolites incorporate vertical axis compensators to ensure that all

measured zenith angles are referenced to the local gravity vector (the vertical).

In the T2002, a liquid compensator is used to achieve this and a vertical circle

index error can arise when the compensator is not in exact adjustment. Again

for the T2002, this has been shown to have a tendency to increase at short

sighting distances ofless than 2-3 m (Bayly, 1991).

All of these errors are eliminated by taking the mean of face left and face right

circle readings.

A major source of error in theodolite observations is caused by not levelling the
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instrument properly. This causes an inclination of the vertical (or standing) axis

and will cause incorrect horizontal and vertical circle readings to be recorded

that are not eliminated by taking readings on both faces of the theodolite. Using

a theodolite with dual-axis compensation such as the Wild T2002 eliminates

these errors since a dual-axis compensator will measure the vertical axis tilt in

the longitudinal and transverse directions and will automatically correct

horizontal and vertical circle readings for this. An outline of the principles of

dual-axis compensation is given by Uren and Price (1994) and a detailed

description of the Kern liquid compensator is given by MUnch(1986).

Two more sources of error inherent in theodolites are circle eccentricity and

graduation errors. Because the T2002 uses a dynamic angle measuring system,

the circles are fully rotated during measurement and readings are taken at

opposite sides of each circle and around the circumference of each circle

thereby minimising to a negligible amount these sources of error (see Katowski

and Saltzmann, 1983).

Is there a problem with single face readings?

For all work carried out with a theodolite intersection system, the possible

systematic errors present in the theodolite observations need to be assessed and

avoided where possible. As indicated, time constraints limited all of the

measurements taken with ECDS3 for this project to single face even though the

system can accommodate multiple observations on both faces of the

theodolites. This gives rise to an interesting question: how is it possible to

achieve precise results even when observations are only taken on one face and
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collimation, trunnion axis and index errors are not accounted for?

For the T2002, values for these errors can be measured and programmed into

the instrument which will then automatically apply corrections to every circle

reading even if these are only taken on one face. However, it can be difficult to

measure all of these parameters exactly and on a regular basis so the problem of

long term drift or unexpected change in systematic errors still remains. For

theodolite intersection systems using a bundle adjustment, it is claimed by

Bayly (1991) and Staiger (1995) that the deviations in theodolite observations

caused by systematic instrumental errors are absorbed into the bundle

adjustment as random errors in the orientation procedure. In other words, the

bundle adjustment biases the orientation parameters to account for collimation,

trunnion axis and index errors and when single pointings are taken to

intersected points, the effect of these errors are reduced. Staiger performs a

number of tests with ECDS3 to confirm this by comparing so-called 'error-

free' surveys with all instrumental errors removed to the same surveys carried

out with theodolites which have known errors present. Another interesting

outcome of this work is that Staiger also claims that theodolite instrumental

errors for single face observations have much less influence on the accuracy

obtained for intersection coordinates if the object is measured by two

theodolites from one side of the baseline only. This is also confirmed by Leica

(1993d), but this document stipulates that the theodolites used should have

dual-axis compensation if this is to be done.

Since the work of Bayly and Staiger together with Leica confirm single face

pointings are acceptable for ECDS3 in accounting for collimation, trunnion
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axis and index errors and the T2002 theodolite has been used throughout, it has

been assumed that theodolite systematic errors have had a negligible effect on

the results obtained for intersection coordinates. In addition, it is also assumed

that any small errors caused by instrumental effects are further reduced by

taking the difference of two Z-coordinates to obtain deflections.

Targets

The accurate sighting of points on an object to be monitored or measured is

essential if good quality results are to be obtained for theodolite intersection

surveys and the choice of target can have a considerable effect on the accuracy

of pointing.

Descriptions of the various targets possible are given in many publications, the

most comprehensive being by Mulder (1989).

The importance of targets should not be underestimated and they have to be

chosen to ensure that their size and type match the application. Section 6.1

gives details of the type of target chosen for the monitoring carried out at all the

sites in the glulam project and also discusses its placement on the various

structures involved.

Lighting

The illumination of targets for a theodolite intersection survey is as important

as the choice and location of the targets themselves, mainly because most of the

observations are taken indoors where the ambient light levels are low compared
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to outdoors. For all observations carried out, a 500 W halogen lamp has always

been used without which, some of the observations taken would have

undoubtedly been of poor quality or it may not have been possible to take

observations at all in some cases. It is always surprising how much light is

required to be able to sight an indoor target even when the room lighting

appears to be good. Although a stand mounted halogen lamp has been very

effective and is recommended, other forms of lighting are possible and it

cannot be overemphasised that indifferent or poor illumination of targets will

have a considerable effect on the accuracy of the results obtained from

theodolite intersection.

Stability

For any monitoring survey, it is always desirable to place theodolites and other

instruments in stable positions whilst measurements are taken. This is even

more important for a theodolite intersection system, where a high precision is

expected. In order to ensure stable observing conditions are achieved, both the

platform on which the theodolites are mounted and the surface on which these

are placed must be stable.

The platforms used in close range and industrial surveying are permanent

monuments, industrial stands, industrial tripods and conventional survey

tripods.

Permanent monuments are the best type of platform but for the monitoring in

this project, the use of these was completely out of the question because of site
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conditions.

Leica upplied the University of Brighton with two industrial stands (see figure

7.1) as part of the ECDS3 package when this was delivered in 1992. Since all

initial urveys were to be done whilst building work was in progress, it was

decided to u e the stands at Wokingham and Shoreham, the first two sites

identified for monitoring. Not only would the stands provide a good platform

for th theodolite they would not slide on concrete floors and could not be

knocked 0 er accidentally in a busy work area. As reported in section 6.1, the

stands wer ery effective in providing extremely stable observing platforms,

but were ery difficult to transport to all the different sites involved. The stands

ha e b n d igned for use in factories where they can be wheeled easily from

one wor hop to another but the author's experience was somewhat different

the around and across construction sites. Purchasing a second

et of u d tand helped ease this problem as one pair could then be left

permanently n ite at Wokingham and the other at Shoreham.

ur 7.1 Industrial stands at Shoreham
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For the initial observations at Moulsecoomb and Bishop Hannington,

conventional survey tripods were used. The main reason for this was the

difficulty in removing a pair of stands from either Wokingham or Shoreham

and transporting them to the other locations. Before any monitoring was carried

using conventional survey tripods, laboratory tests were carried out to check the

stability of these under similar observing conditions to those expected on site.

In the laboratory, a normal ECDS3 set-up was carried out but with the

theodolites set on conventional tripods and a number of targets were

intersected. After about 30-40 minutes, it was found that the pointing errors

started to increase and eventually the set up became unstable. No such

problems were encountered when the same tests were carried out using the

industrial stands, even when these were tested over longer periods.

At both Moulsecoomb and Bishop Hannington, a small number of targets have

been intersected compared to Wokingham and Shoreham, and the use of

conventional tripods was assumed to be acceptable for the short observing

times of about 30 minutes.

All of the problems associated with either industrial stands or conventional

tripods have been eliminated by using industrial tripods (see figure 7.2). As

discussed in section 6.1, these has been found to be the best solution as an

observing platform, both from the point of view of stability and portability and

they are currently used at all sites.

There is usually no choice of surface on which to place the theodolites for an

engineering survey as this is restricted to site conditions. For Wokingham,
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Figure 7.2 Industrial tripod

Shoreham and Bishop Hannington, work has been carried out directly on

concrete floors or carpeted/tiled concrete floors and no problems have been

experienced with these surfaces regarding stability. At Moulsecoomb, the

rooms occupied for monitoring have suspended wooden floors and caution is

required when working here. The practice followed, given that observing has to

take place, is for the operators to stand in the same position throughout the

measurement period once this has started: this is usually about 30 minutes and

has overcome this problem.

Operators! Observers

These play a significant role in the use of a manual theodolite intersection

system such as ECDS3. The software assists the operators to control the

measurement sequence through specified tolerances but the quality of the fmal
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results will always be reliant on how well the targets and scale bar have been

sighted. As with many of the factors discussed in this section, the input of the

operators to the final accuracy of real-time intersection coordinates is very

difficult to quantify. However, as before, good practice can be suggested.

The operators main function is to centre the theodolite reticule on to a series of

targets. In certain cases, some careful interpretation of the centre of the target is

required, especially with plane targets which can appear elliptical in the field of

view of the telescope. Plane targets have been used throughout this project and

particular attention has been paid to obtaining good quality observations to

these when viewed at awkward angles.

ECDS3 operators need to concentrate for long periods and fatigue can become

a factor in accuracy: long set-ups should be avoided and have been limited to

about 90 minutes for this project. Distraction of the operators sometimes had a

major influence on the results obtained and working with ECDS3 on a

congested construction site often led to unacceptable results being obtained.

Although this is not always possible, quiet and calm observing conditions are

desirable for a high precision close range survey.

Environmental

Although most measurements taken with theodolite intersection systems are

indoors, environmental factors can still have an effect on accuracy. For

example, vibration of nearby plant and machinery on site could cause

difficulties when observing, whilst wide temperature fluctuations can cause
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problems with the stability of the theodolites.

Systematic errors in this category include the curvature of the Earth and

refraction. Curvature c is given by

D2
c=-

2R
7.1

where D = the sighting distance and R = a value for the radius of the Earth. At a

distance of D = 15 m (the maximum for lines of sight in this project) and with

R assumed to be 6380 km, the Earth curvature is calculated to be 0.018 mm and

is ignored as a systematic error that cancels when coordinate differences are

calculated.

Refraction r can be calculated using

kD2
r=--

R
7.2

where k = the coefficient of atmospheric refraction and D and R are as before.

The value of k is always in doubt for any survey because of uncertainties in the

way in which light travels through air. If the usual value of 0.07 is used for k

and D is 15 m, the refraction error r is 0.002 mm. This calculation is usually

applied to outdoor work where the temperature gradient along the line of sight

is fairly constant. For indoor work, it is possible to be observing in areas where

the temperature gradient might be excessive, especially near to local heat

sources such as machinery or near to drafts from heating and air conditioning

ducts. Taking measurements under these conditions can give rise to very
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unpredictable values of k and they must be avoided. For the work completed as

part of this thesis, no situations have arisen where obvious refraction problems

may have been encountered and no corrections have been applied to allow for

this.

7.2 System geometry

Alongside the choice of theodolite and experience of the operators, another

important factor in determining the accuracy of the results for a theodolite

intersection system is the geometry of measurement. This is determined by the

spatial relationship between the positions of the theodolites and targets

intersected and depends on

• the length of the baselines between the theodolites

• the length of the lines of sight from the theodolites to the points

observed

• the intersection angles subtended at each point observed

Although listed separately here, all of these are interrelated and the magnitude

of the intersection angles is dependent on the geometrical relationship between

the length of the baselines and the sighting distances.

For most intersection surveys, the geometry is usually established by choosing

baseline positions from which to observe to targeted points of interest on an

object. In an ideal world, the length of a baseline should be greater than the size

of the object being measured but in a practical world, theodolites often have to
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be placed closer together than is desirable. In the ideal world agam, an

intersection angle should be in the region of 90° but in a practical world,

intersection angles will have values covering a wide range. Grist (1986)

suggests that intersection angles should be restricted to the range 60-120° but

angles as low as 15° have been used in this project because of the complexity

of the structures monitored and the need to take observations quickly,

especially during the construction phases at Wokingham, Shoreham and

Moulsecoomb. Whilst on site, the theodolite intersection system team were

often an inconvenience for site operatives and observations had to be

completed in as short a time as possible.

At Wokingham, two baselines have been chosen for monitoring that enable a

selection of twelve different beams to be monitored, as shown in figure 7.3.

Although these enable the targets on twelve beams to be observed in as short a

time as possible, the compromise is that both baselines involve taking sightings

to the ends of some beams with small intersection angles.

For each survey carried out with these baseline positions, the results obtained

have always, with a few exceptions, produced EeDS3 statistics within the

tolerances specified for bundle adjustment closures and for real-time XYZ

intersection coordinates. It is accepted that it might have been possible to set

the theodolites in different positions in order to improve the accuracy but this

has not been attempted for the following reasons. First, any change in baseline

position would either decrease the number of beams that could be observed on

one visit to the site or would increase the time spent on site to observe to the
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Intersection angles in range 15° - 60°
Sighting distances from 3 - 10 metres

Intersection angles in range 20° - 75°
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Figure 7.3 Baseline positions at Wokingham
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same number of beams. Second, once chosen and the measurement programme

had commenced, it was thought that any change in observing conditions might

introduce unwanted shifts in the coordinate values obtained.

At Shoreham, the only place a baseline could be set up was at either end of the

swimming pool. Figure 7.4 shows the theodolites set up on the baseline during

construction on the walkway at one end of the pool (see figure 7.1 also).

Figure 7.4 Baseline at Shoreham

Although the baseline was restricted to this position it was possible to obtain a

reasonable intersection geometry and not be more than about 15 m away from

the rafters in the middle of the pool, as shown in figure 7.5. The intersection

geometry could have been improved by using a longer baseline than shown but

this was not possible because the targets at the top of the nearest beams to the

baseline became obscured. It was decided, for technical reasons, that these

beams should not be omitted from the measurement programme.
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Figure 7.S Baseline position at Wadurs Pool Shoreham
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At Moulsecoomb, the choice of baseline was quite straightforward again and

the theodolites could only be set at one end of the room containing the beams to

be monitored, as shown in figure 7.6.

Beam4

o 1 2 3
metres

Intersection angles in range 20° - 60°
Sighting distances from 2.5 - 7. 5 metres

Figure 7.6 Baseline position at Moulsecoomb
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At Bishop Hannington, the choice of baseline for measurements was a little less

restricted compared to Shoreham and Moulsecoomb but was not completely

free. The position adopted attempts to optimise intersection angles by keeping

the baseline as long as possible but also ensures vertical angles are kept within

comfortable limits for the observers by avoiding too short a distance between

the baseline and targets. A baseline of 4 m in length is used as shown in figure

7.7 and although a longer one was desirable this was not possible due to

obstructions to lines of sight to the targets at each end of Beam 1. As at

Wokingham, no attempt was made to alter the baseline after the measurement

programme had started.

o 2 3 4

metres

Intersection angles in range 25-60°
Sighting distances from 4-5 metres

Figure 7.7 Baseline position at Bishop Hannington
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7.3 Scale bar position

In an intersection survey, the scale bar can be placed at almost any point in the

object space or anywhere near to the theodolites.

The first thing that can be said about the number and location of scale bar

positions is that there is no agreed set of rules to help decide this. Leica suggest

that the number of scale bar positions used should equal the number of

theodolites used minus one, but at least two positions should be used (Leica,

1993e). The effect of different positions of the scale bar has been investigated

by Bill, et al .• (1985) who give the optimum positions as the following

• when the bar is placed parallel to a theodolite baseline it should be

offset from one end of the baseline at a distance of 0.4 times the

baseline length

• when the bar is placed perpendicular to a baseline, it should be set in a

vertical position at the centre of the baseline with the centre of the bar

aligned along the optical axes of the theodolites

Setting a scale bar at the centre of the baseline is also suggested by Santala and

Parm (1994) but with a specially made bar that can be sighted from both sides.

Warren (1994) investigates the various errors associated with scale bars and

suggests that under ideal conditions, the scale bar should be nearly the same

length as the object. A practical limit on the length of a portable scale bar is

about 3 m but because there are problems with scale bar sag and in calibration

of this length, the 1 m bar is more widely used. When using a 1 m bar, Warren
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states that any scale errors in the length of the bar will be multiplied by the size

of the bar in ratio to the size of the object measured. Long 'scale bars' are more

likely to be special monuments or parts of the object to be measured itself that

have been calibrated prior to measurement.

In the absence of any other guidelines for this, attempts have been made at

each glulam site to place scale bars in the positions suggested by Bill.

At Wokingham, a 1m scale bar has been placed in two positions parallel to

each baseline at a perpendicular distance away the same length as the baseline,

as shown in figure 7.8 (two scale bar set-up).

o SBI 0 SB2o 0 o SB 0

B B B

• Baseline B • • Baseline B

Single scale bar set-up

•
Two scale bar set-up

Figure 7.8 Scale bar positions used at Wokingham

This adopts, to some extent, the positions given by Bill but the bars are further

away from the baselines as these are short (3-4 m) and the recommended 0.4

times baseline suggested for this would be less than the minimum focusing

distance of the theodolites. It is not possible to observe the scale bar set up at
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the centre of either baseline as the targets on this are not omni-directional and

cannot be sighted from opposite sides simultaneously. The short observing

distance for this would also be less than the minimum focusing distance of the

theodolites. On some occasions, because of difficulties on site, only one scale

bar position has been used where the bar is placed parallel to but opposite the

centre ofa baseline, see figure 7.8 (single scale bar set-up).

Several tests have been carried out to investigate the effect of these different

scale bar positions and it has been found that there is little difference in the

results obtained from either set up or baseline. Test comparisons gave a

maximum difference of 0.04 mm between beam deflection values measured

from the same baseline but with the scale bar positions changed in the bundle

adjustment. At Wokingham then, either the one or two scale bar set-ups

described has been used throughout the measurement period. It is accepted that

there are many other scale bar positions that could have been used but having

decided on these, they have not been varied in order to maintain consistency in

the observation procedure. As with the baseline positions, it was felt that any

unnecessary changes in this might cause unwanted shifts in the results

obtained.

At Shoreham, the scale bar has been restricted to being placed at the sides of

the swimming pool. Two positions have been chosen underneath the bottom of

Beams 1 and 2, as shown in figure 7.9. If the bar is placed any further away

from the baseline, the bar targets will be too small to be reliably sighted

Because of the short baseline involved, it has not been possible to sight the bar

if placed at the centre of the baseline. Throughout all surveys at Shoreham, the
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two scale bar set-up described has been used.

Beam4

SB~ Beam 2~j:j:~~~B2

At Moulsecoomb, a single scale bar set-up has been chosen because of the size

'Beam 1

of the room in which the monitoring has been done. The bar is positioned in the

'0 -~..:-::;.-:---

centre of the measurement space directly underneath but in between the two

beams monitored and almost parallel to the baseline, as shown in figure 7.10.

• •

Some tests have been carried out with a two scale bar set-up where the bar was

Baseline

placed in a similar position to that given above but closer to the sides of the

Figure 7.9 Scale bar positions used at Shoreham

room. When compared with the single scale bar position, differences of less

than 0.05 mm were noted in the Z-coordinates. Because of the awkward size of

the rooms in which the observations are taken at Moulsecoomb, the small

number of points observed and because of the suspended floors, it was decided

that one scale bar position was a better option as it meant that the operators did

not have to move once measurements has started. As at the other sites,

observing the scale bar midway along the short baseline was not attempted.
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Beam4

o_S_c_al_e_B_ar_o

Beam3

Figure 7.10 Scale bar position used at Moulsecoomb

At Bishop Hannington, any number of scale bar positions was possible. The

set-up chosen was either to place the bar in two positions parallel to the

baseline in a plan position in between the beams as shown in figure 7.11 or to

use one position again in between the beams but opposite the centre of the

baseline. As at Moulsecoomb, this placed the scale bar in the centre of the

measurement space but at tripod not ceiling level. Again, comparisons were
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made between these bar positions with little difference being apparent in the

results. For consistency, and in common with all the other sites, these positions

have not been varied throughout the measurement period.

Baseline •

Beam 1

Beam2

•

Figure 7.11 Scale bar positions used at Bishop Hannington

7.4 Number of bundle points

In addition to choosing baseline and scale bar positions, the number of points

to be sighted in the bundle adjustment has to be chosen. Leica (1993e) suggest

that the number of bundle points should be equal to the number of theodolites

used times five, but that at least eight must be used. Since the minimum

number required is five (see section 4.3), this will generate some redundancy in

the bundle adjustment and give some meaning to the quality figures which are

produced by the ECDS3 software when processing is complete.

The best configuration for these points is that they surround the object or

structure to be measured and, in effect, 'box it in'. The eight minimum points



stipulated by Leica represent the corners of a cube that might be fitted around

an object. However, it is also good practice to include bundle points throughout

the object to be measured in addition to those surrounding it and it has been the

practice here to do this as well as enclose each glulam structure with bundle

points.

At Wokingham and Shoreham, many variations were possible for the bundle

point distribution and 12 or more bundle points have been used as much in the

box configuration described as site conditions allow. Since the original

distributions chosen have always produced bundle adjustments with acceptable

closures of less than 0.1 mm, no attempt has been made to vary this

complicated and almost endless variable. Again, this was thought to be best

practice in keeping the measurement program consistent.

At Moulsecoomb and Bishop Hannington, a small number of targets are

intersected (10 and 14 respectively) and all of these are treated as bundle

points. Occasionally, the targets have been re-observed on-line as a check and

the two sets of z-coordinates obtained have been compared to see if they are

within 0.1 mm of each other. Generally, this has been the case and the mean

coordinate has been used in deflection calculations.

7.S Some published results for accuracy

Another means of attempting an accuracy assessment for theodolite intersection

is to examine both theoretical and experimental work published by others. A

number of papers are given below accompanied by a discussion of their

relevance to this project.
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Bill, et al., (1985) were the first to investigate the accuracy of ECDS1 and they

provide a fairly comprehensive treatment of the accuracy of this theodolite

intersection system. This reference includes diagrams such as those in figure

7.12 which shows theoretical relationships between intersected point accuracy,

baseline length between theodolites and object size for a given angular

precision of the observations. For example, if the desired precision required for

real-time coordinates is 0.1 mm and the angular error of pointing with the

theodolites is 3", the baseline should be about 7.5 m long. At this baseline

distance, the positional error will be 2 x 0.1 mm if the object length is 10m.

As discussed in section 7.2, the length of baselines chosen for the glulam

project have been dictated mostly by site conditions and it has not been

possible to follow the recommendations given here. Suggestions as to where to

place the scale bar for optimum results are also included in this paper and have

been discussed in section 7.3. Further graphs are included for predicting

accuracy but the treatment is general and is only useful as a guide to what

accuracy might be expected if certain configurations are used.

Allan (1988) describes some research carried out at University College,

London in which an in-house theodolite intersection system was used to

coordinate a series of targets in a room measuring 20 x 12 m. Intersection

calculations are based on the formal 3D model given in section 4.4. The

significance of the work carried out here is that the geometry of the set-up

tested resembles, quite closely, some of that used at the glulam sites. For points

with small intersection angles of less than 150,the reported standard ellipsoidal

errors obtained forX and Y coordinates are relatively large and deteriorate from
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Figure 7.12a Relationship between pointing error,
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Figure 7.12b Relationship between object length
and baseline for EeDS1 (Bill, 1985)
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values less than 0.05 mm with good geometry to 0.25 mm for poor geometry

and in one instance to over 2 mm, and exceptionally large Pe value if obtained

from ECDS3. In all these cases, it is interesting to note that the standard

ellipsoidal errors in the Z-direction do not exceed 0.05 mm. The observations

made by Allan are not replicated exactly in this project but the theodolites used

by the University of Brighton have a better resolution (0.1 "compared to the 1"

theodolites used at University College) and a carbon fibre (instead of steel)

scale bar has been used, both of which would suggest that the quality of Z-

coordinates obtained can meet the 0.07 mm specification for these even with a

poor intersection geometry.

Mulder (1989) simply states that a theodolite intersection system can achieve

sub-millimetre accuracy at distances less than 50 m and states 'If multiple set-

ups, precision instruments and simultaneous adjustments are used, an accuracy

of better than 1 ppm can be realised at close ranges of up to 5 m'.

Uren (1989) has carried out a number of structural surveys using a Wild RMS

2000 system. This was used to measure, under laboratory conditions, the

deflections of an eccentrically loaded steel column and the load bearing

capacity of a stiffened steel plate and box. For both experiments, measurements

were taken at close ranges of less than 10m and Uren states that ' The ± 0.1

mm accuracy of the technique was perfectly acceptable ... '. This is reinforced

by a previous statement ' Prior work had shown the technique to be accurate to

0.1 mm at the sighting distances involved'. No details are given as to how the

accuracy was assessed for this work but the figures quoted are equivalent to an

accuracy of 1 in 100 000.
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Bingley (1990) reports the results of some surveys carried out with a University

of Nottingham in-house theodolite intersection system. The first of these was to

help calibrate some production robots. In this survey, it was possible to obtain a

good geometry with intersection angles in the range 80-1050 and sight lengths

were less than 3.5 m. This resulted in a mean ellipsoid of error ofO.016 mm for

the points observed. The second survey involved measuring height differences

as a part of a subsidence monitoring scheme. A series of points were levelled

and the results of this were compared to height differences derived from

coordinates determined by theodolite intersection. For most of the observations,

a good geometry of measurement is reported where intersection angles are in

the range 70-950 and sight lengths vary from 2.5-4 m. However, measurements

were also taken when a poor geometry was unavoidable and intersection angles

in the range 7-100 and sighting distances of up to 22 m were used. Bingley

notes from the measurements taken in this survey that with good geometric

conditions, theodolite intersection is capable of determining relative height

differences to an accuracy of 0.05 mm and with poor geometrical conditions,

level differences can be determined with an accuracy of 0.15 mm. The

significance of these results is that height differences have been measured at

each glulam site for this project using field methods similar to those used by

Bingley. Also, a wide ranging geometry has been used but with intersection

angles not less than 150 and sighting distances in the range 2-15 m. All of this

would suggest that vertical deflections have been measured at each glulam site

within the specifted tolerance of 0.07 mm with a good intersection geometry

but that some measurements with a poor geometry have not met this
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specification. The mathematical model used for the orientation of the

University of Nottingham theodolite intersection system is a 2D + ID model in

which horizontal coordinates of the theodolites are calculated first and then the

Z-coordinates, see section 4.4. A least squares 3D vector solution is used to

compute the coordinates of target positions.

Bayly (1991) in his doctoral thesis describes the use of theodolite intersection

systems in aligning machinery. The equipment used here was two Wild T2002

theodolites and software developed in-house. Bayly compares different

traditional alignment methods to theodolite intersection and quotes such as ' ...

the displacement computed with the electronic theodolite system agreed within

0.03-0.17 mm [with results from other instrumentation] ... ' are included.

Another method for assessing the accuracy achievable from a theodolite

intersection system is given by Grist (1991) who includes figure 7.13 but

without a reference. For the ECDS monitoring completed at each of the glulam

sites described in Chapter 6, the range of object distances encountered varies

from 2 to 15 m which would produce, according to figure 7.13, a range of

accuracies from 0.02 mm to 0.10 mm, which are figures close to a global

accuracy of 1 in 100 000. This figure is often quoted for the accuracy of a

theodolite intersection system (see Leica, 1993a also) which corresponds to

0.10 mm at a measuring distance of 10 m. This figure is, of course, a rule of

thumb and does depend greatly on the precision of the theodolites used and

other factors, but does give some idea of the accuracy that might be expected

from theodolite intersection.
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Figure 7.13 Envelope of accuracy achievable with a theodolite intersection
system (Grist 1991)

Santala and Parm (1994) and Santala (1995) state that the precision of a

theodolite intersection system can be evaluated by taking observations to the

same reference points but from different baselines they state that the accuracy

can be assessed by observing scale bars with different lengths situated in

different positions. A number of tests have been performed with a Kern ECDS

(version not given but assumed to be ECDS2) and with a Wild TMS with

targets spread across a room approximately 15 x 8 x 3 m. The precision of

ECDS and TMS are quoted as a three-dimensional point standard error of

0.207 mm and the accuracy is given as a scale error of 174 ± 33.2 ppm where

the standard error of one scale bar length check was 0.063 mm. Santala and

Parm claim that the type of model used to orientate the theodolites and compute

intersections has an effect on the results obtained and that the 3D model of

computation and the (ID + ID) model give different coordinate results

especially in a poor geometry of measurement. This is also confirmed by

Cooper (1986) who states that a 3D model is preferred. How the work of
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Santala and Pann can be related to the monitoring at the glulam sites is not

entirely clear but their results seem to be pessimistic compared to the others

given in this section. However, it is worth noting at this point that ECDS3 is

based on a bundle adjustment orientation and 3D spatial intersection.

The JET (Joint European Torus) project has been set up to investigate nuclear

fusion as a viable energy source (European Commission, 1994) and is based at

Abingdon in Oxfordshire where the experimental fusion reactors and

associated equipment are being built. These have to be assembled to very

precise tolerances and to assist with this, the JET project has purchased three

ECDS3 coordinate measuring systems. The surveying carried out to control the

construction of the fusion reactors is described by Macklin, et al., (1994 and

1995). The reactor includes many different parts but it is estimated that the

measurement space at JET rarely exceeds 10 m as a cube or in diameter. Their

assessments of the accuracy obtained with ECDS3 are ± 0.2 mm when

comparing coordinates of the same points with one another from different

surveys, ± 0.05 mm I m (1 in 20 000) scale accuracy when checks are carried

out by surveying reactor parts with known dimensions and ± 0.3 mm when

components are being installed in the reactor. As with Santala and Parm, these

are given for three-dimensional positioning with no mention of separate

precisions for horizontal and vertical coordinates.

Beyer, et al., (1995) discuss the quality control of digital photogrammetry

where ECDS3 was used to measure a reference frame with a relative accuracy

of 1 in 98 000.
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Holting (1995) describes an assessment of the accuracy of ECDS3 that was

carried out for quality control purposes in aircraft manufacturing. A series of

targets was placed on a Diamler-Benz Aerospace Airbus in order to inspect the

overall geometry of the fully assembled aircraft. The size of the Airbus is

approximately 34 x 34 x 12 m and an elaborate measurement procedure was

used involving two set ups with six theodolites on-line in each set-up. This

ensured that each target was sighted by at least three theodolites with an

intersection angle close to 90°. A 2.5 m scale bar was used in six positions and

the whole set up took five hours to observe. When computed, a special

adaptation of the ECDS3 software was used to adjust both set-ups

simultaneously. All of this produced standard deviations for measured

coordinates of (Jx = 0.13 mm, (Jy = 0.14 mm and (Jz = 0.07 mm. In his

conclusions, Holting claims that ECDS3 measured to an accuracy of 1 in 250

000 of the object size.

Staiger (1995) quotes a repeatability of 0.01-0.02 mm for distances obtained

with ECDS3 but only up to 6 m which are similar to the accuracies predicted by

Grist.

Wu, et al., (1996) have attempted to predict the theoretical accuracy of

theodolite intersection systems and although not made clear in their paper, it is

assumed some tests were performed to compare scale bar lengths obtained by

producing coordinates with the calibrated length of scale bar. This was done for

an orientation carried out by collimation and by using a bundle adjustment. The

relative scale errors quoted for the scale bar comparisons range from 27-92

ppm for a collimation orientation and 7-33 ppm for a bundle orientation and
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Wu et al., conclude that a theodolite intersection system orientated by a bundle

adjustment will produce better results than one orientated by collimation. This

contradicts Zhang, et al., (1997) who have investigated the accuracies of

theodolite intersection systems that have been orientated by what they call the

geodetic method (autocollimation) and the photogrammetric method (bundle

adjustment). The system tested is not specified but uses two theodolites: a Wild

T2000S and T3000. The size of the object tested is not given. The error

obtained for the repeated measurement to a single point is quoted as the ratio of

the length of the error vector obtained to the length of the vector to the single

point. For a bundle adjustment, these are given as 26 ppm. In other words, the

combined accuracy from all three coordinate axis directions is expected to be

0.26 mm at a distance of 10m. If the standard error along each coordinate axis

is assumed to be the same, then these results suggest that the error for X, Yand

Z coordinates should be 0.15 mm at 10m from the theodolite baseline.

Bas (2000) has published a theoretical prediction of the accuracy expected for

point coordinates produced by a theodolite intersection system. The results

suggest that the rate of increase of errors in XYZ coordinates is slow for both

observed horizontal and vertical angles less than 45°, but is fast for angles

greater than 45°. How horizontal angles are defmed is unclear but they are

assumed to be measured relative to a baseline. To control the accuracy, Bas

states the optimum baseline-object distance ratio should be 2:1. This, it is

suggested, would be impractical for many close range intersection surveys.

A wide ranging set of assessments of the accuracy that might be expected for a

theodolite intersection system are given above. The question that arises from all
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of these is how they apply to the monitoring done for the glulam project.

A figure that seems to be quoted more than others is an accuracy close to 1 in

100 000. Whether this relates to the size of the object or the sighting distance is

not always clear but taking a maximum sighting distance of 15 m for the

glulam project, the worst measurement accuracy for ECDS3 should be 0.15

mm. For an average sight length of between 5 and 10 m, the accuracy will be

0.05 mm and 0.1 mm respectively. These figures are close to the magnitude of

error specified for the glulam project.

Of the authors referenced above, the work of Allan and Bingley are most

relevant as their work was carried out using equipment and methods very

similar to those used at the various glulam sites. Allan confirms that sub-O.l

millimetre accuracies are obtained for Z-coordinates even when the system

geometry is poor, as is the case for work in this thesis. Bingley is even more to

the point and quotes accuracies of 0.05 mm for height differences determined

from theodolite intersection with a good geometry and 0.15 mm with a poor

intersection geometry up to distances of 20 m. Halting also gives a standard

error for Z-coordinates of 0.07 mm but for a very elaborate configuration. None

of the other papers mentioned quote accuracies as specific as Allan and Bingley

to the glulam project but most of the values given do not differ greatly from the

global value of 1 in 100 000.

All of these suggest that, for the monitoring carried out in this research that it is

possible to measure Z-coordinates and to determine height differences from

these with an accuracy ofO.07 mm and 0.1 mm respectively. For some beams,
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though, these will deteriorate to accuracies of 0.1 and 0.15 mm with poor

intersection geometry. Bearing in mind all the restrictions imposed by the site

conditions described in Chapter 6, the loss of accuracy for some beams is

accepted.

7.6 Evaluation of system accuracy

Once a theodolite intersection system has been set up and orientated, there is a

need to check the measurement accuracy of the system for a given

configuration in order to give confidence and ensure that the set-up meets

expectations. This can be done by a number of different methods.

The simplest and quickest check is to measure the length of a scale bar in

various positions throughout the object or measuring space. A single position is

not sufficient because the bar is usually short compared to the object being

measured and the precision of a set-up can vary across the measurement space.

As well as varying the position of the scale bar, a different bar to the one used

in the orientation procedure should be used for checking purposes. A scale bar

check produces values for what is often called the scale error for a theodolite

intersection system and this is given as a relative error proportional to the

length of the bar under test. Sometimes, this check is quoted simply as the

difference of the scale bar and check lengths obtained from intersection

coordinates.

Repeated measurements taken of an object from different theodolite positions

is also a method used to check the accuracy of a theodolite intersection system

as it is assumed that consistent results could not be obtained if errors were
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present. This check can be performed directly on the different sets of

coordinates obtained or coordinate differences can be compared. If coordinates

are used, these have to be transformed to the same local or object coordinate

system for comparison since different baselines are used to obtain them. The

check result is quoted as a direct comparison of coordinates or coordinate

differences, as a standard error along each coordinate axis, as a point standard

error or as a scale error.

A check on the absolute accuracy of a theodolite intersection system can be

accomplished by taking measurements to a test object where the coordinates of

the reference targets are known to an accuracy at least as good as the expected

system accuracy.

Another check proposed by Kyle (1993) is the need to check the software of a

theodolite intersection system which, it is claimed, is as important as checking

the hardware and set-up. The essential requirement for this is to have an

independent reference software package designed to much stricter standards

than the package under test. This reference software would be used to generate

coordinates from the same system configuration and observations under test

and if the two sets of results agree within acceptable limits, the test software is

assumed to have performed favourably. Any reference software should be

capable of checking a bundle adjustment and intersection coordinates and

should be able to verify error estimates provided by the test software. During

the period of research covered by this thesis, no such software has been

produced.
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7.6 Verifying the accuracy at Brighton

To check that the accuracies so far discussed are realistic and obtainable by the

author, some tests were carried out both on-site and under laboratory

conditions.

On site, the check most often completed is to measure the length of a second

scale bar in a number of different positions throughout the measurement space

varying from two at Moulsecoomb to five at Wokingham. The difference

between the calibrated length of the scale bar and that obtained from

intersection coordinates has rarely exceeded 0.1 mm. Any difference larger

than 0.1 mm has been investigated and sometimes this has resulted in bundle

points being re-observed and the bundle adjustment re-run. On some occasions,

the whole orientation has been abandoned and a new one started.

In addition to scale bar checks, repeat surveys have been carried out at all sites,

but not on a regular basis as these take a long time to complete. These start with

a normal set-up in which a bundle adjustment is performed followed by on-line

observations. This is then repeated but with the theodolites in different

positions and, if time permits, on consecutive days. The coordinate differences

obtained from each set of tests have been compared and on no occasion have

they differed by more than 0.1 mm.

As well as regular scale bar checks and repeat measurements, the statistics

produced by the ECDS3 software have been analysed each time a survey is

carried out: this has already been discussed in section 5.6. According to the

RMS values obtained for real-time ECDS3 XYZ coordinates, the 'accuracy' for
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local z-coordinates in this project have been better than 0.1 mm with the

exception of some beams at Shoreham. The S (or sighting) statistics produced

by ECDS3 also show that, despite some poor horizontal geometric conditions,

the expected standard deviations for local z-coordinates is still within

acceptable limits. For example, at Wokingham, the predicted horizontal S

values for target 31 are SX= 0.064 mm and SY= 0.216 mm but SZ is 0.042

mm. At target 87, SX = 0.176 mm, SY = 0.148 mm but SZ = 0.042 mm again.

However, at Shoreham, the SZ value for targets 75 and 85 is 0.188 mm but it is

worth noting that the RMS errors reported by ECDS3 for these intersections are

usually less than 0.05 mm and occasionally in excess of 0.1 mm.

The first laboratory test carried out at Brighton was by Conheady (1993). A

small steel cube had six self adhesive Leica targets placed on it and the

distances between these were calculated from the coordinates of the targets

which were measured with a coordinate measuring machine in the mechanical

engineering laboratory. Targets 1 and 3 on the cube defmed an horizontal

distance and 2-4 and 5-6 defmed two vertical distances. Taking the coordinate

measuring machine distances as reference, Conheady tested how well ECDS3

could match these, via measurement of intersected target coordinates on the

cube. ECDS3 was set up in the surveying laboratory at the University and the

cube was placed in eight different plan positions, as shown in figure 7.14, in an

attempt to simulate conditions at some of the glulam sites. In positions A to F,

the cube was placed at three different heights, approximately 1 m below the

theodolite collimation, at the same level as the theodolites and approximately 1

m above. In positions G and H, the cube was set 1 m below the theodolites.
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o 2 3

metres

Intersection angles in range 250 - 560

Sighting distances from 3 - 7 metres

Figure 7.14 Measuring positions for ECDS3 checks (Conheady, 1993)
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This gives rise to 20 different measuring positions for the cube. From the

coordinates produced by ECDS3 for the targets, the distances were computed

and compared to those obtained from the coordinate measuring machine. The

average difference obtained over 20 positions for the horizontal distance 1-3

was 0.09 mm and for the vertical distances 2-4 and 5-6 were 0.04 and 0.03 mm

respectively. No clear trend emerged for these differences from the position of

the cube in plan or height. A measurement accuracy well within the specified

tolerance for the glulam project of 0.1 mm is noted for the vertical distances.

A second series of tests was carried out by Drake (1994). These took place in

the concrete laboratory at the University of Brighton. A steel beam, 255 x 133

mm in section runs through the ceiling of the concrete laboratory and this is

used, with an electrically operated block and tackle system, to move heavy

loads in and out of the laboratory (see figure 7.15). It was decided to measure,

using ECDS3, the vertical deflection of this beam under various point loads. A

series of 14 self adhesive Leica targets were attached, at 750 mm centres, along

the 10 m section of the beam that runs inside the laboratory. Restrictions as to

where the theodolites could be placed meant that the beam had to be monitored

from a short baseline of 3.5 m (see figure 7.16) with intersection angles in the

range 12-40° and with observed vertical angles approaching 45°. These

measuring conditions were very similar to those present at the glulam sites and

the objective of these tests was not to test the accuracy but the response of the

system to measuring vertical deflections.

At the start of fieldwork, the targets along the beam were intersected to give the
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Figure 7.15 Concrete laboratory showing steel loading beam (top) and 1.5
tonne block being positioned on this (bottom)

Figure 7.16 Baseline/or monitoring in concrete laboratory
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initial position of the beam. A 1.S tonne load was then applied under target 6,

the targets were re-intersected and with the load removed, the targets

intersected again. The results for this loading of the beam are shown in figure

7.17. The vertical deflection produced by EeDS3 clearly matches the load

conditions and points where the beam is fixed at target 2 and close to target 12.

A structural analysis of the beam and load was carried out using the OASYS

program and this produced a similar curve to the one in figure 7.17 but the

maximum deflection predicted at target 6 was 3.1 mm compared to 3.3 mm

obtained from EeDS3. Since further tests have produced similar results to

these, it is clear that EeDS3 is capable of measuring vertical deflections

through the comparison of z-intersection coordinate distances.

7.7 Summary

Data quality for theodolite intersection is related to accuracy, precision and

reliability.

For this project, an attempt has been made to maintain accuracy in XYZ

coordinates by using T2002 theodolites with their sub-second angle measuring

capability, by using calibrated scale bars in orientation procedures and by

optimising the system geometry where this has been possible.

Precision is a function of the random errors in observed angles and derived

coordinates and is related to the orientation and intersection statistics provided

by the EeDS3 software. For a bundle adjustment, precision is indicated by

RMS values and for XYZ intersection coordinates, the precision is given by the

Pe andSvalues in the Online program.
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The reliability of XYZ coordinates is indicated by the presence or otherwise of

gross errors in the system. The detection of these is through the many check

measurements taken but they are mainly observed through the statistics

produced by the ECDS3 software. The most common error is that of an

operator sighting the wrong target. If this occurs during SystemOrientation, the

bundle adjustment program will compute large RMS values and will issue an

error message. When measuring in the Online program, the Pe values will be

very large if a gross error has occurred. These can be investigated and the

source of error removed.

Taking account of all that has been covered in this chapter, it is evident that

assessing the accuracy of ECDS3 can be very difficult. As can be seen, the

accuracy possible is a function of the system specification, the way in which it

is set up and is different for each application. A variety of published results are

presented but with no positive trend emerging regarding accuracy and with

many of these not distinguishing between the accuracy of horizontal or vertical

coordinates. However, an attempt has been made to show, from the tests at

Brighton and elsewhere, that ECDS3 can measure vertical deflections with an

accuracy approaching 0.1 mm at the various glulam sites despite the short

baselines used and poor geometry sometimes encountered. Consequently, it is

assumed that the specification of 0.1 mm for the measurement of vertical

deflections is met by ECDS3 and the measurement system.
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8

RESULTS OBTAINED AND CREEP ANALYSIS

Although much research has been done to predict the long-term magnitude of

creep, most of this has been carried out for wood and timber specimens other

than glulam and this is the reason why the Structural Timber Research Unit at

the University of Brighton commenced, in 1988, its research programme to

monitor creep in structural glulam under laboratory conditions. Following this,

the monitoring of full-scale structures commenced in 1992 and it is the analysis

of these rather than the laboratory specimens that is given in this chapter.

8.1 Processing beam deflections

The methods used on site with ECDS3 to measure the coordinates at discrete

points along individual glulam beams at different locations throughout a

structure is described in chapters 5 and 6. For each survey carried out, all the

three-dimensional coordinates of beam targets are obtained in a local

coordinate system and the values are listed in ECDS3 DAT files, an example of

which is shown in Appendix B. However, because each survey is based on a

different local system, the coordinates produced do not have a common origin

and orientation with the exception of the z-axes which are aligned with the

local gravity vector since the theodolites are levelled. Assuming that the z-

coordinates are always referenced in the same direction, vertical deflection

along a beam at different times is obtained by comparing z-coordinates for a
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beam from survey to survey. This is the basis of the measurement technique

developed to monitor the glulam structures and has the advantage that no

control points are required for transforming coordinates into an object (or

structure) based coordinate system and there is no need to set up over the same

points each time measurements are taken.

Although the calculation of vertical deflection is quite straightforward, the

problem of how to reference these, even in a local system, still remains. In an

ideal world, one or more points at each site should have been chosen as

reference points and their heights recorded during each survey and all z-

coordinates could have been referenced to these. Since three of the structures in

the measurement programme were monitored whilst building was in progress,

it was very difficult to identify any reliable reference points stable enough to be

considered fixed throughout the construction period and beyond. So, the

conventional procedure of relating movement to some reference points was

abandoned and each beam was analysed in isolation. To do this, one end (the

lowest with pitched beams) was arbitrarily chosen to be the reference point for

deriving vertical deflection even though this point was almost certainly moving

itself. This would enable the creep behaviour of an individual beam to be

evaluated but would not enable any overall structural movement at any site to

be evaluated. After discussions with STRU, this proposed method of working

was agreed.

The calculations for deriving vertical deflections of glulam beams are as

follows. Taking the example of a pitched beam shown in figure 8.1, the z-
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coordinate differences for the beam (Z2 - z.), (Z3 - z.) and so on are calculated

using one end of the beam as an arbitrary reference to give the vertical

distances to each target along a beam resulting from a particular survey. The

first set of z-coordinate differences obtained in this way are taken to be the

'reference' target positions for a beam and all subsequent deflections are

related to these.

reference

Figure 8.1 Calculation of z-coordinate differences along a beam

For each survey after the first, a characteristic deflection curve is usually

obtained as shown in figure 8.2. On this diagram, the position of the beam at

the start of monitoring (the reference position defined above) is represented by

the straight line joining the Zl.l to Zl.S targets where the suffix 1,1 indicates the

first survey, target point 1. Assuming the top end of the beam moves

downwards relative to the reference in subsequent surveys, the area enclosed

by the straight line joining Zn,l to Zn,S for the nth survey and the reference

represents the amount of structural movement that the beam has been subjected

to in between the two surveys, which has not been measured. The area

enclosed by the deflection curve and the Zn,l to Zn,S line represents the deflection
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or creep of the beam. This can be obtained by comparing the z-coordinate

differences for each survey to the first (reference) values. The relative

deflection or creep at the centre of the beam is equivalent to its maximum

bending deflection relative to the original profile and this value is calculated

and used for later analysis.

Figure 8.2 Graphical representation of the deflection of a beam

All data processing has been performed in Microsoft Excel97. As an example,

the first page of the workbook for Beam 2 at Wokingham is shown in table 8.1.

On this, the row and columns have been added to assist with the description of

the page.

The date of each survey is given in row 10 and the z-coordinates, imported

from EeDS3 DAT files, are in rows 12 to 18. The computed z-coordinate

differences for each survey are in rows 22 to 27 and the beam deflections are in

rows 32 to 38. The first of these recorded on the 10November 1992 in column

C are the reference deflections and are all zero. In column D, showing data for

the survey of the 16 November 1992, the beam deflections are obtained by
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A B C D E F G H1
2 WOKBEAM2.xLS
3
4 DISPLACEMENT OF GLULAM BEAMS
5 WOKINGHAM BAPTIST CHURCH
6
7 BEAM No 2 Page 1
8
9 MEASURED COORDINATES
10 TARGET 10 NOV 92 16 NOV92 23NOV92 24NOV92 30NOV92 14 DEC 92
11
12 21 -895.40 -878.79 -884.84 -879.26 -995.29 -956.78
13 22 -529.62 -513.49 -519.71 -514.09 -630.17 -591.68
14 23 -166.17 -150.31 -156.68 -151.00 -267.16 -228.61
15 24 197.06 212.77 206.30 212.02 95.87 134.45
16 25 561.98 577.73 571.13 576.91 460.73 499.44
17 26 923.45 939.35 932.73 938.55 822.50 861.28
18 27 1255.93 1271.95 1265.21 1271.08 1154.94 1193.86
19
20
21 COORDINATE DIFFERENCES
22 22-21 365.78 365.30 365.13 365.17 365.12 365.10
23 23-21 729.23 728.49 728.16 728.27 728.13 728.17
24 24-21 1092.46 1091.56 1091.14 1091.28 1091.16 1091.23
25 25-21 1457.38 1456.52 1455.97 1456.17 1456.02 1456.23
26 26-21 1818.85 1818.14 1817.56 1817.81 1817.79 1818.07
27 27-21 2151.33 2150.74 2150.05 2150.34 2150.23 2150.64
28
29
30 BEAM DEFLECTIONS RELATIVE TO 10 NOV 92
31 •
32 21 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
33 22 974 0.00 -0.48 -0.65 -0.61 -0.66 -0.68
34 23 1946 0.00 -0.74 -1.07 -0.96 -1.10 -1.05
35 24 2927 0.00 -0.90 -1.32 -1.17 -1.30 -1.23
36 25 3901 0.00 -0.86 -1.41 -1.20 -1.36 -1.15
37 26 4872 0.00 -0.71 -1.29 -1.04 -1.06 -0.79
38 27 5772 0.00 -0.59 -1.28 -0.99 -1.09 -0.69
39
40
41 RELATIVE DEFLECTION AT CENTRE OF BEAM FROM 10 NOV 92
42 DAYS 0 6 13 14 20 34
43 24 (Deflection) 0.00 0.60 0.68 0.68 0.75 0.88
44
45 BEAM 2 472x115mm SECTION 6.3m LONG
46
47 • Horizontal lengths along beam mm
48
49

Table 8.1 Page 1 of Excel workbook for Beam 2 at Wokingham
(all coordinates are in mm)
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comparing the coordinate difference values in columns C andD. The deflection

at target 21, the reference target, is always zero. The beam deflection at target

22 shown in cell D33 is obtained by comparing the coordinate difference (22-

21) on the 16 November 1992 with the same reference difference on the 10

November 1992 or the entry in cell

D33 = (D22 - C22) = (365.30 - 365.78) = -0.48 mm. Similarly, cell

D34 = (D23 - C23) = (728.49 -729.23) = -0.74 mm and so on to cell D38.

For the survey of the 23 November 1992 in Column E, the corresponding beam

deflections are cell E33 = (E22 - C22) and cell E34 = (E23 - C23)which

repeats to cell E38.

The relative deflection at the centre of the beam for the 16November 1992 in

cell D43 is given bY[D~8 - D35] = [-0~59 (-0.90)] = 0.60 mm and for the

b 1992' . b [E38 ] [-1.28 (1 32)] 06823 Novem er IS given y -2--E35 = 2 - . =. mm.

This is computed for each survey.

All of the calculations are repeated throughout the workbook, the full version

of which is given in Appendix D. This attempts to show the extent of the data

collected for Beam 2 at Wokingham, where a total of twelve beams have been

continuously monitored through 55 surveys since November 1992.

Similar workbooks have been prepared for Shoreham (31 Surveys from

January 1993), Moulsecoomb (43 surveys from May 1994) and Bishop

Hannington (35 surveys from July 1995).
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8.2 Modelling deflection and creep behaviour

Deflection and creep in timber and glulam subjected to sustained stress is a

time-dependent phenomenon and the relationship between deflection, creep

and time has been expressed mathematically using a wide range of equations

(see Morlier, 1994 and Dinwoodie, 2000). In general, these expressions are

divided into two categories: those which tend to a limiting value (exponential

and hyperbolic functions) and those which increase indefinitely (power and

logarithmic functions) (Neville, et al., 1993). Although the former are more

common, there is no justification for acceptance of an ultimate value of creep.

It is also noted that such expressions are all purely empirical and are not based

on a generally agreed theoretical basis at this time. When one method is said to

be better than another, this merely reflects on how easily their constants can be

determined and how well they fit experimental results.

This thesis is concerned with the application of coordinate measurement (by

surveying methods) to determine the deflection of various glulam sections

under differing conditions. The main aim is not to process the results obtained

by all possible means and reach a conclusion or proposal on the long-term

behaviour of glulam in differing environments but to demonstrate that the

measurement method implemented is of some value in timber research. To this

end, and given the complexity and amount of work carried out in this field, the

results obtained here will only be analysed to see how they agree with two

versions of the most widely used creep models, the power law and exponential

models. This approach to modelling is recommended by Le Govic (1994b) for

experimental work following his extensive review of current practice.
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The power law model is one of the most successful mathematical descriptions

of creep and it is also used extensively in the study of other materials such as

polymers and concrete. This law exists in many forms but the most basic

version is

f.l(/) = f.linst + at" 8.1

where

f.l (I) = total deflection at time t

f.linst = instantaneous or initial deflection

at" = time-dependent creep (or beam deflection in this project)

a and b are material specific constants to be determined experimentally

t = the elapsed time

Equation 8.1 gives the expected deflection for a structural element as a

function of time. For the beams monitored, the

relative deflection or creep = f.l(/) - f.linst = a tb and this can be expressed in

logarithmic form as (choosing base 10 for logarithms)

IOglO (relative deflection) = log., (a) + b log., (t) 8.2

which IS equivalent to the linear relationship y = c +mx. If measured

deflections are plotted as y = log)o (deflection) against x = log)o (t) and a linear

regression is performed on the result, values for the constants a and b can be

obtained. This rather straightforward way of determining the power law
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constants explains its popularity for modelling creep.

An alternative mathematical expression used to model deflections and creep in

timber is the exponential model of the form

8.3

where a and b again signify material parameters which are required to be

determined experimentally.

As with the power law, it is convenient to reduce this to some linear form for

modelling purposes. In this case, the creep component of deflection as a

function of time is given as relative deflection = a (1- e-b '}. The rate of

change of relative deflection is given by

d(deflection) b -bl b b( -bl)--'---'----'- = a e = a - a - ae
dt

= ab - b(deflection) 8.4

. . d(deflection)
If the deflection data IS plotted as x = deflection and y = dt ' the

linear form is again realised with b given by the slope of a linear regression

line fitted to the plot and with a given by [Y in~rcept] .

8.3 Creep results

In this section, the creep behaviour of the beams in the four structures

monitored is described and an attempt is made to model this. A reminder is
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given that only the centre deflections with respect to the ends of the targeted

lengths in each beam have been considered when deriving beam deflections.

As might be expected, the deflection pattern of each beam at each site is made

up of components resulting from applied loads together with a creep response,

the latter including mechano-sorptive effects. Consequently, a brief history of

the environmental conditions at the four sites monitored is given together with

the discussion of the results obtained.

Wokingham Baptist Church

At Wokingham, a glulam roof frame continues to be monitored which was

constructed in mid-October 1992 and monitoring of twelve selected beams

(rafters) on this structure commenced on the 10 November 1992. A detailed

description of this site and the monitoring procedures used can be found in

section 6.1.

For the first 100 days this building was unheated and often subject to cold and

damp winter conditions whilst construction was in progress. Temperatures

during this period averaged about 8°C while humidities were very high (80-

100%). After commissioning in March 1993, heating has been applied

intermittently in the room during the autumn-winter-spring period each year,

resulting in temperatures generally in the range 10-20°C. Humidities have

reduced gradually from the initial high values to a range of 40-70% since then.

Once the initial drying period was completed, the relative humidity of the

surrounding air has only exceeded 65% for a few weeks each year which
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classifies Wokingham as a Eurocode 5 Service Class 1 building (see section

2.4).

As monitoring has proceeded, the deflection curves observed along the length

of all beams have been plotted after each survey has been completed and

examples of some of these are given in figure 8.3 for Beam 3. The reason for

producing these curves is to compare results from the latest survey to previous

surveys in order to highlight any unusual changes. Any abnormalities in a set

of beam deflection curves could be caused by measurement errors, the targets

being interfered with or could be due to some peculiar behavioural pattern in a

beam. If any unusual results have been obtained, these have been investigated

by a repeat survey but for nearly all measurements, no such problems have

normally been encountered.

However, on occasions, targets have been accidentally removed or damaged in

between site visits and to reinstate these at the same point with a sub-

millimetre accuracy would be very difficult if not impossible to do. To

overcome this problem, no attempt is made to replace a missing or disturbed

target in the same place and a new one is fixed to the beam as close as possible

to its original position. On site, observations are then taken to this target in the

normal way. When processing data, a theoretical value for the z-coordinate for

the replaced target is obtained by first producing a best-fit polynomial function

through the other observed targets along the beam that gives a similar shaped

beam deflection curve to that obtained in previous surveys: a value for the

missing z-coordinate is then either interpolated or extrapolated from this. The

value derived is then compared to the latest measured coordinate and the
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Figure 8.3(a) First deflectionsjor Beam 3 at Wokingham
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Figure 8.3(b) Latest deflections for Beam 3 at Wokinhgam
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difference between these enables a correction to be applied to measured z-

coordinates obtained for that target in subsequent surveys. It is estimated that

this process gives a corrected position for new targets to within about ± 0.1

mm.

Figure 8.4 shows some examples of the time-dependent centre deflections

obtained for the beams monitored at Wokingham. For these and the other

beams, the deflections increase rapidly at first and then tend to some limiting

value. As well as this and after an initial settling down period of about 100-200

days, a seasonal variation can be seen which corresponds to a similar variation

in the measured relative humidity in the room (not shown), with the lower

values of humidity occurring in the summer months. The moisture content of

the beams, although high initially, has reduced to about 12% and this also

varies on the same seasonal pattern as relative humidity with the lower levels

occurring in summer. This cycling effect reduces the deflection (creep) of the

beams when the humidity/moisture content is high and increases deflection at

the lower levels but to a slightly higher deflection with each cycle. These

effects are entirely consistent with the expected mechano-sorptive behaviour of

timber (Hunt, 1994 and Dinwoodie, 1996) which is not strictly a seasonal

phenomenon as indicated here, but is dependent on a changing humidity and

moisture content regime, however this is caused.

The behaviour of the glulam beams shows that the magnitude of the deflections

(or creep) obtained due to load is approximately constant after a given time but

that the mechano-sorptive component is much more variable, being dependent
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Figure 8.4 Examples of centre deflections at Wokingham
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upon moisture content change in the timber.

Although some creep must have taken place over the period between rafter

erection and tiling at Wokingham, the date of completion of tiling (23

November 1992) is taken as the time when the initial elastic load was fully

applied and as the reference point from which deflections and creep are

modelled.

Figure 8.5 shows examples of log-log and rate of deflection plots used to

determine the modelling parameters for the deflections produced by Beam 2 at

Wokingham from the 23 November 1992. For the power law, the resultant log-

log plot and linear regression line (from Excel 97) a = 0.025 and b = 0.6593

with R2 = 0.83. On the other hand, the rate of deflection plot is quite erratic

and, as far as fitting a linear regression line, does not look very encouraging.

Nevertheless, a linear regression was performed on this to produce a = 3.16

mm, b = 0.0024 days" but with R2 = 0.25. The low R2 value correlates well to

the scatter in the data caused by the seasonal variations in deflection and

indicates an unacceptable regression. However, figure 8.6a shows the power

law (as per equation 8.1) and exponential (as per equation 8.3) curves resulting

from these two regressions in relation to the beam deflections. It is quite

evident from this that the power law curve does not fit the data whereas the

exponential curve appears to be an extremely good fit. This is contrary to what

was expected from the regression statistics. A similar analysis was carried out

on the deflections produced by Beam 7 and the results from this are shown in

figure 8.6b. For the power law in this case, a = 0.0765, b = 0.4907 (R2 high)
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Figure 8.5 Linear regression results for Beam 2 at Wokingham
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and for the exponential a = 2.95 mm, b = 0.0040 day" (R2 low). As before, the

power law curve does not match the beam deflections at all well compared to

the exponential curve. Similar curves have been produced for the other beams

and those shown in figure 8.6 are typical of the structure as a whole.

For the power law model, it was not possible to produce curves by this method

that agreed well with the deflections produced by any beam. Conversely, the

exponential model gives a close-fitting curve to nearly all the beams if some of

the initial unsettled period of each deflection is ignored and where the seasonal

or periodic variation caused by varying humidity has been averaged to follow

an overall mean through the monitored values. Since it has been found that the

exponential model at Wokingham gives a much better fit to the data, the

chosen power law model will not be investigated any further and the discussion

will continue with the exponential model only.

The experimental constants resulting from linear regressions for each beam at

Wokingham are given in table 8.2. These show that a varies from 0.45 mm

(Beam 1 with the smallest section and length) to 3.16 mm (Beam 2 with the

largest section and is one of the longest) whilst b = 0.0032 ± 0.0015 day". In

each case, the value of a is given by the long-term deflection of the beam

(since deflection = a when t = 00) and the value of b determines the shape of

the curve.

In the analysis of beam deflections discussed so far, the value of the a constant

obtained depends on the sizes of the beams and their loading. In order to
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compare the response of each beam on a common datum it is necessary to

change the j-axis of each centre deflection curve to a creep factor and to show

the values of kdef for each beam. Unfortunately, because of site conditions and

the practical difficulties of measuring true initial elastic deflections as loads

Beam Size a b
mm days·}

1 270x 90mm SECTION 0.45 0.0060
2.5mLONG

2 472xl15mm SECTION 3.16 0.0024
6.3mLONG

3 472xl1Smm SECTION 2.40 0.0030
6.4mLONG

4 450xl1Smm SECTION 1.60 0.0035
2.3mLONG

5 450xl15mm SECTION not possible to fit exponential
2.3mLONG curve to data

6 49SxllSmm SECTION 0.65 0.0020
2.9mLONG

7 405xl15mm SECTION 2.95 0.0040
5.8mLONG

8 4S0xllSmm SECTION 2.75 0.0020
6.4mLONG

9 495x115mm SECTION 2.05 0.0055
2.7mLONG

10 405x90mm SECTION 1.15 0.0015
6.6mLONG

11 405x90mm SECTION 0.45 0.0035
6.6mLONG

12 472xl15mm SECTION 0.50 0.0015
6.4mLONG

Table 8.2 Exponential constants/or beams at Wokingham

were applied in stages, it is not possible to determine, with absolute certainty,

the creep factors for each beam. Even the early deflections shown in figure

8.3a do not help in this as they were measured after the roof had been partially

loaded and no obvious change in deflection can be seen during tiling. However,

a full set of design drawings and specifications for the building have been

obtained and it has been possible to calculate values for initial elastic

deflections for some of the beams at Wokingham based on estimated total
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loads and the beam sizes/spans. These are listed in table 8.3 and are used to

convert deflections into kdefvalues using the defmition given in equation 2.1.

Using the calculated initial deflections for beams B2, B3, B7 and B8 (four of

the largest section and length rafters), figure 8.7 shows the creep factors for

Beam 2 3 7 8
calculated initial 5.75 mm 5.46mm 6.66mm 6.24mm

deflection

kdef=measured beam deflection/calculated initial deflection

Table 8.3 Calculated initial deflections at Wokingham
(Abdul-Wahab, et al., 1998)

these beams from 23 November 1992. They show a variation of about 0.20 in

magnitude and are the largest creep factors obtained at Wokingham. Also

shown on figure 8.7 is an exponential curve where the creep factor kdef(t) as a

function of the elapsed time 1 (with 1 in days) is given by

kdef(/)=0.50(I-e-O,OO321). Following on from this and despite the varying

creep responses, the results shown at Wokingham for the larger beams could

satisfy an equation of the form

k (I) - k (1- e-{),OO321 )
def - def 8.5

where, after almost 10 years, the kdefvaluedoes not exceed 0.60.

For a Service Class 1 building in the long-term (up to 10 years), the kdefvalue

given by Eurocode 5 in table 2.1 is 0.50 and for a permanent load (more than

10 years) is 0.60. Taking account that the creep factors derived from measured

deflection curves are estimated on the basis of assumed initial deflections, the
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creep response obtained for some of the larger beams at Wokingham (based on

the proposed exponential model) indicates that the long-term creep just falls

within Eurocode 5 Code limits for a Service Class 1 building as the original

design anticipated.

It is interesting to note that the same exponential model as equation 8.5 has

been proposed by Taylor and Pope (1994) for glulam specimens from the

laboratory test programme at the University of Brighton described in chapter 2.

Accepting that the results at Wokingham are based on calculated initial

deflections and there is some doubt about the point at which the structure is

fully loaded and 'normal' creep begins, the close agreement of the on-site

(Wokingham) and laboratory (Brighton) results demonstrates that the

measurement method adopted has produced similar creep data for glulam in

situ compared to the laboratory programme.

When comparing theoretical exponential curves to beam deflections and the

creep responses, the annual variation in these has been ignored so far. It is

suggested that a further refmement can be made to the experimental model

derived by modulating the exponential function with a periodic function that

matches the seasonal nature of the beam deflections. The function chosen for

this is a sinusoidal waveform s defmed as

8.6

where
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s = sinusoidal periodic function

c = amplitude of sinusoidal function

T= period of the sinusoidal function

t = elapsed time in days

at = a phase angle

Combined with the exponential model, this gives

8.7

The effect of modulating the exponential models for Beams 7 and 9 is shown in

figure 8.8. For these analyses, the value of Twas assumed to be 365 days and

optimum values for c and I1t were obtained by minimising the sum of squares

of the residuals produced by each variable in tum. From this, it is evident that

the deflection (and the creep response) of these two beams does follow a

predictable (exponential + sinusoidal) model. All of the beams at Wokingham

have been analysed in this way and all show similar results. The value of c

varies from 0.1 mm (small beams) to 0.45 mm (large beams) and at = 200 ± 15

days.

This result highlights an interesting response of glulam to a seasonal variation

in environmental conditions that warrants a further investigation that is outside

the scope of this thesis. It would be useful if some means could be devised for

assigning values in advance to c and I1t in order that the creep response of a

structure could be predicted more closely at the design stage.
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Figure 8.8 Modulated deflectionsfor Beams 7 and 9 at Wokingham
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Alongside the analysis made here of the creep results obtained, many other

models have been proposed to describe creep behaviour, most of which are

more complicated than those presented. No attempt has been made to correlate

the results obtained in this thesis with these models. Full details of these are

given by Neville, et al., (1983), Morlier (1994) and Dinwoodie (2000).

Wadurs Pool, Shoreham

As at Wokingham, the glulam structure monitored here is again a pitched roof

but covering a 25 x 10m swimming pool in this case. Eight beams have been

selected for monitoring which commenced on the 12 January 1993. A detailed

description of this building and the fieldwork carried out to measure its beam

deflections is given in section 6.2.

At the time of erection of the frame in December 1992, the beams were

covered with black plastic which did not prevent the beams being saturated by

heavy rain during construction. When monitoring began in early January, the

roof decking was in place but tile laying did not commence until March. Initial

on-site conditions were at times cold and damp with temperatures and

humidities around SoC and 85% respectively, but temperatures rose and the

humidity fell until commissioning in June 1993. The temperature from this

time in the pool area has been maintained at about 28-30°C and the relative

humidity has been controlled by an air conditioning system with average

values of 40-70% being recorded. These tend to be slightly higher in the

summer but vary considerably from day-to-day and where sudden increases

(sometimes up to 100%) can occur for a few hours during the night when the
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system is switched off.

According to the Eurocode 5 defmition of Service Class, this building might be

considered as Service Class 3 because the relative humidity of the air exceeds

85% (each night) for more than just a few weeks per annum. However, the

moisture contents developed in the glulam beams have not exceeded 16% after

construction and on this basis and bearing in mind the short duration of the

high humidity pulses, the nearest equivalent service class of Eurocode 5 for

Wadurs Pool should be Service Class 2.

To provide an initial check on results, the deflection curves measured along the

beams have been plotted following completion of each survey and any unusual

behaviour investigated. Figure 8.9 shows some of these curves for the first

monitoring period which took place during construction from the 12 January-I

March 1993. These curves are typical of those obtained for all eight beams at

Shoreham. In section 6.2, it was noted that the top targets on each beam were

not visible at Shoreham at the start of monitoring in January because of

obstructions caused by scaffolding that had been erected in the pool area since

the targets were put in place in December. As shown in figure 8.9, this only

affects the surveys of the 18 January and the 1 February. No obvious early

trend in deflection (or creep) is noted for the beams in figure 8.9 until the

change in deflection patterns corresponding to the roof being partially tiled

between the surveys of the 11 February and the 1 March 1993. Although this

change in deflections has been recorded, it does not provide enough

information to determine the magnitude of the effect of applying all the initial

load to the roof but it does show how the measurement system responded to the
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Figure 8.9 Typical beam deflections for first monitoring period at Shoreham
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change in load.

Returning to the subject of roof loadings, it has already been noted that creep

should be measured from the time initial elastic loads are applied to a structure.

However, as at Wokingham, problems were also experienced defming this at

Shoreham as the initial (roof) load was again applied gradually. By the time the

first monitoring period had ended, the roof was still not fully tiled and

following this, the second monitoring period did not start until the 13 May

1993 at which time construction was complete but the building not

commissioned. For reasons discussed in section 6.2, the measurements taken

from May were to a different set of targets and because of this, it is not

possible to correlate, with any certainty, the results from the first and second

monitoring periods. For these reasons, 13 May 1993 is taken to be the point at

which the initial load was applied at Shoreham even though some creep would

have occurred before this.

Typical beam deflection curves with reference to the start of the second

monitoring period are shown in figure 8.10 for Beam 2 and figure 8.11 shows

the deflection patterns produced by all the beams also from the start of the

second monitoring period. Although the beams are of the same section and

length, Beams 1, 4, 5 and 7 above the east side of the pool have not deflected

as much as Beams 2,3,6 and 8 on the west side. This is due to the effect of the

asymmetric loading on the beams (rafters) caused by the air conditioning plant

room which has been built over the east side of the roof (see figure 6.9).
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Figure S.10 Beam 2 deflections at Shoreham/or second monitoring period
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Figure 8.11 Beam deflections at Shoreham
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The deflections produced by all of the beams at Shoreham have been modelled

in the same way as those at Wokingham according to the power law and

exponential relationships given in section 8.2. Taking Beam 1 as an example,

figure 8.12 shows characteristic log-log and rate of deflection plots used to

determine the a and b constants. As before, the power law regression line gives

a better statistical result than the rate of deflection regression line, although the

latter produces a much better R2 value compared to those obtained at

Wokingham. The results from the log-log and rate of deflection charts of

figure 8.12 have been used to plot the power law and exponential curves shown

in figure 8.13a for Beam 1: the plots resulting from the same analysis for Beam

2 are shown in figure 8.13b. Once again, these demonstrate that the power law

model is not capable of producing a very good fit to the measured deflections

compared to the exponential model. Therefore, the power law model will not

be investigated any further.

The exponential constants resulting from linear regressions of all the beams at

Shoreham are given in table 8.4. These show a variation in a which matches

the asymmetric loading on the roof and give b =0.0047 ± 0.0018 days".

Figure 8.14 shows the creep responses of all the beams at Shoreham from the

13 May 1993. These are based on calculated values for the initial elastic

deflections of 11mm for Beams 1,4,5 and 7 and 13 mm for Beams 2, 3, 6 and

8 as calculated by Abdul-Wahab, et al., (1998).
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Figure 8.12 Linear regression results for Beam 1 at Shoreham
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Figure 8.13 Theoretical power law and exponential curves at Shoreham
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Environmental measurements show that the moisture content of the glulam at

Shoreham rose after installation owing to the effect of wet weather on the

unprotected frame, reaching over 17% at one point. Figure 8.14 shows that

a b
Beam mm day"

Eastside

1 6.75 0.0040

4 5.16 0.0018

5 6.15 0.0027

7 4.69 0.0052

Westside

2 9.73 0.0046

3 8.36 0.0073

6 10.83 0.0052

8 9.14 0.0071

All beams 405mmxl40mm section 8.25m long

Table 8.4 Exponential constants for beams at Shoreham

high rates of creep occurred in the ftrst year and these are consistent with

mechano-sorptive behaviour in which any change of moisture content

occurring for the first time after loading increases the rate of creep. As well as

the initial moisture content increase that would be expected to increase the

creep rate, a further increase would also be expected on drying after

commissioning. To some extent, the creep levels have stabilised after the first

year reflecting that the moisture content has reduced to levels which fluctuate

from 12-16% with the higher values being measured in summer. However,

unlike Wokingham, there is no obvious seasonal variation in the creep

responses despite small annual changes in humidity and moisture content. This
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is due to the controlled environment in the pool area. Consequently, the creep

produced by the beams in the long-term in this case is mostly due to loading.

As commented earlier, the environment at Shoreham does not readily fit into

any of the Eurocode 5 Service Classes but it has been suggested that Service

Class 2 might be appropriate. According to table 2.1, figure 8.14 indicates that

most of the creep responses at Shoreham are Service Class 3 at present (long-

term load category) but could be stabilising to Service Class 2 in the permanent

load category. This reflects the difficulty experienced earlier in deciding which

Eurocode 5 Service Class in which to place Shoreham. The higher rate of

deflection in the first year resulting in the Class 3 response was due to the

wetting/drying cycle described above increasing mechano-sorptive creep

levels. Since then, automatic control of the environment has resulted in lower

permanent creep levels in spite of the daily fluctuations which may be of

insufficient duration to affect creep levels significantly.

Combining the exponential results in table 8.4 with figure 8.14 gives a possible

model for creep at Shoreham as a function of time in the form

kdef(t)=kde/(I-e-O,0047')where kdef is less than 0.80 for nearly all beams.

Based on this, the expected permanent creep just falls within Eurocode 5 limits

for a Service Class 2 building and the recommended kdefvalueofO.80 could be

used to predict the maximum creep deflection expected for any beam in this

structure using kdef(t) =0.80(I-e-O,0047').

At this point, it is emphasised once again that the values of the creep factors

presented above for Shoreham can vary from those shown according to the date
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the initial deflection was assumed to take place and according to the value

assumed for the magnitude of that deflection.

Moulsecoomb Health Centre

Construction of the Health Centre at Moulsecoomb commenced inApril 1994

and the building was completed and handed over to the client inOctober 1994.

Monitoring of the selected beams at this site coincided with the start of

construction and surveying began on the 6 May 1994. A full description of this

site is given in section 6.3.

Since commissioning, this building is heated throughout the winter, with

temperatures varying between about 18 and 25°C throughout the year. The

relative humidity now lies between about 30 and 60% rising beyond this

occasionally in the summer. The structure can be considered to be of Service

Class 1.

Beam deflection curves have been plotted at Moulsecoomb following each

survey and figure 8.15 shows some of these for Beam 3 where curves with

similar shapes to those measured at Wokingham and Shoreham have been

obtained. The effect of the roof being gradually loaded is recorded in figure

8.15a as the 6 May reference was taken with no load applied to Beam 3, the

surveys of the 19 and 27 May correspond to an increasing load and the 7 June

to the roof being fully loaded. However, although these deflection curves show

some response to the changing roof load, the results are inconsistent for the

first surveys. The same difficulty trying to identify early trends in beam
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deflections has been experienced at Wokingham and Shoreham and it seems

that the measurement method needs to be modified in some way in order to try

and measure initial deflections more reliably.

As discussed in section 6.3, it has not been possible to monitor Beams 1 and 2

since December 1998 so the analysis for Moulsecoomb will consider Beams 3

and 4 only. The deflections obtained at the centre of these beams from the 7

June 1994 are shown in figure 8.16.

As can be seen in figure 8.16a, the highest deflections for Beams 3 and 4 have

occurred in the summer months but compared to Wokingham, the seasonal

variation in the humidity in the room containing the beams is also higher in the

summer with levels of around 60% falling to 30% during winter. This reversal

of environmental conditions compared to Wokingham is due to the Health

Centre at Moulsecoomb being continuously heated throughout the autumn-

winter-spring period each year. The changing humidity is clearly reflected in

the beam deflections shown in figure 8.16a and also those obtained for Beams

1 and 2 (not shown) but unlike Wokingham, and contrary to normal behaviour,

a higher deflection response has been observed during more humid periods.

This has been attributed to the complex loading arrangement in this structure

(Abdul-Wahab, et al., 1998). The overall deflection pattern is similar to

Wokingham, where the creep is a combination of loading and mechano-

sorptive effects.

An attempt has been made to model the deflections produced by Beams 3 and 4
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with an exponential function but it was not possible, with any statistical

reliability, to obtain a set of parameters for this. Compared to Wokingham, the

seasonal variation of the deflections is of the same order of magnitude as the

overall deflection itself causing a large dispersion of the results which makes

them difficult to model. The exponential curve added to the deflections in

figure S.16b has not been derived mathematically from the data and is an

estimate for an exponential function that follows the average deflection

produced by the beams. This exponential is given by deflection =

1.25(1_e-o·oo30,) mm and the constants a = 1.25 mm and b = 0.0030 day" have

been estimated using values from the previous models derived at Wokingham

and Shoreham. Of course, there is no justification for this exponential model

other than it is based on the results obtained at Wokingham and Shoreham: it is

merely included here to show the deflections in relation to an exponential

function.

The creep factors for the beams at Moulsecoomb shown in figure S.17 are

derived assuming initial elastic deflections for Beam 3 of 4.2 mm and for Beam

4 of3.7 mm (as calculated by Abdul-Wahab, et al., 1995). Based on these, the

creep factor lies between 0.20 and 0.40 in the long-term which confirms the

statement already made that this building can be considered to be Service Class

1 according to Eurocode 5 provisions. Once again, it seems that the Eurocode 5

recommended kdef values given in table 2.1 are closely matched to the long-

term creep factors obtained.

To complete the analysis of Beams 3 and 4, figure S.lS shows a sinusoidal
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function (see equations 8.6 and 8.7) added to the exponential function proposed

above where the constants for the sinusoidal function have been obtained by

minimising the sum of squares of residuals. Compared to Wokingham, the

amplitude of the sinusoidal function at Moulsecoomb is much larger in relation

to the average long-term deflection. This is probably due to the smaller size of

the beam sections whose deflection and creep response is much more likely to

be affected by changes in environmental conditions than larger section beams.

Bishop Hannington Church, Hove

Unlike the previous buildings which were monitored from new, the meeting

hall at Bishop Hannington Church was constructed in 1982. This was included

in the monitoring programme in order to determine the extent to what older

structures are subjected to continuing creep, whether due to the prolonged

effect of load or environment. The meeting hall is usually heated during the

winter period and temperatures in the range 15-25°C are experienced

throughout the year whilst the relative humidity fluctuates between 40% (in

winter) and 60% (in summer) rising to 70% occasionally. These conditions fall

into the Service Class 1 category.

A full description of this site is given in section 6.4 and inside the hall, two

glulam beams have been selected for monitoring which commenced on the 5

July 1995 and continued, every three months, until the 26 June 1997.

Unfortunately, the site was not visited again until the 26 January 1998 and in

the intervening period, all of the beam targets were removed when the hall was
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redecorated. To continue monitoring, a new set of targets had to be installed

and, because it was not possible to correlate the results from these to the first

set of targets, a second set of beam deflections had to be referenced from the 26

January 1998.

In common with the previous sites, beam deflection curves have been plotted

following each survey and the initial results for Beam 1 from the 5 July 1995

are shown in figure 8.19a and an intermediate set for Beam 2 referenced

fromthe 26 January 1998 are shown in figure 8.19b. The results for these beam

deflections are quite different to those obtained at the other sites: they do not

follow any predictable pattern and the magnitude of the measured deflections

are small for large beams. This is probably due to the difference in age of the

meeting hall compared to the other buildings monitored and shows that

deflection due to load has stabilised.

Figure 8.20 shows the centre deflections produced by Beams 1 and 2 from the

26 January 1998. During the period shown, both beams exhibit creep behaviour

that mirrors environmental conditions in the hall as during the summer when

the humidity in the hall is at its highest, the beam deflection is always at its

lowest. Both responses are referenced to zero at the start and have not moved

more than 0.8 mm from this. The regression line shown on each chart is linear

and this shows that the average deflection (creep) due to load is still increasing

but only by about 0.3 mm over four years for Beam 1 and by about 0.4 mm for

Beam 2. At the start of the monitoring period shown in figure 8.20, 16 years

after construction, a theoretical exponential response would show a negligible

increase in the average deflection. However, it is evident that this is not the
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case even though the annual increase is small for these beams which are of

large section and length. Although these results are consistent with the

expected behaviour of timber and glulam in an older structure, when analysing

the data obtained at Bishop Hannington, care must be exercised as an attempt is

being made to measure small deflections which are at magnitudes approaching

the accuracy expected from the measurement system. A question could also be

raised concerning the analysis carried out as the beam deflections shown in

figure 8.19 do not exhibit the characteristic curves of the other structures

making the mid-span deflections difficult to define.

Although creep factors have been quantified for the beams at the first three

sites, it is not possible to do this for the two beams at Bishop Hannington as

deflection data is not available from the time of construction of the building.

All that can be said is that the ks« value for Beam 1has increased by 0.006 and

for Beam 2 by 0.008 since January 1998 (based on initial deflections as given

by Abdul-Wahab, et al., 1998). These values represent an extremely low rate of

change of creep factor which might be expected in a structure some 16-20

years after it was built. However, mechano-sorptive creep behaviour is still

evident after such a long period of time at Bishop Hannington, with a

magnitude comparable to that at Wokingham for the larger beams.

8.4 Interpretation or the results

From the surveying point of view, and despite many practical difficulties, it is

claimed that all of the objectives set out in section 2.6 have been met and the

measurement system as a whole has produced the results required by STRU to
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obtain creep data for a number of structures, the first known buildings to be

monitored in this way.

ECDS3 has demonstrated its ability to measure three-dimensional coordinates

at sub-millimetre levels and the method employed to convert these into

deflections and to quantify creep has produced sets of results consistent with

the known behaviour of glulam. The complete measurement system has

withstood the test of time, having now been in place for almost ten years at

Wokingham. However, the problem of defming the exact accuracy of the

system remains but the resolution seems to have matched the application as

shown by figure 8.16 at Moulsecoomb and figure 8.21 at Wokingham where

relatively small but clearly recognisable trends in results have been obtained at

the limit of the accuracy thought possible from EeDS3 and the way in which it

has been used to monitor glulam.

At each of the new sites monitored, measurement of the initial deflection of the

beams has not been successful as monitoring started too late or produced

confusing results during the construction period. If creep factors are to be

properly analysed for a full-scale structure, it is essential that the initial

deflections are precisely measured in some way. It is expected that this will be

very difficult to realise during the construction of any building since roof and

other loads are usually applied gradually and site conditions at the time of

erection are often not suitable for monitoring with surveying or other precise

equipment. One possible way of overcoming this problem might be to have a

'controlled' site of some form: this could be a building erected solely for the

purpose of monitoring creep or one where the measurement process takes
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precedence over construction at critical times during loading. However, some

care would be needed with this to ensure that the 'real' nature of the structure

was not lost.

From the analysis of the creep data obtained from monitoring the four

structures, the following general conclusions and comments can be made.

Creep (or time-dependent deflection) in glulam is directly affected by the

ambient conditions in which it is placed. In the short and medium-term

following construction (up to 180 days), it was found that a major component

of the deflection (creep) obtained occurred and was due to the wetting of the

glulam prior to completion of each roof followed by drying on commissioning.

In the long-term, it is evident that the total creep occurring in the beams

monitored is made up of creep due to the load duration on each structure plus a

mechano-sorptive component. These effects have been observed elsewhere and

are sometimes known as primary creep and secondary creep (Le Govic,

1994b). According to Ranta-Maunus (1996), this is also characterised by

structures experiencing a considerable amount of creep deflection during their

first six months which can then take up to ten years to double (as is this case

for Wokingham and Shoreham here).

Recalling the monitoring carried out by the University of Florence (Capretti

and Ceccotti, 1996), their limited study of three composite concrete/glulam

beams shows similar responses to those obtained here where seasonal

variations have been observed that follow changes in humidity. However, they
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have not taken readings at the same time of the year throughout the

measurement programme which is essential for long-term measurements in

timber research (see Ranta-Maunus, 1996) and no modelling of the results has

been carried out.

In this study, the typical creep/time behaviour for the internal environments

monitored can be described by a simple exponential function. In addition,

mechano-sorptive creep has been found to be dependent on the time scale of

relative humidity changes in each of the buildings and the section size of the

timber where there is a greater relative variation in mechano-sorptive

behaviour in beams with smaller sections (eg. Moulsecoomb) compared to

larger beams (eg. Wokingham). The response of the beams at Shoreham also

demonstrates that changes of environment of short duration have little effect on

the structural behaviour of glulam beams of large section which confirms the

same conclusion made by Therlandersson (1994b).

There seems to be some confirmatory evidence that creep depends on the

service environment of a building defmed by Eurocode 5 and that the creep

allowances indicated in Eurocode 5 for internal environments (see table 2.1)

can be considered to be realistic.
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9

MONITORING SYSTEMS TODAY

In chapter 3, a lengthy discussion is given on the various methods available, in

1992, for monitoring structures at the sub-millimetre level. The outcome of this

was to choose a manually operated theodolite system for monitoring the

movement of glulam structures, the decision being based largely on the

accuracy attainable with these and costs.

Some ten years on, monitoring at the various structures in this project still

continues with the theodolite intersection system and an interesting question

arises - how would this be done if the research were to be started today. There

have been many developments in the way in which monitoring can be done

compared to ten years ago and some of the systems and methods included in

chapter 3 have progressed and changed considerably whilst others have not.

Some new equipment continues to be introduced, but the emphasis seems to be

on improving and automating existing techniques.

Recalling the specifications given in section 2.5 for the measurement of creep,

all of these are still considered valid, especially the accuracy requirement and

any re-examination of the methods used to measure creep still need to satisfy

these. In this chapter, then, a review of current practice in high accuracy close

range monitoring and measurement is presented and concentrates on how this

might impact on the glulam project. The review is also limited to off-the-shelf
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instruments and systems that are available now and those that are capable of

measuring with a point accuracy of better than 1mm.

An overview of some of the techniques currently used for monitoring

structures is given by Armer (2001). This provides practical advice on the

latest methods available for the in-service assessment of buildings and other

structures.

9.1 Monitoring with theodolite systems

The early development of theodolite intersection systems has been discussed in

section 3.2 and chapter 5. What can be said about these through the 1990s is

that their development has slowed considerably and the applications they tend

to be used for have not changed a great deal. Typical examples of their

continuing use for industrial measurement are given by Mulder and Smith

(1997) and by Greenwood (1997).

In a manually operated system, at least two operators are required to identify

each passive target and then accurately align the theodolite reticule with the

centre of the target. Today, this is considered to be labour intensive and is not

as efficient, user friendly or reliable as other techniques now available. Despite

these drawbacks, it is estimated there may be several hundreds of industrial

measuring and monitoring systems still in use today based on manually

operated theodolites (Shortis and Fraser, 1998). The most common application

for these now is any measuring or monitoring survey involving a small number

of points - this would, of course, include the glulam sites in this project.
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Equipment currently available in this category of monitoring system includes

the Leica TM5005 industrial theodolite (see figure 9.1). In many respects, this

is similar to the T2002 theodolites (angles measured with a standard deviation

of 0.5") but it has enhanced features such as motorised drives and the

installation of microswitches on the slow motion controls so that recording can

be initiated whilst sighting targets. The TM5100 with panfocal telescope and

TM51 OOAwith autocollimation device are also available.

Figure 9.1 Leica TM5005 theodolite (left) and TDM5005 total station (right)
(courtesy Leica Geosystems)

The software currently available from Leica for use with the TM theodolites is

known as Axyz (see Leica, 1999, Moser and Hoper, 1998 and Kyle, 1997).

This is modular in nature and the Core Data Module (CDM) contains the

software where a project is administered and where data is analysed and

pr sented. It also includes the orientation software and program for computing

r al-tirn co rdinates. The Multiple Theodolite Module (MTM) contains the

rele ant c rnmunications software to connect the theodolites to the system
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computer. Recognising that much of the processing carried out by the CDM

can be used by other measuring systems, Leica have developed the Single

Theodolite Module (STM) which allows a total station to take measurements

but use the same data management software as the MTM. As well as this, there

is a Laser Tracker Module (LTM). This configuration ofAxyz, it is claimed by

Leica, offers a much greater flexibility in the way in which a number of

different measuring systems can operate. It is also possible to process different

jobs simultaneously with Axyz and share instruments provided all the

necessary orientation measurements have been taken.

Despite all these innovations, it is clear that the manually operated theodolite

system has reached its maximum potential and no major developments or

increase of use are expected in the future. The current cost (March 2002) of a

manually operated theodolite intersection system consisting of two TM5005s

and the Axyz software is about £50 000.

Also included in the category of theodolite monitoring system are polar (or

bearing/distance) three-dimensional methods of monitoring again previously

discussed in section 3.2. but, in a modem setting, discussed at length by Cook

(2001).

The MONMOS system is still available from Sokkia and currently uses the

NET2100 total station and SDR4E control terminal. The measuring

specification for the NET2100 is 2" for angles and 0.8 mm for distances at

close ranges using plane self-adhesive reflecting targets. Holmes (1996)

advocates the use of MONMOS for dimensional control in shipbuilding
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construction and repair where point accuracies of 0.8 mm were obtained.

Leica have introduced the TDM5005 industrial total station (shown in figure

9.1) which has the same specification for measuring angles as the TM5005 but

has a distance measuring facility added. Using Axyz, this would require the

STM to be installed in the system computer. According to Leica, the point

accuracy obtainable from the TDM5005 is 0.3 mm within a 20 m measuring

volume. At this accuracy level, the TDM5005 would be a contender for the

glulam project if measurements were to be started today. The cost of a polar

measuring system is about half that of a theodolite intersection system and only

one operator is needed. However, the OJ mm point accuracy is only possible

using a comer cube reflector of some type which would not be 'practicable at

the gIuIam sites monitored. It is possible to use targets in the form of special

reflector tape (see figure 9.2), but the accuracy obtainable for distances with

these is under ideal viewing conditions, 0.5 mm and would not meet

specifications in the glulam project.

Figure 9.2 Plane reflecting targets for use with TDM5005
(courtesy Leica Geosystems)
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If it were possible to accept the accuracy expected from the TDM5005 and

MONMOS when measuring with reflective tape targets, the polar method

would be considered for use in place of a theodolite intersection system to

monitor each giulam site because of the cost savings that could be made when

purchasing hardware. It is not certain at this time if the development of a high

specification total station with an improved distance measuring capability

(especially to plane reflective targets) is under consideration by any of the

leading manufacturers. Until this is the case, theodolite intersection would still

be preferred to guarantee that the accuracy required is obtained.

9.2 Automation of theodolite systems

Motorised theodolites and total stations are currently available from all of the

principal survey instrument manufacturers.

At a low level of automation, the capability to drive a theodolite to a particular

direction allow measurements at pre-determined locations to be repeated more

efficiently as the theodolites would carry out the coarse pointing and the

operators would simply adjust the fme pointing. This could be carried out at the

glulam sites since all the targets are in the same positions for each survey but

this would require the system software to be able to compute coordinate

positions with respect to a local theodolite orientation to allow automated

pointing to predicated locations.

A high level of automation with a theodolite requires the complete elimination

of manual operation. The Kern SPACE and Wild ATMS based on video
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theodolites appeared in the late 1980s and had similar features. These were

very expensive fully automated theodolite intersection systems based on CCD

technology and motorised theodolites. Unlike manually operated theodolite

systems, the number of targets which can be measured with these is not limited

to small sets by operator fatigue, particular if the target locations can be

predicted. Whilst this may be suitable at Wokingham, SPACE and ATMS

would not be economical at the other sites. All of this has been discussed in

section 3.2 where the use of the systems, even if they still available today,

would be rejected because of costs.

Relatively few of these highly automated measuring systems are in use today

and the lack of success of this type of system has forced instrument

manufacturers to pursue other measurement solutions. One of these is the

motorised total station with automatic target recognition based on the intensity

maximum pointing method which uses the return beam of the distance

measuring signal to locate the centre of a comer cube prism. Both Trimble and

Leica produce an instrument with these features and the Trimble Total Station

5601 and Leica TDA5005 have independent automatic target recognition and

can lock onto a prism and follow it as it is moved from target to target. This

may have advantages for monitoring in some industrial applications but would

offer no real advantage at the glulam sites where this would not be possible to

those targets that are inaccessible once installed. The increasing use of

motorised total stations is likely to reduce the cost of manufacture of these

which in turn may make the use of them on a project such as the glulam

structures more attractive in the future provided the problems of accuracy and
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u ing refl cti e tape as targets can be overcome.

9. La er trackers

Ithough a ailable in 1992 at the start of the glulam project, laser trackers

were nly in their infancy at that time. Since then, and especially in the late

th y ha e gained in popularity for industrial measurement and are now

con ider d to be more accurate than theodolite intersection systems for many

applicati n . The Leica SMART 310 described in section 3.2 has now been

r pla d b the LT series of trackers and when used with Axyz, the LTM is

requir d. Other trackers currently available include the SMX Laser Tracker

pr u d by th MX Corporation (figure 9.3) and the API Tracker II

manufactur d by Automated Precision Incorporated.

Fi ure 9.3 'MXLaser Tracker (SMX Corporation, 2002)

11 f th i tra ke have overcome the disadvantages of the earlier ones and

th ar n ,\ n idered to be more portable and are easier to set up than

t ad an made in miniaturisation, in optics and in computer

\l re th e instruments excel is still in the calibration of
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nd rdinate measuring machines but they are now used for

and are seen as an industrial solution to many

day, the popularity of these is attributed to their

ingl in trument, the fact that no sightings have to be

f ut mation possible and the user-friendliness of the

f th expected use of laser trackers in the aerospace

I k (1998), Gooch (1998) and by Shortis and Fraser

11 f th impr ments, the problem for many non-contact

th t mi ht u e a laser tracker (and total station) is getting a

P int to be measured (as shown in figure 9.4) and

.
tr In ur ment.

isur ..· 9.4 itt I aprism inplace/or monitoring with total station (left) and
, r Ira k: r (ri ht) (courtesy Leica Geosystems)

t01 r tra kcrs annot be used because of this. At present, most

ut tv i a much as a theodolite intersection system

III ju tift d f r a high volume of work which does not

ul: u 111. 11num r of pint observed at each of the glulam sites.
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th

. it i xp t d that the use of laser trackers will increase in

h w no sign of the lack of development currently

In lite-bas d y tern .

III n f , range photogrammetric systems to the late

n di cussed in section 3.2. Most off-the-shelf

film-ba ed and a comprehensive review of these is

r 1 . Thr ugh the 1990s, the majority of developments for

ur m nt and m nitoring based on photogrammetry have been

u ti n of digital cameras (see figure 9.5) giving rise

t di it. I

... ur '. I. ..t di ital camera (courtesy Leica Geosystems)

ott n .~, h t grarnmetry in all its forms is well published and

range digital photogrammetry. Consequently,this i

thi ti n i 111 a ri r rview of the state of the art in relation to the

m nil rin th IImi ztu ani d ut with it for this project.
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Although digital methods now dominate for monitoring and industrial

measurements with photogrammetry, the best possible accuracies obtainable

for three-dimensional measurement with photogrammetry (say better than 1 in

100 000) are still only possible with large format film cameras. However, for

the accuracy required for most monitoring tasks, photogrammetric systems

based on the use of high resolution digital still cameras are now used. The

application of digital close range photogrammetry to precise measurement in

industry is sometimes called vision metrology, videometrics or

videogrammetry. Another term used is machine vision although this strictly

refers to the ability of a computer to perform tasks normally performed by a

human such as the inspection of parts: this mayor may not include a three-

dimensional measurement of that part.

The development and current status of high precision close range

photogrammetry over the last few years is described in many publications of

which those listed below are a representative sample. The discussion of

photogrammetric measuring systems in this chapter is based on these. The

papers with a brief summary include

Brown and Dold (1995): introduction to V-STARS with applications.

Fraser and Shortis (1995): description of camera technology in relation to some

industrial projects.

Shortis and Fraser (1995): the development of vision metrology for industrial

use.
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Ganci and Shortis (1996): description of some detailed tests to compare digital

photogrammetry with theodolite intersection where accuracies of the

order of 1 in 50 000 were achieved.

Antilla (1997): a comparison of photogrammetry and theodolite intersection

regarding accuracy.

Fraser (1996): a complete overview of close range photogrammetry.

Fraser (1997): a discussion of the latest developments in automation m

phtotgrammetry .

Fraser (1998): a discussion of the emergence of digital close range

photogrammetry.

Gruen (1997): full coverage of the fundamentals of video gramme try.

Maas (1997): an update on real-time photogrammetry.

Clarke (1998): discussion of the advantages and disadvantages of monitoring

and measuring by photogrammetry in the aerospace industry.

Shortis and Fraser (1998): an overview of all close range measuring systems.

Leica (2000): description of the V-STARS system.

Stirling (2001): a complete overview of the application of photogrammetry to

the monitoring of structures.

Geodetic Services Incorporated (2002): In-house publication 'Basics of

Photogrammetry' •
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iait 1 ph togrammetric measuring systems currently

f p rating in offline or online modes. In the offline

TTl is U' d to take pictures of the object to be measured but

ig .6 tfflir: mode for digital photogrammetry
(c urte y Leica Geosystems)

rh' di c nt .amcn 1 ati n ar needed to ensure that all the points to be

h camera can be connected directly to the system

. II .ith rca . th mputation of three-dimensional coordinates on

th ft r . 11 image from all viewing directions have been

• quir d. # tern arc u ually extremely portable and the entire system

mput r, camera and accessories) is easily transported

tr m it n indu trial measurement, the limitation of the offline

t\\ .en m a ur rnents and results (measurements are not real-

imc .
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n t i photographed using two or more cameras from

e figure 9.7). The images are processed instantly

01 uta, \\ hich i connected directly to the cameras.

Fi ur .7 nlin modefor digital photogrammetry
. uri y Leica Geosystems)

h ph t ramrn tric measurement by these methods can vary

i ni I nt1 ut nd primarily on

• . lut' n , nd quality of the camera(s) used

• he 01 -lri la ut f the cameras relative to the object

nd th an f th order of 1 in 100 000 of the object size

inc r nlin .

ith n 01 nit nn 1 yst .m, the object to be measured has to have targets
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attached to it at points of interest. Although a variety of these are available, the

most commonly used are retro-reflective targets. These are very similar to the

self-adhesive targets currently used at each glulam site and they reflect light

very efficiently back to a light source when illuminated. During a

measurement, a low power flash located at and synchronised with the

camera(s) is used to light the targets. The resulting target images are very

bright and easy to find and measure and because the targets are illuminated

completely by the flash, the target exposure is independent of the ambient

illumination, a distinct advantage at the glulam sites where this is generally

low. As well as this, since the targets are illuminated by a nearly instantaneous

flash, the cameraes) do not have to be steady during a measurement. This

means that in the offline mode, the camera can be hand-held and no tripods are

necessary and in the online mode, measurements are immune to vibrations. A

disadvantage of retro-reflective targets is their loss of reflectivity if viewed at

acute angles (rather like reflective distance measuring targets). This requires

careful planning of photogrammetric surveys using these to ensure this does

not happen.

In the online mode, small hand held probes can be used to measure points on

an object without targets. The tip of the probe is positioned over a point, the

measurement is triggered by the operator and three-dimensional coordinates

are computed for that point. Some examples of these probes are shown in

figure 9.8.

Similar to theodolite intersection, it is not necessary to know the position of the

camera(s) during a photogrammetric measurement as a bundle adjustment
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ur 9.8 Probes/or use in online digital photogrammetry
(courtesy Leica Geosystems)

i th ali rati n of the camera: this can also be carried out by the bundle

adju tment ftv ar in a process known as self-calibration. In order to do this,

ary t take a minimum number of photographs from a minimum

num r f 1 ati n when measuring an object. This may involve taking more

ph than r quired and if this is not possible, the cameras have to be

pr - alibrat d which i not recommended. Referring once again to a theodolite

. t m and comparing this to close range photogrammetry, scale

undle adju tment oftware will include measurements to these when

c mputin ri ntati n parameters for the cameras.

gardin c 'at pre ent, an off-the-shelf digital photogrammetric measuring

tern \ ith ingle camera (offline mode) capable of achieving the accuracies

r quir d f r the glularn project would now cost about the same as a theodolite

tern (in March 2002, about £50 000). As the most expensive

it m i the digital amera, online systems with two cameras cost about twice as
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much as this amount.

If the project were started today, for the type of measurement taken in the

glulam project, an offline system would be chosen both from the cost and

accuracy points of view. Several systems are currently available including

Geodetic Services Incorporated V-STARS/S which is also marketed in

collaboration with Leica, the Metronor System, together with products from

AlCON and Imetric. There is no doubt that all of these compete with and

would probably be used instead of theodolite intersection for taking the

measurements in the glulam project. They would be easier to transport to the

various sites, the system software is as user friendly as ECDS3, measurements

can be taken with a hand-held camera to retro-reflective self-adhesive targets

attached to each structure and, as already mentioned, the accuracy and cost

meet specifications.

In addition to the glulam project, the use of digital photogrammetry in industry

is also recommended and Clarke and Gooch (1999) state that a survey recently

undertaken of 200 non-contact metrology products concluded that

photogrammetry is the most practical method for taking high accuracy

measurements of multiple points simultaneously in manufacturing.

9.5 Application of eleetrolevel systems

Over the last decade the electrolevel has become an accepted measuring

instrument in structural and geotechnical engineering. In general terms, its

advantages are seen to be its simplicity, robustness, small size, and high
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accuracy if installed, calibrated and interpreted carefully.

They have been successfully installed in a wide range of structures (see Price,

et al., 1996) and all recent major UK tunnelling projects in or around London

have specified comprehensive and extensive instrumentation systems which

use electrolevels as sensing elements. Some of the more publicised applications

for electrolevel monitoring systems include the Mansion House in London

where tunnelling to extend the Docklands Light Railway caused concern

(Price, et al., 1994). Forbes, et al., (1994) describe in detail the installation of

an electrolevel monitoring system installed for the Heathrow Express Rail Link

where, in October 1994, the collapse of three adjoining tunnels was predicted

and the area evacuated without any casualties occurring (Penman, 1995).

Various prominent sites along the Jubilee Line Extension, such as Westminster

Bridge and Big Ben have also had electrolevel monitoring systems installed.

For all of these installations, improvements have been made in the way in

which electrolevels are attached to a structure and as these electrolevel

monitoring systems have become larger and more complex, computerised data

retrieval logging and display systems have also become more sophisticated. An

example of this is the Bassett Convergence System for use in tunnels (see

Bassett, et al., (1999).

A number of companies based in the UK now offer a measurement service for

the installation of electrolevel monitoring systems and the cost of these, when
,

installed at all four glulam sites, would be comparable with a theodolite

intersection system. With an accuracy similar to theodolite intersection, the
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huge advantage of an electro level monitoring system, once installed, would be

the automatic logging of the movement of the glulam beams at whatever rate

desirable. This could be downloaded, via a modem and telephone connection,

to a computer located in Brighton.

Despite all the developments in electrolevel monitoring systems over the last

few years, installation of these on the four glulam structures in this project is

still seen as problematical. The most obvious difficulty with their use is the

appearance of the electrolevel beams, cables and data loggers once installed.

Although there have been many advances in electro level technology,

miniaturisation has not come about and a beam is required to enable movement

to be determined. Some installations with currently available standard 2 m

beams are shown in figure 9.9 and, as in 1992, it cannot be envisaged how the

installation of these would be permitted on structures where appearance is a

sensitive issue. If some means of disguising the electrolevel beams and

associated equipment could be devised, this would be a step forward.

Another potential problem with electro levels applied to the glulam project are

recent doubts expressed about their temperature sensitivity and long-term

stability, which is the least researched area and the most difficult characteristic

of an electrolevel to assess. The debate currently in progress is clearly relevant

for a project that is expected to last five or more years and, in the specific case

of Wadurs Pool at Shoreham in this project, the performance of electrolevels in

a high humidity would be questionable. The concerns over electrolevels have

been expressed in papers published by Glennie (1998) and Chan, et al.• (1995)

where their temperature stability is questioned, Spalton (1995) who has doubts
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Installation of electro level beams

In t Ilati n f Ba ett electrolevel tunnelling monitoring system
ircular b ams in tunnel lining lit in background)

Iii ure . Exampl of modern electro level systems (courtesy of Monitoring
tystems Ltd and ITM Ltd)
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about the long-term stability of electrolevels and Green (2000) with concerns

about both. These doubts are refuted by two leading exponents of electrolevel

technology, Price (1996) and Rasmussen (2001).

As in 1992, although their use would be ideal for the glulam project in many

respects, electrolevel monitoring systems would not be chosen today because

of their appearance and because of doubts over their long-term stability. In

addition, although this would be of interest, it is not necessary to take (almost)

continuous measurements of the behaviour of the glulam beams, as

demonstrated in chapter 8.

9.6 Scanning systems

Leica, in association with MetricVision in the USA, introduced the laser radar

LR200 (see figure 9.10) in 2001.

Figure 9.10 Leica LR 200 (courtesy Leica Geosystems)
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This is marketed as a non-contact measurement device that scans any surface

without the need for reflectors to an accuracy ofO.l mm at a range of 10 m (1

in 100 000). If this instrument could be adapted to the monitoring of glulam

structures, it would overcome the problems associated with such instruments as

laser trackers and total stations with regard to reflectors and it would create a

number of interesting measurement solutions. Unfortunately, the cost of the

LR200 at present (£300 000 in March 2002) is prohibitive.

As well as this, the much less expensive Cyrax 2500 laser scanner is available

but with an accuracy of 6 mm for position, this is not intended for high

precision measurement.

9.7 Summary and recommendation

Taking account of all the close range measurement systems described in the

previous sections, it is recommended that, for measuring deflection in glulam

and similar indoor structures at the 0.1 - 0.2 mm level

• a theodolite intersection system could still be used but is too slow

and labour intensive compared to other methods

• a polar system, even though this is the most cost effective method,

is not accurate enough because of the need to use plane retro-

reflecting targets

• laser trackers, although extremely accurate and versatile, could not

be used because of the need to use a corner cube prism of some sort
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on the structure and because of high costs

• an electrolevel monitoring system should not be used because of

problems with their appearance and their long-term performance

• an offline digital photogrammetric system would offer great

flexibility and would probably be the best measurement solution

regarding accuracy, cost and ease of use.
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10

CONCLUSION

What can be said about close range measurement today, whether based on

surveying or geotechnical instrumentation, is that many different techniques

are available and it is in demand from a variety of sources. For example, city

and town centre construction projects routinely specify that monitoring of

movement in adjacent buildings is carried out, high precision measurement for

industry continues to develop and monitoring by survey methods is expanding

into other areas, as exemplified by the work described in this thesis.

Although the topics covered here include high precision close range

measurement, the thesis has concentrated on the application of theodolite

intersection to the monitoring of full-size glulam structures. Theodolite

intersection is still in use nowadays despite the lack of development it has

suffered from in recent years and it is still often used as a reference system for

calibrating other monitoring instruments although this position is now being

challenged by the latest generation of laser trackers.

10.1 Dis(us..~ion or aims and objectives

The first question arising from the work completed here concerns the choice of

theodolite intersection for the measurement of deflection at discrete points on a

variety of structures. With hindsight, was the correct measurement system
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chosen and how would this change today? Based on the monitoring carried out,

the unequivocal answer is that the most appropriate measurement system has

been used, it has withstood the test of time and it has produced the results

required by STRU for Project 3: The effect of fluctuating moisture conditions

upon the creep behaviour of glulam beams. This was the first aim of the work

in this thesis: the objectives set for this are given below (see section 1.1 also)

with comments arising from the work completed during the period of the

thesis.

• to establish a specification for the measurements [required by STRUJ

This is discussed and presented in section 2.6.

• to investigate the choice, availability and suitability of instrumentation for

measurement of deflection in large-scale structures

In chapters 3 and 9, all of the close range measurement systems currently

available for monitoring surveys have been compared and contrasted, but

mostly by reviewing published articles and the brochures produced by the

various manufacturers. From the 1992 review (chapter 3), it was decided to use

theodolite intersection as the measurement method for monitoring glulam.

Although theodolite intersection was chosen as the measurement method, if the

project were to be started today, it is very likely that this would be replaced by

close range digital photogrammetry.

For the type of monitoring carried out here, it appears that no investigations

have been done to compare all the systems at one site. This would be a strong
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recommendation for further work: to establish a test site where theodolite

intersection, polar methods, digital photogrammetry and an electrolevel system

could be compared directly, and in the long-term.

• to establish a measurement procedure and to comment on itsperformance

Having decided on theodolite intersection, the implementation of this on site is

described in chapters 5, 6 and 7 with additional comments in the conclusions to

chapter 8 (section 8.4) all of which show that non-contact measurement using

large-scale survey methods can monitor the creep response of timber

structures.

For the measurement procedures adopted, choices made with regard to which

glulam beams to measure and where, the accuracy required and the frequency

of measurement would probably remain unchanged. Some difficulties with the

measurement of full-scale buildings to be borne in mind for any future work

would be access, can the monitoring equipment be put in the right place and

are the observing conditions satisfactory? The latter is especially relevant to

site work. In addition, targeting can be a problem on larger structures and some

thought is needed as to which type of target is to be used and where to place

these.

• to assess the accuracy obtained from the chosen measurement system

Another issue of some concern with regard to the measurement system used

has been the accuracy obtained. This has been discussed at length in Chapter 7

and it is claimed that the accuracy of the measurement of vertical deflection is

nominally 0.1 mm, as originally specified.
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The second aim of the work carried out here was to show that survey

techniques are capable of producing results that can be useful in timber

research. The objectives given for this in section 1.1 are listed below with

concluding remarks.

• to devise a method of converting survey data into beam deflections

The method devised to convert Z-coordinates produced by theodolite

intersection into vertical beam deflections is described in section 8.1. This has

concentrated on calculating mid-span deflections of the gIuIam beams

monitored as this is standard practice when assessing the behaviour of

structural members.

• to model the beam deflections obtained and to compare these mode/(s) with

those proposed by others engaged in timber research

In this timber-related project, beam deflections have been recorded over a long

time and this was one of the requirements of the measurement system

originally specified by STRU. From the responses shown in chapter 8, the

behaviour of the in-situ gIuIam beams monitored can be expressed as a

modulated exponential function. Variations of the exponential function have

been observed by others, but the seasonal modulation has not been modelled

elsewhere.

One of the original aims of this research programme set by STRU was to

provide a better understanding of glulam. Certainly, more data on the

behaviour of glulam has been collected and the author has attempted some

analysis of the results to illustrate they are of some value in wood mechanics.
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In addition to this, Taylor and Pope (1994), Taylor, Price and Pope (1996) and

Abdul-Wahab, et al., (1998) have also attempted partial analyses of the data

collected forProject 3 in the glulam programme at Brighton.

Taylor and Pope (1994) concluded that the behaviour of glulam specimens

tested under laboratory conditions at Brighton gave rise to the following creep

response

kdef (I) = kdef (1- e-ct) 10.1

where

kdef(t) = relative creep at time t (days)

kdef = long-term relative creep defmed by Eurocode 5 (see table 2.1)

c = a constant = 0.0032 day"

The value of kdef obtained from the laboratory specimens varied from 0.7 to 2

depending on the specimen under test.

Although Taylor, Price and Pope (1996) attempted an analysis of the data

acquired at Wokingham and Shoreham, the conclusion made was that it was

too early to carry out a proper investigation of these results until further data

became available.

Abdul-Wahab, et al., (1998) completed an investigation of the results obtained

at all four sites monitored in this project using a power law model of the form

10.2
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where

Q = a constant = 0.7

b = a constant = 55

K is a correction factor linked to the type of beam under test

For the analysis carried out in this thesis, an exponential function of the form

given by equation 10.1 has been derived for glulam creep responses (ignoring

the seasonal modulation) where kdef = 0.50 on average and c = 0.0032 day" at

Wokingham and where kdef has a maximum value ofO.80 and c = 0.0047 day"

at Shoreham.

The results presented by Taylor and Pope show a close agreement with those

obtained by the author but those of Abdul-Wahab, et al., do not. The reasons

for this are that a deliberate attempt was made by Abdul-Wahab, et al., to

model a power law but that this was only based on measurements taken at the

full-scale structures from 1993-1997. Since 1997, beam deflections and creep

have not increased at the same rates initially observed and the slower long-term

response is better modelled by an exponential function.

As noted in chapter 8, many other models have been proposed to describe the

long-term behaviour of wood and glulam and no attempt was made to model

the results obtained here other than using the most basic power law and

exponential function. However, what the project needs at this time is a full

analysis of all the data in the fourteen year programme in relation to the work

of others referenced in chapters 3 and 8. This would advance the knowledge of

glulam considerably.
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• to discuss the correlation between laboratory andfull-scale measurements

In chapter 8, it was also noted that the exponential response of glulam

measured on the full-scale structures was very similar to that obtained from the

laboratory test programme at Brighton as demonstrated by Taylor and Pope

(1994) compared to the results obtained here. Although not quantified in any

way, the fact that an exponential response has been obtained and that it closely

matches laboratory results demonstrates that there is a correlation between

measurements taken in the laboratory and on full-scale structures for glulam:

providing evidence for this was another of STRU's objectives for this research

programme. However, one study is not conclusive and further work is required

to establish the degree of correlation between laboratory and real structure.

• to determine the relationship a/the results obtained with Eurocode 5

Questions relating to the validity of the creep factors given in Eurocode 5 have

also been raised in this thesis in connection with the measurements taken on

the full-scate structures. Despite the debate that exists, it does seem from the

results obtained here that the kdef values incorporated into Eurocode 5 are valid

but this analysis was based on initial elastic deflections that were calculated for

each beam monitored. The difficulties associated with measuring initial beam

deflections have already been described in chapter 8 and further work is

required in this area so that kdef values in real structures can be properly

assessed.
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10.1 General comments

A considerable amount of data has been generated by this project and only

vertical movement in glulam structures has been fully analysed so far, as

required by STRU. No three-dimensional analysis has been carried out on the

data to date which seems to ignore the other half of the results that describe any

horizontal movement occurring in the measured beams. A recommendation for

any further work for this project would be the analysis of the horizontal and

three-dimensional behaviour of the structures monitored. However, this may

only be of interest to surveyors as it seems that wood mechanics researchers

are mostly interested in vertical deflections in timber produced by static

loading of some sort.

Additional funding to continue Project 3 in the glulam programme at Brighton

has been sought but has proved difficult to obtain. The reasons for this are that

the kdef values derived from research (albeit mostly laboratory based) tend to

confirm those values in Eurocode 5 and the need to investigate further is not

seen as a priority. However, the biggest obstacle to research into glulam in the

UK lies in the British preference for steel and concrete instead of wood-based

building materials, as claimed by Ansell (1999). In contrast to this, timber

research in other European countries and elsewhere is encouraged. Despite this,

Ansell does give some recent examples of the UK timber industry supporting

research into timber but, unfortunately, none of these included glulam.

At present (April 2002), STRU is committed to the continuation of Project 3

and measurements continue to be taken in the laboratory and at each of the four
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structures described. It is hoped that some new structures will be added to the

measurement programme but this is dependent on any future funding that

might become available.

These days, three-dimensional monitoring is an accepted practice in civil

engineering and is used at some time during the construction of most major

projects. Based on the experiences gained whilst completing the work here, an

effective and integrated monitoring system should be based on the following.

• From the beginning, good planning is required and starts with the defmition

of what is to be monitored. This may seem obvious, but needs to be

discussed at length so that both the surveyor and client have a clear

understanding of the project. This should be accompanied by having some

knowledge of the expected behaviour of the structure, most important of

which are the magnitude and rate of change of any movements. A

monitoring scheme should also have clearly stated objectives and an agreed

budget.

• When the need for monitoring has been identified, what to measure must be

clearly specified (for example, vertical deflection, temperature and relative

humidity for the glulam project), where to measure can be crucial (for

example, the ends and centres of selected glulam beams to determine mid-

span deflections) and when to measure has to be agreed (varying from once

a week at the start to once every three months for the glulam project). A

specification for a measurement system requires the accuracy to be defmed

and it is essential that the way in which the results obtained are to be

presented is also agreed and fully understood.
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• With regard to instrumentation currently available and in service, a wide

range is now available as discussed in chapters 3 and 9. A careful selection

from these have to be made focusing on a small range of well-understood

methods where possible. The use of too many different instruments can be

counter-productive on a monitoring scheme as the volume of information

they produce can overload data management systems. Although this was

not a problem experienced for the measurement of the gIuIam structures, it

has been reported elsewhere (see Glennie, 1998, Clayton, et al., 2000 and

Cook and Adams, 2002).
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DAT File

Wadurs Pool Shoreham
13Jan 99
C:\ECDS3\SHOHAM37\BEAM.DAT

OP1 7820.287 4830.941 775.717 0.025 B11
OP2 6247.622 4873.071 1858.504 0.001 B12
OP3 4652.986 4909.492 2958.276 0.013B13
OP4 3166.237 4947.84l 4010.996 0.008 B14
OP5 1677.100 4984.487 5045.156 0.033 B15
SBll -4724.690 4877.213 -328.325 0.038
SB12 -4122.760 5546.253 -330.512 0.028
SB21 7081.329 5326.950 -338.421 0.015
SB22 7782.101 4762.334 -329.780 0.049
OP6 -4844.380 5103.572 777.120 0.018B21
OP7 -3275.770 5074.642 1848.689 0.019 B22
opa -1702.180 5046.363 2935.322 0.022 B23
OP9 -241.944 5021.157 3958.096 0.008 B24
OPI0 1305.815 4992.751 5058.744 0.016 B25
OPll 8020.211 13383.060 762.375 0.034 B71
OP12 6459.768 13417.590 1843.065 0.029 B72
OP13 4963.182 13451.150 2874.813 0.052 B73
OP14 3533.907 13485.490 3867.079 0.008 B74
OP15 1874.230 13523.180 5031.877 0.018 B75
OP16 -4667.860 13642.940 756.952 0.048 B81
OP17 -3083.040 13611.400 1841. 354 0.048 B82
OP18 -1491.350 13583.160 2938.149 0.014 B83
OP19 64.416 13555.360 4021.369 0.018 B84
OP20 1489.497 13529.900 5028.630 0.035 B85
B31 -4799.420 7949.894 764.431 0.027
B32 -3229.710 7917.524 1831.931 0.015
B33 -1653.120 7885.665 2919.693 0.058
B34 -122.461 7859.668 3984.401 0.063
B35 1385.969 7835.683 5041.270 0.006
B41 7892.245 7683.390 763.954 0.013
842 6302.234 7722.933 1854.250 0.049
843 4738.912 7760.460 2939.569 0.065
844 3171.079 7798.199 4028.115 0.052
B45 1740.885 7829.910 5035.157 0.052
B51 7943.336 10528.530 775.077 0.008
B52 6373.191 10566.750 1855.514 0.011
B53 4788.226 10605.100 2946.976 0.001
B54 3228.446 10644.560 4035.970 0.023
B55 1811.268 10678.520 5038.154 0.023
B61 -4735.660 10801.300 769.673 0.008
B62 -3147.600 10772.670 1846.618 0.009
863 -1561.520 10744.140 2942.003 0.052
B64 41.551 10713.870 4058.370 0.016
865 1440.681 10686.420 5058.570 0.001
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ONLFile

Wadurs Pool Shoreham
13 Jan 99
C:\ECDS3\SHOHAM37\BEAM.ONL

B31
B32
B33
B34
B35
BU
B42
B43
B44
B45
BSI
B52
B53
B54
B55
B61
B62
B63
B64
B65

265.422500 094.771400 G 248.017200 096.630300 G
275.342800 086.564200 G 254.969600 089.614000 G
286.844700 077.867800 G 263.476500 081.442100 G
299.008200 070.134200 G 273.347000 073.031700 G
311.145200 064.049000 G 284.499700 065.177700 G
350.853600 095.591500 G 333.575700 095.885300 G
343.573200 088.291100 G 323.196600 087.425200 G
334.900300 080.094000 G 311.495600 078.679400 G
324.587500 071.587500 G 298.844800 070.760400 G
313.927900 064.312900 G 287.284800 064.965300 G
341.147800 096.263000 G 325.412200 096.715800 G
334.550800 090.498600 G 317.133300 090.419800 G
326.999200 084.208700 G 308.089500 083.927800 G
318.747000 077.841400 G 298.813300 077.835100 G
310.696400 072.282200 G 290.382400 072.921200 G
273.695200 095.851300 G 257.853900 097.149800 G
281.902800 089.618200 G 264.409200 091.465300 G
290.811900 083.153900 G 271.866300 085.170600 G
300.246900 076.948600 G 280.280400 078.584900 G
308.531100 072.075300 G 288.214200 072.943400 G
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CAP File

Wadurs Pool Shoreham
13 Jan 99
C:\ECDS3\SHOHAM37\BEAM.CAP

KERN BUNDLE ADJUSTMENT DATA CAPTURE PROGRAM -- DATA FILE

JOB NAME - GLULAM BEAMS
PART NAME - SURVEY N024

DATE - 13 Jan 1999

P T POINT NAME HORIZONTAL VERTICAL TYP COMMENT
1 1 X-AXIS DIRECTION 000.000000 100.000000 GON POINTING ALONG X-AXIS
1 2 X-AXIS DIRECTION 000.000000 100.000000 GON POINTING ALONG X-AXIS
1 1 Y-AXIS DIRECTION 300.000000 100.000000 GON POINTING ALONG Y-AXIS
1 2 Y-AXIS DIRECTION 300.000000 100.000000 GON POINTING ALONG Y-AXIS
1 1 THEO 1 000.000000 100.000000 GON DISTANCE - 0.0001
1 2 THEO 1 197.080000 102.957400 GON DISTANCE - 3000.0000
1 1 SB11 251.011000 103.075500 GON
1 2 SB11 233.244300 103.504300 GON
1 1 SB12 259.305700 103.042500 GON
1 2 SB12 239.513500 103.561500 GON
1 1 SB21 358.941800 102.430200 GON
1 2 SB21 339.119100 104.864700 GON
1 1 S822 365.039000 102.299700 GON
1 2 S822 347.638500 104.755800 GON
1 10P1 364.771700 094.640500 GON B11
1 2 OP1 347.435700 094.403900 GON B11
1 1 OP2 357.829100 085.332600 GON B12
1 2 OP2 334.925100 082.156000 GON B12
1 10P3 348.292700 073.753400 GON B13
1 2 OP3 318.158800 068.567600 GON B13
1 1 OP4 336.240100 061.860200 GON B14
1 2 OP4 299.590200 057.975100 GON B14
1 1 OP5 320.662500 051.321100 GON B15
1 2 OP5 280.904100 051.765600 GON B15
1 1 OP6 251.658300 092.997500 GON B21
1 2 OP6 234.113600 095.905700 GON B21
1 1 OP7 263.507900 081.091500 GON B22
1 2 OP7 240.678100 086.971100 GON B22
1 10P8 279.289300 067.931500 GON B23
1 20P8 249.635900 075.742000 GON B23
1 1 OP9 296.934800 057.537900 GON B24
1 2 OP9 260.896300 064.036200 GON B24
1 10P10 316.285500 050.635200 GON B25
1 2 OP10 276.586600 052.381200 GON B25
1 1 OP11 334.370500 096.891600 GON B71
1 2 OP11 320.306200 097.383800 GON B71
1 1 OP12 328.564500 092.160600 GON B72
1 2 OP12 313.521400 092.368100 GON B72
1 1 OP13 322.503300 087.402500 GON B73
1 2 OP13 306.678000 087.510100 GON B73
1 10P14 316.315900 082.773800 GON B74
1 2 OP14 299.966500 082.988900 GON B74
1 10P15 308.767300 077.519700 GON B75
1 2 OP15 292.154700 078.105000 GON B75
1 1 OP16 279.013200 096.660900 GON B81
1 2 OP16 264.829700 097.632200 GON B81
1 1 OP17 285.819600 091.649000 GON B82
1 2 OP17 270.673700 092.909200 GON B82
1 1 OP18 293.038200 086.517000 GON B83
1 20P18 277.103100 087.846100 GON B83
1 1 OP19 300.302500 081.640500 GON B84
1 20P19 283.859700 082.766900 GON B84
1 1 OP20 306.980400 077.470900 GON B85
1 20P20 290.363000 078.184100 GON B85
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CTL File

Wadurs Pool Shoreham
13 Jan 99
C:\ECDS3\SHOHAM37\BEAM.CTL

KERN BUNDLE ADJUSTMENT V3.20 - CONTROL FILE Local
THEO 1 1
X Y Z
0.0000 FIX 0.0000 FIX 0.0000 FIX
Omega-Phi-Kappa
0.000000 FIX
SCALE SBll
SCALE SB12
SCALE SB21
SCALE SB22

0.000000 FIX 0.000000 FIX
1 1 899.97100 FIX
1 2 899.97100 FIX
2 1 899.97100 FIX
2 2 899.97100 FIX
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OUT File

Wadurs Pool Shoreham
13 Jan 99
C:\ECDS3\SHOHAM37\BEAM.OUT

13 Jan 1999 Begin @ 10:30:16
KERN BUNDLE ADJUSTMENT V3.00
FROM PROG

JOB NAME
PART NAME
MEAS DATE

- PROCESS
- GLULAM BEAMS
- SURVEY N024
- 13 Jan 1999

24 - Total number of object points
24 - Number of object points used
2 - Number of stations

XYZ Position corrections 553.936 1219.744 324.579
XYZ Position corrections 49.072 82.536 38.013
XYZ Position corrections 8.516 16.751 5.128
XYZ Position corrections 0.005 0.013 0.003
Solution converged
Object point residuals (mm)

OPI
1 1 0.031
1 2 0.017

RMS 0.025
OP2

1 1 0.001
1 2 0.001

RMS 0.001
OP3

1 1 0.015
1 2 0.009

RMS 0.013
OP4

1 1 0.009
1 2 0.007

RMS 0.008
OPS

1 1 0.034
1 2 0.032

RMS 0.033
OP6

1 1 0.012
1 2 0.022

RMS 0.018
OF7

1 1 0.013
1 2 0.023

RMS 0.019
OP8

1 1 0.018
1 2 0.025

RMS 0.022
OP9

1 1 0.007
1 2 0.008

RMS 0.008
OPIO

1 1 0.017
1 2 0.016

RMS 0.016
OPU

1 1 0.037
1 2 0.030

RMS 0.034
OP12

1 1 0.031
1 2 0.027
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RMS 0.029
OP13

1 1 0.054
1 2 0.050

RMS 0.052
OP14

1 1 0.008
1 2 0.007

RMS 0.008
OP1S

1 1 0.018
1 2 0.018

RMS 0.018
OPl6

1 1 0.043
1 2 0.052

RMS 0.048
OP17

1 1 0.045
1 2 0.051

RMS 0.048
OPl8

1 1 0.014
1 2 0.015

RMS 0.014
OP19

1 1 0.018
1 2 0.018

RMS 0.018
OP20

1 1 0.035
1 2 0.035

RMS 0.035
SBll

1 1 0.030
1 2 0.045

RMS 0.038
5B12

1 1 0.016
1 2 0.036

RMS 0.028
SB21

1 1 0.011
1 2 0.018

RMS 0.015

SB22
1 1 0.057
1 2 0.039

RMS 0.049

Total RMS 0.029

Final station parameters (Gon , mm)

1 1
Angles 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 (Omega-Phi-Kappa)
Coords 0.000 0.000 0.000

1 2
Angles 0.000879 -0.000558 -2.555777 (Omega-Phi-Kappa)
Coords 2999.725 9.089 174.731

Final object point coords (mm)

OP1
OP2
OP3
OP4
OP5
OP6
OP7
OPS
OP9

X
7820.287
6247.622
4652.986
3166.237
1677.100

-4844.382
-3275.765
-1702.177
-241.944

'{

4830.941
4873.071
4909.492
4947.841
4984.487
5103.572
5074.642
5046.363
5021.157
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z
775.717 B11

1858.504 B12
2958.276 B13
4010.996 B14
5045.156 B15
777.120 B21

1848.689 B22
2935.322 B23
3958.096 B24



OP10
OPU
OP12
OP13
OP14
OP1S
OP16
OP17
OP1S
OP19
OP20
SBU
SB12
SB21
SB22

Completed @ 10:30:19

1305.815
8020.211
6459.768
4963.182
3533.907
1874.230

-4667.858
-3083.040
-1491.350

64.416
1489.497

-4724.693
-4122.755
7081.329
7782.101

4992.751
13383.056
13417.588
13451.146
13485.491
13523.184
13642.935
13611.404
13583.164
13555.360
13529.902
4877.213
5546.253
5326.950
4762.334
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5058.744 B25
762.375 B7l

1843.065 B72
2874.813 B73
3867.079 B74
5031.877 B75
756.952 B81

1841. 354 B82
2938.149 B83
4021.369 B84
5028.630 B85
-328.325
-330.512
-338.421
-329.780



TXT File

Wadurs Pool Shoreham
13 Jan 99
C:\ECDS3\sHOHAM37\BEAM.TXT

KERN ECDS 3.21

ORIENTATION DATA CAPTURE

Job Id
Part Id
Place
Operator(s)
File Name

GLULAM BEAMS
SURVEY N024
WADURS POOL SHOREHAM
WFP/CJAP
C:\ECDS3\SHOHAM37\BEAM.CAP

Date
Time

13 Jan 1999
9:56:42

Pos
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Th Point Name Horizontal Vertical Typ Comment
1 X-AXIS DIRECTION 000.000000 100.000000 GON POINTING ALONG X-AXIS
2 X-AXIS DIRECTION 000.000000 100.000000 GON POINTING ALONG X-AXIS
1 Y-AXIS DIRECTION 300.000000 100.000000 GON POINTING ALONG Y-AXIS
2 Y-AXIS DIRECTION 300.000000 100.000000 GON POINTING ALONG Y-AXIS
1 THEO 1 000.000000 100.000000 GON DISTANCE - 0.0001
2 THEO 1 197.080000 102.957400 GON DISTANCE - 3000.0000
1 SB11 251.011000 103.075500 GON
2 SB11 233.244300 103.504300 GON
1 SB12 259.305700 103.042500 GON
2 SB12 239.513500 103.561500 GON
1 Sa21 358.941800 102.430200 GON
2 SB21 339.119100 104.864700 GON
1 SB22 365.039000 102.299700 GON
2SB22 347.638500 104.755800 GON
10P1 364.771700 094.640500 GON B11
20Pl 347.435700 094.403900 GON B11
lOP2 357.829100 085.332600 GON B12
20P2 334.925100 082.156000 GON B12
10P3 348.292700 073.753400 GON B13
2 OP3 318.158800 068.567600 GON B13
1 OP4 336.240100 061.860200 GON B14
20P4 299.590200 057.975100 GON B14
1 OP5 320.662500 051.321100 GON B15
20P5 280.904100 051.765600 GON B15

END OF DATA CAPTURE

KERN ECDS 3.21

ORIENTATION DATA CAPTURE

Job Id
Part Id
Place
Operator(s)
File Name

GLULAM BEAMS
SURVEY N024
WADURS POOL SHOREHAM

: WFP/CJAP
: C:\ECDS3\SHOHAM37\BEAM.CAP

PO! Th Point Name
1 1 OP6
1 2 OP6
1 1 OP7
1 2 OP1
1 1 OP8
1 2 OP8
1 1 OP9
1 2 OP9
1 1 OP10
1 2 OPI0

END OF DATA CAPTURE

KERN ECDS 3.21

ORIENTATION DATA CAPTURE

Date
Time

13 Jan 1999
10:12:36

Horizontal Vertical Typ Comment
251.658300 092.997500 GON B21
234.113600 095.905700 GON B21
263.507900 081.091500 GON B22
240.678100 086.971100 GON B22
279.289300 067.931500 GON B23
249.635900 075.742000 GON B23
296.934800 051.537900 GON B24
260.896300 064.036200 GON B24
316.285500 050.635200 GON B25
276.586600 052.381200 GON B25
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Job Id
Part Id
Place
Operator(s)
File Name

Date
Time

GLULAM BEAMS
SURVEY N024
WADURS POOL SHOREHAM
WFP/CJAP
C:\ECDS3\SHOHAM37\BEAM.CAP

Pos Th Point Name Horizontal Vertical Typ Comment
1 1 OP11 334.370500 096.891600 GON B71
1 2 OP11 320.306200 097.383800 GON B71
1 1 OP12 328.564500 092.160600 GON B72
1 2 OP12 313.521400 092.368100 GON B72
1 1 OP13 322.503300 087.402500 GON B73
1 2 OP13 306.678000 087.510100 GON B73
1 1 OPU 316.315900 082.773800 GON B74
1 2 OPU 299.966500 082.988900 GON B74
1 1 OP15 308.767300 077.519700 GON B75
1 2 OP15 292.154700 078.105000 GON B75

END OF DATA CAPTURE

KERN ECOS 3.21

ORIENTATION DATA CAPTURE

Job Id
Part Id
Place
Operator(s)
File Name

GLULAM BEAMS
SURVEY N024
WAOURS POOL SHOREHAM
WFP/CJAP
C:\ECDS3\SHOHAM37\BEAM.CAP

Date
Time

Pos Th Point Name
1 1 OP16
1 2 OP16
1 1 OP17
1 2 OP17
1 1 OP18
1 2 OP18
1 1 OP19
1 2 OP19
1 1 OP20
1 2 OP20

Horizontal Vertical Typ Comment
279.013200 096.660900 GON B81
264.829700 097.632200 GON B81
285.819600 091.649000 GON B82
270.673700 092.909200 GON B82
293.038200 086.517000 GON B83
277.103100 087.846100 GON B83
300.302500 081.640500 GON B84
283.859700 082.766900 GON B84
306.980400 077.470900 GON B85
290.363000 078.184100 GON B85

END OF DATA CAPTURE

KERN ECOS 3.21

ECDS 3 - Online

Job Id
Part Id
Place
Operator(s)
File Name

GLULAM BEAMS
SURVEY N024
WADURS POOL SHOREHAM
WFP/CJAP
C:\ECDS3\SHOHAM37\BEAM.DAT

Date
Time

Name I B31 Sensors 1,2
X -4799.423 mm
y 7949.894 mm
Z 764.431 mm

RMS 0.027 mm

Name B32 Sensors 1,2
X -3229.708 mm
Y 7917.524 mm
Z 1831. 931 mm

RMS I 0.015 mm

Name B33 Sensors 1,2
X -1653.118 mm
y 7885.665 mm
Z 2919.693 mm

RMS 0.058 mm
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10:24:00

13 Jan 1999
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Name B34 Sensors 1,2
X -122.461 mm
y 7859.668 mm
Z 3984.401 mm

RMS 0.063 mm

Name B35 Sensors 1,2
X 1385.969 mm
y 7835.683 mm
Z 5041.270 mm

RMS 0.006 mm

Name BU Sensors 1,2
X 7892.245 mm
y 7683.390 mm
Z 763.954 mm

RMS 0.013 mm

Name B42 Sensors 1,2
X 6302.234 mm
y 7722.933 mm
Z 1854.250 mm

RMS 0.049 mm

Name B43 Sensors 1,2
X 4738.912 mm
y 7760.460 mm
Z 2939.569 mm

RMS 0.065 mm

Name B44 Sensors 1,2
X 3171.079 mm
y 7798.199 mm
Z 4028.115 mm

RMS 0.052 mm

Name 845 Sensors 1,2
X 1740.885 mm
y 7829.910 mm
Z 5035.157 mm

RMS 0.052 mm

Name 851 Sensors 1,2
X 7943.336 mm
y 10528.532 mm
Z 775.077 mm

RMS 0.008 mm

Name 852 Sensors 1,2
X 6373.191 mm
y 10566.745 mm
Z 1855.514 mm

RMS 0.011 mm

Name 853 Sensors 1,2
X 4788.226 mm
y 10605.101 mm
Z 2946.976 mm

RMS 0.001 mm

Name B54 Sensors 1,2
X 3228.446 mm
y 10644.564 mm
Z 4035.970 mm

RMS 0.023 mm

Name 855 Sensors 1,2
X 1811.268 mm
y 10678.519 mm
Z 5038.154 mm

RMS 0.023 mm
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Name B61 Sensors 1,2
X -4735.664 mm
y 10801.295 mm
Z 769.673 mm

RMS 0.008 mm

Name B62 Sensors 1,2
X -3141.595 mm
y 10772.614 mm
Z 1846.618 mm

RMS 0.009 mm

Name B63 Sensors 1,2
X -1561.523 mm
y 10744.143 mm
Z 2942.003 mm

RMS 0.052 mm

Name B64 Sensors 1,2
X 41.551 mm
y 10713.872 mm
Z 4058.310 mm

RMS 0.016 mm

Name B65 Sensors 1,2
X 1440.681 mm
y 10686.424 mm
Z 5058.510 mm

RMS 0.001 mm

END OF ONLINE DATA CAPTURE
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APPENDIXC

Site diaries
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WOKINGHAM BAPTIST CHURCH

DATE FILE BEAMS COMMENTS

Building under construction

10Nov 92 WOKHAMI 1-8 Survey 1
First measurements. Beams partially

WOKHAM2 9-12 loaded. Points observed as bundle +
online.

16Nov 92 WOKHAM4 1-8 Survey 2
Beams still not fully loaded. Room

17 Nov92 WOKHAM7 9-12 very wet, humidity very high.

WOKHAM8 1-8
Site very busy.

23 Nov 92 WOKHAM9 1-8 Survey 3
Roof fmished and fully loaded.

24 Nov 92 WOKHAMlO 9-12 Humidity still high in room.

WOKHAM12 1-8

30 Nov92 WOKHAM13 1-8 Survey 4
Room very damp: glulam beams very

1 Dec 92 WOKHAM15 9-12 wet
Lot of activity on site.

14 Dec 92 WOKHAM18 1-8 Survey 5
Humidity continues to be high in room.

WOKHAM20 9-12 New 50 mm floor screed laid in room.

6 Jan 93 WOKHAM21 1-8 Survey 6
Room extremely damp following

7 Jan 93 WOKHAM22 9-12 Christmas break. Site very quiet.

26Jan 93 WOKHAM23 1-8 Survey 7
Humidity lower in room.

27 Jan 93 WOKHAM24 9·12 Site at its busiest ever with many
obstructions to overcome.

8 Feb 93 WOKHAM25 1-8 Survey 8
Room wet again but now fully

9 Feb93 WOKHAM26 9-12 waterproof and being dried out.

22 Feb 93 WOKHAM27 1·8 Survey 9
Room finished.

23 Feb 93 WOKHAM28 9·12 Humidity much lower.
No site activities to hamper work.

End of construction period

5 Apr93 WOKHAM29 1·8 Survey 10
Building commissioned. Humidity

WOKHAM30 9·12 decreasing.
Beams 1·8 observed as bundle +
online. Beams 9·12 observed as all
bundle.

26Apr93 WOKHAM31 1-8 Survey 11
WOKHAM32 9·12

II May 93 WOKHAM33 1·8 Survey 12
WOKHAM34 9·12
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DATE FILE BEAMS COMMENTS

21Jun93 WOKHAM35 1-8 Survey 13
WOKHAM36 9-12

19 Ju193 WOKHAM37 1-8 Survey 14

WOKHAM38 9-12

7 Sep 93 WOKHAM39 1-8 Survey 15

WOKHAM40 9-12

11 Oct 93 WOKHAM41 1-8 Survey 16

WOKHAM42 9-12

8 Nov93 WOKHAM43 1-8 Survey 17
WOKHAM44 9-12

6 Dec 93 WOKHAM45 1-8 Survey 18
WOKHAM46 9-12

17 Jan 94 WOKHAM47 1-8 Survey 19
WOKHAM48 9-12

17 Mar 94 WOKHAM49 1-8 Survey 20
WOKHAM50 9-12

23 May94 WOKHAM51 1-8 Survey 21
WOKHAM52 9-12

21 Ju194 WOKHAM53 1-8 Survey 22

WOKHAM54 9-12

7 Sep 94 WOKHAM55 1-8 Survey 23

WOKHAM56 9-12

WOKHAM57 9-12

8 Sep94 WOKHAM60 1-8

WOKHAM61 1-8

14 Nov94 WOKHAM62 1-8 Survey 24

WOKHAM63 9-12

16 Jan 95 WOKHAM64 1-8 Survey 25
WOKHAM65 9-12

23 Mar95 WOKHAM66 1-8 Survey 26
WOKHAM67 9-12
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DATE FILE BEAMS COMMENTS

7 Jun 95 WOKHAM68 1-8 Survey 27

WOKHAM69 9-12

2 Aug95 WOKHAM70 1-8 Survey 28
WOKHAM71 9-12

16 Oct 95 WOKHAM73 1-8 Survey 29

WOKHAM74 9-12

21 Dec 95 WOKHAM75 1-8 Survey 30

WOKHAM76 9-12

19 Feb 96 WOKHAM77 1-8 Survey 31
WOKHAM78 9-12

8 May96 WOKHAM80 1-8 Survey 32
WOKHAM81 9-12

15 Jul96 WOKHAM82 1-8 Survey 33
WOKHAM83 9-12

14 Oct 96 WOKHAM84 1-8 Survey 34
WOKHAM86 9-12

17 Dec 96 WOKHAM87 1-8 Survey 35
WOKHAM88 9-12

25 Feb 97 WOKHAM89 1-8 Survey 36

WOKHAM91 9-12

19Jun 97 WOKHAM92 1-8 Survey 37
WOKHAM94 9-12

20 Jan 98 WOKHAM95 1-8 Survey 38

WOKHAM96 9-12

31 Mar98 WOKHAM97 1-8 Survey 39

WOKHAM98 9-12

20 May98 WOKHAM99 1-8 Survey 40

WKHAMI00 9-12

30 Jun 98 WKHAMI01 1-8 Survey 41
WK.HAMI03 9-12
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DATE FILE BEAMS COMMENTS

19 Oct 98 WKHAMI04 1-8 Survey 42

WKHAMI0S 9-12

18 Jan 99 WKHAMI06 1-8 Survey 43

WKHAMI07 9-12

27 Apr99 WKHAMI08 1-8 Survey 44

WKHAMI09 9-12

15 Jul 99 WKHAMII I 1-8 Survey 45

WKHAM112 9-12

19 Oct 99 WKHAMI13 1-8 Survey 46

WKHAM114 9-12

19 Jan 00 WKHAMI1S 1-8 Survey 47

WKHAM116 9-12

6 Aproo WKHAM117 1-8 Survey 48

WKHAM119 9-12

27 Jun 00 WKHAM120 1-8 Survey 49

WKHAM121 9-12

16 Oct 00 WKHAM122 1-8 Survey 50

WKHAM123 9-12

18 Jan 01 WKHAM124 1-8 Survey 51

WKHAM12S 9-12

26 MarOI WKHAM126 1-8 Survey 52

WKHAM127 9-12

10 Jul 01 WKHAM128 1-8 Survey 53

WKHAM130 9-12

17 Sep 01 WKHAM131 1-8 Survey 54

WKHAM132 1-8

18 Sep 01 WKHAM133 9-12

WKHAM 134 9-12

14 Feb 02 WKHAM13S 1-8 Survey 55

WKHAM136 9-12
..

Note: Flies missing In the numencal sequence given above have not been used because of gross
errors in a bundle adjustment that were not resolved, unwanted stand movement during
measurements or other problems encountered with the system.
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WADURSPOOLSHOREHAM

DATE FILE BEAMS COMMENTS

Building under construction

12Jan 93 SHOHAM2 1-8 Survey 1
Very cold on site, humidity moderate.
Lot of activity on roof and in pool area.
Plant room under construction.
Toptargets not visible.

18 Jan 93 SHOHAM4 1-8 Survey 2
Good observing conditions.
Roof partially loaded.
Top targets not visible.

1 Feb 93 SHOHAM6 1-8 Survey 3
Roof still not fully loaded. Humidity
moderate.
Top targets not visible.

11 Feb 93 SHOHAM8 1-8 survey 4
All targets now visible.
Roof still not fully loaded.
Very busy in pool area.

1 Mar 93 SHOHAMtO 1-8 Survey 5
Roof now fully loaded.
Pool area finished and pool full of
water for the first time. Humidity
lower.

End of construction period

Targets in new positions

13 May93 SHOHAMII 1-8 Survey 6

14 June 93 SHOHAM13 1-8 Survey 7

17 Nov 93 SHOHAM15 1-8 Survey 8
Long gap since previous survey.

8 Dec 93 SHOHAM16 1-8 Survey 9

24 Jan 94 SHOHAM18 1-8 Survey 10

21 Mar94 SHOHAMt9 1-8 Survey 11

1 Jun 94 SHOHAM20 1-8 Survey 12

13 July 94 SHOHAM21 1-8 Survey 13

11Oct 94 SHOHAM22 1-8 Survey 14
19 Dec 94 SHOHAM23 1-8 Survey 15
14 Mar95 SHOHAM24 1-8 Survey 16
13 Jut 95 SHOHAM26 1-8 Survey 17
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DATE FILE BEAMS COMMENTS

20 Nov9S SHOHAM27 1-8 Survey 18

27 Jun 96 SHOHAM29 1-8 Survey 19

18 Dec 96 SHOHAM30 1-8 Survey 20

2 Jut97 SHOHAM32 1-8 Survey 21

9 Feb 98 SHOHAM34 1-8 Survey 22

2 Jut98 SHOHAM36 1-8 Survey 23

13 Jan 99 SHOHAM37 1-8 Survey 24

13 July 99 SHOHAM38 1-8 Survey 25

2S Jan 00 SHOHAM39 1-8 Survey 26

l6Aug 00 SHOHAM40 1-8 Survey 27

14 Mar 01 SHOHAM41 1-8 Survey 28

12 Jut 01 SHOHAM42 1-8 Survey 29

12 Sep 01 SHOHAM43 1-8 Survey 30

Note: Files trussing m the numencal sequence given above have not been used because of gross
errors in a bundle adjustment that were not resolved, unwanted stand movement during
measurements or other problems encountered with the system.
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MOULSECOOMB HEALTH CENTRE

DATE FILE BEAMS COMMENTS

Building under construction

6May94 MCOOMBI 1&2 Survey 1
First measurements. Beams not

MCOOMB2 3&4 loaded.
Very wet conditions on site.

19 May 94 MCOOMB3 1&2 Survey 2
Wet conditions again on site.

MCOOMB4 3&4 Beams partially loaded. Very busy on
site.

27 May94 MCOOMBS 3&4 Survey 3
Roof almost fully loaded. Very busy
on site again. Some problems with
communications on new computer
(Toshiba T6600C).

7 June 94 MCOOMB6 1&2 Survey 4
Roof fully loaded in both rooms.

MCOOMB7 3&4

23 June 94 MCOOMB8 1&2 Survey 5
Experiencing problems with software

MCOOMBIO 3&4 again. Plasterers working in rooms.
Working on suspended floors in both
rooms from now on.

11 Jul94 MCOOMBll 3&4 Survey 6
Working with new ECDS3 software

MCOOMB13 1&2 version 3.21.

28 Jul94 MCOOMB14 1&2 Survey 7
Quiet on site. Some discussion with

MCOOMB15 3&4 South Downs Health Authority and
architect re targets in long-term.
Beams have been varnished.

IS Aug94 MCOOMB16 1&2 Survey 8

MCOOMB17 3&4

6 Sep 94 MCOOMB18 1&2 Survey 9

MCOOMB19 3&4

End of construction period

3 Oct 94 MCOOMB20 1&2 Survey 10
Health Centre now finished and

MCOOMB21 3&4 handed over to South Downs Health
Authority but building not occupied.

9Nov94 MCOOMB22 1&2 Survey 11

MCOOMB23 3&4
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16 Dec 94 MCOOMB24 1&2 Survey 12

MCOOMB25 3&4

6 Feb95 MCOOMB26 1&2 Survey 13

MCOOMB29 3&4

20 Mar95 MCOOMB30 1&2 Survey 14

MCOOMB31 3&4

3 Ju195 MCOOMB34 1&2 Survey 15

MCOOMB35 3&4

18 Sep 95 MCOOMB36 1&2 Survey 16

9 Oct95 MCOOMB38 3&4 Survey 17

MCOOMB40 1&2

MCOOMB41-MCOOMB51 None of these files used because of software problems.

18 Dec 95 MCOOMB52 1&2 Survey 18

MCOOMB53 3&4

22 Feb96 MCOOMB55 3&4 Survey 19

MCOOMB56 1&2

9 May96 MCOOMB57 1&2 Survey 20
MCOOMB58 3&4

3 Jul96 MCOOMB60 1&2 Survey 21
Using industrial stands for first time.

MCOOMB61 3&4

15 Oct 96 MCOOMB62 1&2 Survey 22
MCOOMB63 3&4

5 Dec 96 MCOOMB64 3&4 Survey 23
MCOOMB66 1&2

28 Feb 97 MCOOMB67 3&4 Survey 24
MCOOMB68 1&2

4 Jul97 MCOOMB69 1&2 Survey 25
MCOOMB70 3&4
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23 Jan 98 MCOOMB72 1&2 Survey 26

MCOOMB73 3&4

20 Mar98 MCOOMB74 1&2 Survey 27

MCOOMB75 3&4

22May98 MCOOMB76 1&2 Survey 28

MCOOMB77 3&4

6 Ju198 MCOOMB78 1&2 Survey 29

MCOOMB79 3&4

11 Dec 98 MCOOMB80 3&4 Survey 30

MCOOMB81 1&2

No more measurements possible for Beams 1 & 2 as the room has been divided and the
beams boxed in as a result.

6 Jan 99 MCOOMB82 3&4 Survey 31

21 Apr99 MCOOMB83 3&4 Survey 32

16 Jul99 MCOOMB84 3&4 Survey 33

11 Oct 99 MCOOMB85 3&4 Survey 34

21 Jan 00 MCOOMB86 3&4 Survey 35

4 AprOO MCOOMB87 3&4 Survey 36

21 Jun 00 MCOOMB88 3&4 Survey 37

19 Oct 00 MCOOMB89 3&4 Survey 38

11 Jan 01 MCOOMB90 3&4 Survey 39

30 MarOI MCOOMB91 3&4 Survey 40

6 Jul 01 MCOOMB92 3&4 Survey 41

14 Sep 01 MCOOMB94 3&4 Survey 42

MCOOMB95 3&4

8 Feb02 MCOOMB96 3&4 Survey 43

Note: Flies trussing m the numerical sequence given above have not been used because of gross
errors in a bundle adjustment that were not resolved, unwanted stand movement during
measurements or other problems encountered with the system.
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BISHOP HANNINGTON CHURCH

DATE FILE BEAMS COMMENTS

5 Jul95 BISHOP4 1&2 Survey 1
First measurements.

10 Jul95 BISHOPS 1&2 Survey 2
BISHOP6 1&2

BISHOP7 1&2

26 Jul95 BISHOP8 1&2 Survey 3

13 Sep 95 BISHOPI0 1&2 Survey 4

12 Oct 95 BISHOP13 1&2 Survey 5
23 Nov 95 BISHOP14 1&2 Survey 6

19 Dec 95 BISHOP15 1&2 Survey 7

20 Feb 96 BISHOP16 1&2 Survey 8

17 May 96 BISHOP17 1&2 Survey 9

4 Jul96 BISHOP18 1&2 Survey 10

26 Sep96 BISHOP20 1&2 Survey 11

24 Oct 96 BISHOP21 1&2 Survey 12

16 Dec96 BISHOP22 1&2 Survey 13

6 Mar97 BISHOP23 1&2 Survey 14

26 Jun 97 BISHOP24 1&2 Survey 15
26 Jan 98 BISHOP25 1&2 Survey 16

First measurements since Jun 97.
New set of targets installed as previous
removed by contractor.
Beams re-varnished.

20 Feb 98 BISHOP26 1&2 Survey 17

30 Mar98 BISHOP27 1&2 Survey 18

18 May98 BISHOP28 1&2 Survey 19

9 Jul98 BISHOP29 1&2 Survey 20

28 Oct 98 BISHOP31 1&2 Survey 21
7 Jan 99 BISHOP32 1&2 Survey 22
19 Apr99 BISHOP33 1&2 Survey 23
12 Jul99 BISHOP35 1&2 Survey 24

21 Oct 99 BISHOP36 1&2 Survey 25
17 Jan 00 BISHOP37 1&2 Survey 26
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3 AprOO BISHOP38 1&2 Survey27

22 Jun 00 BISHOP39 1&2 Survey28

12 Oct 00 BISHOP40 1&2 Survey29

IS Jan 01 BlSHOP41 1&2 Survey 30

29 MarOI BISHOP43 1&2 Survey 31

2 JuI 01 BlSHOP4S 1&2 Survey 32

10 Sep 01 BISHOP48 1&2 Survey33

BISHOPSO 1&2

BISHOPS I 1&2

26 Sep 01 BISHOPS2 1&2 Survey 34

BISHOPS3 1&2

13 Feb 02 BISHOP5S 1&2 Survey 35

Note: Files missing in the numencal sequence given above have not been used because of gross
errors in a bundle adjustment that were not resolved, unwanted stand movement during
measurements or other problems encountered with the system.
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APPENDIXD

Workbook for Beam 2 at Wokingham
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WOKBEAM2.XLS

DEFLECTION OF GLULAM BEAMS
WOKINGHAM BAPTIST CHURCH

BEAM No 2 Page 1

MEASURED COORDINATES
TARGET 10 NOV 92 16 NOV 92 23 NOV 92 24 NOV92 30 NOV92 14 DEC 92

21 -895.40 -878.79 -884.84 -879.26 -995.29 -956.78
22 -529.62 -513.49 -519.71 -514.09 -630.17 -591.68
23 -166.17 -150.31 -156.68 -151.00 -267.16 -228.61
24 197.06 212.77 206.30 212.02 95.87 134.45
25 561.98 577.73 571.13 576.91 460.73 499.44
26 923.45 939.35 932.73 938.55 822.50 861.28
27 1255.93 1271.95 1265.21 1271.06 1154.94 1193.66

COORDINATE DIFFERENCES
22-21 365.78 365.30 365.13 365.17 365.12 365.10
23-21 729.23 728.49 728.16 728.27 728.13 728.17
24-21 1092.46 1091.56 1091.14 1091.28 1091.16 1091.23
25-21 1457.38 1456.52 1455.97 1456.17 1456.02 1456.23
26-21 1816.85 1818.14 1817.56 1817.81 1817.79 1818.07
27-21 2151.33 2150.74 2150.05 2150.34 2150.23 2150.64

BEAM DEFLECTIONS RELATIVE TO 10 NOV 92
•

21 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
22 974 0.00 -0.48 -0.65 -0.61 -0.66 -0.66
23 1946 0.00 -0.74 -1.07 -0.96 -1.10 -1.05
24 2927 0.00 -0.90 -1.32 -1.17 -1.30 -1.23
25 3901 0.00 -0.86 -1.41 -1.20 -1.36 -1.15
26 4872 0.00 -0.71 -1.29 -1.04 -1.06 -0.79
27 5772 0.00 -0.59 -1.28 -0.99 -1.09 -0.69

DEFLECTION AT CENTRE OF BEAM FROM 10 NOV 92
DAYS 0 6 13 14 20 34
24 (Deflection) 0.00 0.60 0.68 0.68 0.75 0.88

DEFLECTIONS FROM 10 NOV 92
DAYS 0 6 13 14 20 34
24 (Centre deflection) 0.00 -0.90 -1.32 -1.17 -1.30 -1.23
27 (End deflection) 0.00 -0.59 -1.28 -0.99 -1.09 -0.69

BEAM 2 472x 115mm SECTION 6.3m LONG

• Horizontal lengths along beam mm
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WOKBEAM2.XLS

DEFLECTION OF GLULAM BEAMS
WOKINGHAM BAPTIST CHURCH

BEAM No 2 Page 2

MEASURED COORDINATES
TARGET 6 JAN 93 26JAN 93 8 FEB 93 22 FEB 93 5APR 93 26APR93

21 -969.01 -962.00 -972.69 -959.10 -953.08 -952.82
22 -604.22 -596.98 -607.81 -594.12 -588.26 -588.01
23 -241.34 -233.99 -244.91 -231.17 -225.71 -225.63
24 121.76 129.09 118.13 131.89 136.81 136.78
25 486.96 494.25 483.26 497.09 501.50 501.34
26 849.01 856.43 845.40 859.37 863.23 863.13
27 1181.82 1189.33 1178.28 1192.35 1196.07 1195.92

COORDINATE DIFFERENCES
22-21 364.79 365.02 364.89 364.98 364.82 364.81
23-21 727.67 728.01 727.78 727.93 727.38 727.19
24-21 1090.76 1091.09 1090.82 1090.99 1089.90 1089.60
25-21 1455.96 1456.25 1455.95 1456.19 1454.58 1454.16
26-21 1818.02 1818.44 1818.10 1818.48 1816.32 1815.95
27-21 2150.83 2151.33 2150.98 2151.45 2149.15 2148.74

BEAM DEFLECTIONS RELATIVE TO 10 NOV 92
•

21 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
22 974 -0.99 -0.75 -0.89 -0.80 -0.96 -0.97
23 1946 -1.56 -1.21 -1.45 -1.30 -1.85 -2.04
24 2927 -1.69 -1.37 -1.64 -1.46 -2.56 -2.86
25 3901 -1.41 -1.13 -1.42 -1.18 -2.79 -3.21
26 4872 -0.83 -0.41 -0.76 -0.38 -2.54 -2.90
27 5772 -0.50 0.00 -0.35 0.13 -2.17 -2.59

DEFLECTION AT CENTRE OF BEAM FROM 10 NOV 92
DAYS 57 77 90 104 146 167
24 (Deflection) 1.44 1.37 1.46 1.52 1.47 1.56

DEFLECTIONS FROM 10 NOV 92
DAYS 57 77 90 104 146 167
24 (Centre deflection) -1.69 -1.37 -1.64 -1.46 -2.56 -2.86
27 (End deflection) -0.50 0.00 -0.35 0.13 -2.17 -2.59

BEAM 2 472x115mm SECTION 6.3m LONG

• Horizontal lengths along beam mm
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DEFLECTION OF GLULAM BEAMS
WOKINGHAM BAPTIST CHURCH

BEAM No 2 Page 3

MEASURED COORDINATES
TARGET 11 MAY 93 21 JUNE 93 19 JULY 93 7 SEP 93 110CT93 8 NOV93

21 -948.83 -960.04 -957.47 -964.71 -955.24 -956.76
22 -584.11 -595.33 -592.97 -600.64 -591.14 -592.67
23 -221.89 -233.24 -231.06 -239.02 -229.43 -231.00
24 140.30 128.72 130.67 122.58 132.26 130.64
25 504.74 492.99 494.75 486.65 496.37 494.82
26 866.45 854.66 856.26 848.28 858.07 856.55
27 1199.25 1187.46 1189.04 1181.30 1191.09 1189.55

COORDINATE DIFFERENCES
22-21 364.72 364.70 364.50 364.07 364.11 364.09
23-21 726.94 726.79 726.41 725.69 725.82 725.76
24-21 1089.13 1088.75 1088.15 1087.29 1087.50 1087.40
25-21 1453.56 1453.03 1452.23 1451.35 1451.61 1451.59
26-21 1815.28 1814.69 1813.73 1812.98 1813.31 1813.31
27-21 2148.07 2147.49 2146.51 2146.01 2146.33 2146.31

BEAM DEFLECTIONS RELATIVE TO 10 NOV 92.
21 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
22 974 -1.06 -1.07 -1.28 -1.71 -1.67 -1.69
23 1946 -2.29 -2.43 -2.81 -3.54 -3.41 -3.46
24 2927 -3.33 -3.70 -4.31 -5.17 -4.96 -5.05
25 3901 -3.81 -4.35 -5.15 -6.02 -5.77 -5.79
26 4872 -3.57 -4.16 -5.12 -5.87 -5.54 -5.54
27 5772 -3.26 -3.84 -4.82 -5.32 -4.99 -5.02

DEFLECTION AT CENTRE OF BEAM FROM 10 NOV 92
DAYS 182 223 251 301 335 363
24 (Deflection) 1.70 1.78 1.90 2.51 2.46 2.54

DEFLECTIONS FROM 10 NOV 92
DAYS 182 223 251 301 335 363
24 (Centre deflection) -3.33 -3.70 -4.31 -5.17 -4.96 -5.05
27 (End deflection) -3.26 -3.84 -4.82 -5.32 -4.99 -5.02

BEAM 2 472x115mm SECTION 6.3m LONG

• Horizontal lengths along beam mm
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DEFLECTION OF GLULAM BEAMS
WOKINGHAM BAPTIST CHURCH

BEAM No 2 Page 4

MEASURED COORDINATES
TARGET 6 DEC 93 17 JAN 94 17 MAR94 23 MAY94 21 JUL 94 7 SEP 94

21 -978.33 -964.29 -1021.91 -1014.76 -978.59 -977.23
22 -614.43 -600.24 -658.39 -651.28 -615.81 -614.52
23 -252.86 -238.59 -297.07 -290.16 -255.22 -253.93
24 108.71 123.04 64.32 70.93 105.47 106.79
25 472.75 487.07 428.18 434.54 468.74 470.10
26 834.31 848.72 789.68 795.95 829.70 831.07
27 1167.11 1181.64 1122.56 1128.79 1162.40 1163.93

COORDINATE DIFFERENCES
22-21 363.91 364.05 363.51 363.48 362.79 362.70
23-21 725.48 725.69 724.83 724.60 723.37 723.30
24-21 1087.05 1087.32 1086.23 1085.69 1084.07 1084.01
25-21 1451.08 1451.36 1450.09 1449.30 1447.33 1447.32
26-21 1812.64 1813.00 1811.58 1810.71 1808.29 1808.29
27-21 2145.44 2145.93 2144.47 2143.55 2141.00 2141.15

BEAM DEFLECTIONS RELATIVE TO 10 NOV 92.
21 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
22 974 -1.87 -1.73 -2.27 -2.30 -2.99 -3.07
23 1946 -3.75 -3.53 -4.39 -4.63 -5.85 -5.93
24 2927 -5.41 -5.13 -6.23 -6.76 -8.39 -8.44
25 3901 -6.29 -6.02 -7.29 -8.08 -10.04 -10.05
26 4872 -6.21 -5.85 -7.27 -8.14 -10.56 -10.56
27 5772 -5.89 -5.40 -6.86 -7.78 -10.33 -10.17

DEFLECTION AT CENTRE OF BEAM FROM 10 NOV 92
DAYS 391 433 492 559 618 666
24 (Deflection) 2.47 2.43 2.80 2.88 3.22 3.36

DEFLECTIONS FROM 10 NOV 92
DAYS 391 433 492 559 618 666
24 (Centre deflection) -5.41 -5.13 -6.23 -6.76 -8.39 -8.44
27 (End deflection) -5.89 -5.40 -6.86 -7.78 -10.33 -10.17

BEAM 2 472x 115mm SECTION 6.3m LONG

• Horlzontallengths along beam mm
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DEFLECTION OF GLULAM BEAMS
WOKINGHAM BAPTIST CHURCH

BEAM No 2 Page 5

MEASURED COORDINATES
TARGET 8 SEP94 8 SEP 94 14 NOV 94 16 JAN 95 23 MAR95 7 JUN 95

repeated
21 -976.80 -976.63 -991.73 -973.58 -987.45 -993.22
22 -614.03 -613.80 -629.07 -610.87 -624.69 -630.75
23 -253.38 -253.28 -268.33 -250.03 -263.64 -270.37
24 107.29 107.43 92.55 110.87 96.94 90.17
25 470.66 470.70 456.06 474.41 460.38 453.35
26 831.59 831.68 817.25 835.67 821.46 814.22
27 1164.47 1164.52 1150.20 1168.64 1154.37 1147.05

COORDINATE DIFFERENCES
22-21 362.77 362.84 362.67 362.71 362.76 362.47
23-21 723.42 723.35 723.41 723.55 723.81 722.85
24-21 1084.09 1084.06 1084.28 1084.45 1084.38 1083.39
25-21 1447.46 1447.33 1447.79 1447.98 1447.83 1446.56
26-21 1808.39 1808.31 1808.98 1809.25 1808.91 1807.43
27-21 2141.27 2141.15 2141.93 2142.21 2141.82 2140.26

BEAM DEFLECTIONS RELATIVE TO 10 NOV 92
•

21 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
22 974 -3.00 -2.94 -3.11 -3.07 -3.02 -3.31
23 1946 -5.81 -5.87 -5.82 -5.68 -5.42 -6.38
24 2927 -8.36 -8.40 -8.17 -8.01 -8.07 -9.07
25 3901 -9.91 -10.04 -9.58 -9.39 -9.55 -10.81
26 4872 -10.46 -10.54 -9.87 -9.60 -9.95 -11.42
27 5772 -10.05 -10.18 -9.39 -9.12 -9.51 -11.07

DEFLECTION AT CENTRE OF BEAM FROM 10 NOV 92
DAYS 667 667 734 797 863 939
24 (Deflection) 3.34 3.31 3.47 3.45 3.32 3.54

DEFLECTIONS FROM 10 NOV 92
DAYS 667 667 734 797 863 939
24 (Centre deflection) -B.36 -8.40 -8.17 -8.Q1 -8.07 -9.07
27 (End deflection) -10.05 -10.18 -9.39 -9.12 -9.51 -11.07

BEAM 2 472x115mm SECTION 6.3m LONG

• Horizontal lengths along beam mm
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DEFLECTION OF GLULAM BEAMS
WOKINGHAM BAPTIST CHURCH

BEAM No 2 Page 6

MEASURED COORDINATES
TARGET 2AUG 95 160CT 95 21 DEC 95 19 FEB 96 8 MAY96 15 JUL 96

21 -1005.70 -1009.70 -961.85 -993.92 -980.31 -975.34
22 -643.40 -647.38 -599.48 -631.61 -618.25 -613.32
23 -283.28 -287.12 -239.06 -271.23 -258.17 -253.34
24 76.99 73.29 121.56 89.38 102.16 106.77
25 439.87 436.26 484.76 452.51 465.14 469.57
26 800.45 797.01 845.64 813.31 825.81 830.01
27 1133.07 1129.81 1178.61 1146.21 1158.61 1162.63

COORDINATE DIFFERENCES
22-21 362.30 362.32 362.37 362.31 362.06 362.02
23-21 722.42 722.58 722.79 722.69 722.14 722.01
24-21 1082.68 1082.99 1083.41 1083.30 1082.47 1082.11
25-21 1445.57 1445.96 1446.61 1446.43 1445.45 1444.91
26-21 1806.14 1806.71 1807.50 1807.23 1806.12 1805.35
27-21 2138.76 2139.51 2140.47 2140.13 2138.92 2137.97

BEAM DEFLECTIONS RELATIVE TO 10 NOV 92
•

21 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
22 974 -3.48 -3.45 -3.41 -3.47 -3.72 -3.76
23 1946 -6.81 -6.64 -6.44 -6.54 -7.08 -7.22
24 2927 -9.77 -9.47 -9.05 -9.16 -9.99 -10.35
25 3901 -11.81 -11.41 -10.76 -10.94 -11.93 -12.46
26 4872 -12.71 -12.14 -11.35 -11.63 -12.73 -13.50
27 5772 -12.57 -11.82 -10.86 -11.20 -12.41 -13.36

DEFLECTION AT CENTRE OF BEAM FROM 10 NOV 92
DAYS 995 1070 1136 1196 1275 1343
24 (Deflection) 3.49 3.56 3.62 3.56 3.78 3.67

DEFLECTIONS FROM 10 NOV 92
DAYS 995 1070 1136 1196 1275 1343
24 (Centre deflection) -9.77 -9.47 -9.05 -9.16 -9.99 -10.35
27 (End deflection) -12.57 -11.82 -10.86 -11.20 -12.41 -13.36

BEAM 2 472x115mm SECTION 6.3m LONG

• Horizontal lengths along beam mm
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WOKBEAM2.XLS

DEFLECTION OF GLULAM BEAMS
WOKINGHAM BAPTIST CHURCH

BEAM No 2 Page 7

MEASURED COORDINATES
TARGET 14 OCT 96 17 DEC 96 25 FEB 97 19 JUN 97 20 JAN 98 31 MAR 98

21 -957.64 -951.61 -957.49 -940.07 -960.10 -951.80
22 -595.63 -589.56 -595.46 -578.24 -598.06 -589.94
23 -235.61 -229.58 -235.27 -218.43 -237.98 -229.95
24 124.62 130.76 125.11 141.56 122.40 130.27
25 487.51 493.74 488.09 504.19 485.33 493.08
26 848.08 854.42 848.75 864.48 845.92 853.50
27 1180.85 1187.25 1181.60 1197.18 1178.71 1186.26

COORDINATE DIFFERENCES
22·21 362.01 362.05 362.03 361.82 362.04 361.86
23-21 722.03 722.03 722.21 721.64 722.13 721.85
24-21 1082.25 1082.38 1082.60 1081.63 1082.50 1082.07
25-21 1445.15 1445.35 1445.58 1444.26 1445.43 1444.87
26-21 1805.72 1806.04 1806.24 1804.55 1806.02 1805.30
27-21 2138.48 2138.86 2139.08 2137.25 2138.81 2138.05

BEAM DEFLECTIONS RELATIVE TO 10 NOV 92
*

21 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
22 974 -3.77 -3.72 -3.75 -3.95 -3.73 -3.92
23 1946 -7.20 -7.20 -7.01 -7.59 -7.10 -7.38
24 2927 -10.20 -10.08 -9.86 -10.83 -9.96 -10.39
25 3901 -12.23 -12.03 -11.80 -13.12 -11.95 -12.50
26 4872 -13.13 -12.82 -12.61 -14.31 -12.83 -13.56
27 5772 -12.85 -12.47 -12.24 -14.08 -12.52 -13.28

DEFLECTION AT CENTRE OF BEAM FROM 10 NOV 92
DAYS 1434 1498 1568 1682 1897 1967
24 (Deflection) 3.78 3.85 3.74 3.79 3.70 3.75

DEFLECTIONS FROM 10 NOV 92
DAYS 1434 1498 1568 1682 1897 1967
24 (Centre deflection) -10.20 -10.08 -9.86 -10.83 -9.96 -10.39
27 (End deflection) -12.85 -12.03 -11.80 -13.12 -11.95 -12.50

BEAM 2 472x115mm SECTION 6.3m LONG

• Hodzontal lengths along beam mm
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DEFLECTION OF GLULAM BEAMS
WOKINGHAM BAPTIST CHURCH

BEAM No 2 Page 8

MEASURED COORDINATES
TARGET 20 MAY 98 30 JUN 98 19 OCT 98 18 JAN 99 27 APR99 15 JUL 99

21 -952.86 -950.60 -953.63 -942.12 -949.67 -943.28
22 -590.93 -588.82 -591.83 -579.94 -587.66 -581.56
23 -231.02 -228.96 -231.89 -219.82 -227.65 -221.78
24 129.07 131.07 128.26 140.49 132.53 138.16
25 491.77 493.75 491.04 503.47 495.28 500.74
26 852.08 854.08 851.59 864.11 855.67 860.98
27 1184.70 1186.69 1184.36 1196.92 1188.37 1193.59

COORDINATE DIFFERENCES
22-21 361.93 361.78 361.80 362.18 362.01 361.72
23-21 721.84 721.64 721.74 722.31 722.02 721.49
24-21 1081.92 1081.67 1081.89 1082.61 1082.20 1081.43
25-21 1444.63 1444.35 1444.67 1445.59 1444.95 1444.02
26-21 1804.93 1804.68 1805.22 1806.23 1805.34 1804.26
27-21 2137.56 2137.29 2137.99 2139.04 2138.04 2136.87

BEAM DEFLECTIONS RELATIVE TO 10 NOV 92
•

21 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
22 974 -3.85 -4.00 -3.98 -3.60 -3.77 -4.06
23 1946 -7.39 -7.58 -7.49 -6.92 -7.20 -7.73
24 2927 -10.53 -10.79 -10.57 -9.85 -10.26 -11.02
25 3901 -12.74 -13.03 -12.71 -11.79 -12.43 -13.35
26 4872 -13.92 -14.17 -13.63 -12.63 -13.51 -14.59
27 5772 -13.77 -14.03 -13.34 -12.29 -13.29 -14.46

DEFLECTION AT CENTRE OF BEAM FROM 10 NOV 92
DAYS 2017 2058 2169 2260 2359 2438
24 (Deflection) 3.65 3.77 3.90 3.70 3.61 3.79

DEFLECTIONS FROM 10 NOV 92
DAYS 2017 2058 2149 2248 2347 2426
24 (Centre deflection) -10.53 -10.79 -10.57 -9.85 -10.26 -11.02
27 (End deflection) -13.77 -14.03 -13.34 -12.29 -13.29 -14.46

BEAM 2 472x 115mm SECTION 6.3m LONG

• Horizontal lengths along beam mm
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WOKBEAM2.XLS

DEFLECTION OF GLULAM BEAMS
WOKINGHAM BAPTIST CHURCH

BEAM No 2 Page 9

MEASURED COORDINATES
TARGET 190CT 99 19 JAN 00 6APROO 27 JUN 00 16 OCT 00 18 JAN 01

21 -961.43 -954.73 -957.80 -943.98 -947.95 -953.99
22 -599.34 -592.71 -595.69 -582.33 -586.32 -591.87
23 -239.30 -232.61 -235.62 -222.49 -226.22 -231.74
24 120.86 127.73 124.57 137.51 133.88 128.60
25 483.62 490.70 487.37 500.18 496.70 491.55
26 844.07 851.33 847.83 860.45 857.25 852.19
27 1176.79 1184.13 1180.55 1193.12 1190.07 1185.04

COORDINATE DIFFERENCES
22-21 362.10 362.02 362.11 361.65 361.63 362.12
23-21 722.13 722.13 722.18 721.48 721.74 722.25
24-21 1082.29 1082.46 1082.36 1081.49 1081.83 1082.58
25-21 1445.06 1445.44 1445.17 1444.15 1444.66 1445.54
26-21 1805.51 1806.06 1805.63 1804.43 1805.20 1806.18
27-21 2138.22 2138.86 2138.35 2137.10 2138.02 2139.03

BEAM DEFLECTIONS RELATIVE TO 10 NOV 92
•

21 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
22 974 -3.68 -3.76 -3.67 -4.13 -4.15 -3.66
23 1946 -7.09 -7.10 -7.05 -7.74 -7.49 -6.98
24 2927 -10.17 -10.00 -10.09 -10.97 -10.62 -9.87
25 3901 -12.32 -11.94 -12.20 -13.22 -12.72 -11.84
26 4872 -13.35 -12.80 -13.22 -14.42 -13.65 -12.68
27 5772 -13.11 -12.47 -12.98 -14.23 -13.31 -12.30

DEFLECTION AT CENTRE OF BEAM FROM 10 NOV 92
DAYS 2534 2626 2704 2786 2897 2993
24 (Deflection) 3.62 3.76 3.60 3.85 3.97 3.72

DEFLECTIONS FROM 10 NOV 92
DAYS 2534 2626 2704 2786 2897 2993
24 (Centre deflection) -10.17 -10.00 -10.09 -10.97 -10.62 -9.87
27 (End deflection) -13.11 -12.47 -12.98 -14.23 -13.31 -12.30

BEAM 2 472x115mm SECTION 6.3m LONG

• Horilontallengths along beam mm
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WOKBEAM2.XLS

DEFLECTION OF GLULAM BEAMS
WOKINGHAM BAPTIST CHURCH

BEAM No 2 Page 10

MEASURED COORDINATES
TARGET 26 MAR 01 10 JUL 01 17 SEP 01

21 -950.83 -955.80 -955.29
22 -588.87 -594.07 -593.58
23 -228.83 -234.36 -233.73
24 131.37 125.53 126.26
25 494.24 488.02 488.87
26 854.74 848.18 849.16
27 1187.48 1180.77 1181.77

COORDINATE DIFFERENCES
22-21 361.96 361.73 361.72
23-21 722.00 721.44 721.56
24-21 1082.20 1081.32 1081.55
25-21 1445.07 1443.81 1444.16
26-21 1805.57 1803.97 1804.45
27-21 2138.31 2136.56 2137.06

BEAM DEFLECTIONS RELATIVE TO 10 NOV 92
•

21 0 0.00 0.00 0.00
22 974 -3.81 -4.05 -4.06
23 1946 -7.22 -7.79 -7.66
24 2927 -10.25 -11.14 -10.91
25 3901 -12.31 -13.56 -13.22
26 4872 -13.28 -14.88 -14.40
27 5772 -13.02 -14.77 -14.26

DEFLECTION AT CENTRE OF BEAM FROM 10 NOV 92
DAYS 3058 3164 3233
24 (Deflection) 3.74 3.75 3.77

DEFLECTIONS FROM 10 NOV 92
DAYS 3058 3164 3233
24 (Centre deflection) -10.25 -11.14 -10.91
27 (End deflection) -13.02 -14.77 -14.26

BEAM 2 472x115mm SECTION 6.3m LONG

• Horizontal lengths along beam mm
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